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Abstract
The Pnncess Point Complex represents a transitional culture from the Middle to Late
Woodland in southwestern Ontario (c.a. A D . 500 - 1,000). The AMS dates on corn remains

(Zea mays) recovered fiom this culture indicate the emergence of horticulture based on cornproduction in the Lower Grand River Valley as early as A.D. 550. This dissertation is a study
of lithic assemblages of the Princess Point Complex, with a focus on an examination of lithic
production systems. The study aims to reconstruct the pattern of Princess Point lithic
production, and to explore the transformation of lithic production in relation to the emergence
of food production in the study region.
The lithic data cornes from a three-year field investigation at the Grand Banks, Lone
Pine, and Young 1 sites. The study first established a lithic typology that is disthguished fkom
classification systems currently used for Ontario Woodland materials. Over 2000 Iithic
samples were selected for both the typo-technological analysis and the use-wear analysis. The
results from these analyses have been used to interpret core reduction strategy and tool usepatterning at a Pnncess Point site (Grand Banks). A diachronie cornparison was then

undertaken to examine the transformation of lithic production during the Princess Point
Period.
The results of lithic analysis demonstrate that the Grand Banks lithic industry
represents a generalized stone tool production. A trend toward an increased use of flake tools
for generalized needs, corresponding to k e d economic activities, is evident in the Princess
Point Cornplex. This study suggests that the shift tiom specialized to generalized stone tool
production, as a long-term technological change, is likely associated with the introduction of
horticulture. Since the subsistence shifi may have brought about a senes of changes in socioeconornic structures, the transformation of lithic production might have been caused by, not
one single factor, but an integrated relationship of extemai factors (sedentism, use of localized
resources, population increase) and interna1 factors (time-stress, productive organization). The
study aims to stimulate research on lithic production in the context of agriculture in the study
region, and to suggest new lines for further study.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Beginning in 1993, a multidisciplinary research project at the University of Toronto

has been investigating the transition from the Middle to Late Woodland in southem Ontario
and the origins of honiculture in the Northeast Woodlands. The Princess Point Complex
(A.D. 500-1,000) of southwestern Ontario provides the primary focus of this research. To

date, research has provided new insights into this regional culture ever since its first
identification twenty years ago (Crawford and Smith 1996; Crawford et al. 1997; Crawford et

al. in press; Smith and Crawford 1995, in press).
David Stothers (1977), who first systematically studied the culture, outlined a general
scenario adducing that these people initiated food production, including the growth of corn
and other cultigens in the region. Aithough the traits of this cultural complex have been briefly
described by Wright (197257-58), Mason (198 1:3 19-324), and Fagan (199 1:416-417), many
issues conceniing the nature of this culture still remain unexplored. These include chronology,
settlement patterns, subsistence, and cultural interaction.
To date, the earliest AMS radiocarbon date on maize (Zea mays) that cornes from a
Princess Point Complex site indicates that a shift to a mixed economy with horticulture,
gathering, hunting, and fishing in the Lower Great Lakes region probably occurred earlier then
previously thought (Crawford and Smith 1996; Crawford et al. 1997). Current research on the
settlement pattern of this transitional Middle to Late Woodland culture also suggests that
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there was a significant change fiom short-terrn to year-around settlement organization in the
Lower Grand Banks River, Ontario (Crawford et al. in press; Smith and Crawford in press).
Given this fact, it is necessary to condua an in-depth study to examine its cuiturai matenals.

As a contribution to this ongoing research program, my study will contribute to Our
understanding of this transitional cultural nom the view point of the lithic production system.

The Goa& of the Research
This dissertation is a study of lithic assemblages of the Princess Point Cornplex.
Although this study deals with various aspects of human behavior in so far as they are
associated with the flaked stone tools, it is centered on an examination of the Princess Point
lithic production system. My pnmary focuses in this study are the pattern of the stone tool
production and the transformation of lithic production in accordance with the introduction of
horticulture in the region.

This study has descriptive and interpretative goals. At the descriptive level, this study
presents the characterization of lithic production at the Princess Point sites currently under
investigation. To systematically explore the lithic production pattern, I have designed this
study to examine flaked stone tool manufacture and utilization through iithic typo-

.

technological and use-wear analyses. At the interpretative level, the study will provide an
expianation of changes in lithic technology during the transition to agriculture in the study
region. At this level, attempts are made to examine a general trend of technological changes in
lithic production from mobile hunter-gathercrs to sedentary farmers. The theoretical
framework used in this study is outlined in the next section. The specific goals of this study
are, in brief:
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(1) to characterize the pattern of Princess Point lithic production through

a detailed Iithic analysis;
(2) to examine and explain the transformation of lithic production in
relation to the beginning of food production in the study region.

Clearly, the study of the Princess Point lithic materiais can provide perspectives on both
materiai culture in the context of the origins of agiculture and a regional manifestation of
changes in lithic technology during this transitional penod.

In order to properly interpret cultural affiliations fiom materiai data, I adopt the lithic
typologicd-technolo~c~
classification system put fonvard by Henry (1989a:79-83), which
has been developed and modified from Clarke's (1968) mode1 of cultural classification. Three
scales of diversity and complexity in lithic typology and technology correspond to the different
levels of social groups in terms of time and space. They are "complex," "industry," and
"assemblage" (see aiso Clark and Kleindienst 1974:73-74).

The terrn cornplex as defined in this study denotes the largest scale of lithic
aggregations sharing general typo-technologicai charactenstics. These are representative of a
social-cultural system in a broad temporal and spatial range. The term is comparable to the
techno-complex as defined by David Clarke (1 968:357),and thus represents a general
development or adaptive stage achieved by human beings (Clark and Kleindienst 1974:74).

The temporal and/or spatial extent of a lithic complex may encompass more than one lithic
industry. An 2nd-

is defined as an intermediate level of lithic typological and technological

affinity, normally referring to entities of cultural groups in a relatively smaller range of time-

space, for exarnple, the Grand Banks Industry. Lithic industries within an industrial complex
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should share common lithic production strategies, although variability is expected to exist. At
the smallest scale of lithic artifact aggregation, an assemblage refers to the products of a Stone
tool production system that remains within a single archaeological context. This is a cluster of
artifacts that share distinctive local technological and typological attributes, and represents a
particular cultural occupation at a specific time and locality: e.g., the Grand Banks
assemblage, the Young 1 assemblage, or the Lone Pine assemblage.
The temporal and spatial limits of this study should be noted here. The study region, in
its narrowest sense, is the Lower G r d River Valley of Southwestern Ontario. However, the
cultural iiferences 1make may apply to a broader region. This includes the northeastem shore
of Lake Erie from Long Point to the Niagara Peninsula, and to the Credit River Valley at the
western end of Lake Ontario (Fig. 1.1). Temporalky, the study investigates the period fiom
A.D. 500 to A.D. 1,000. This is the transitional penod between the Middle and Late

Woodland, during which we see the emergence of food production in southwestern Ontario.

Study of the Princess Point Cornplex
The study of the Princess Point Compiex of Ontario was initiated by Stothers (1970,
1971, 1973, 1974% 1974b, 1976, 1977), based on his extensive survey and test excavations in
the Lower Grand River Valley during the later 1960s and early 1970s. One of his
contributions was the discovery of maize (Zea mays) in early Late Woodland deposits,
pointing to the early development of horticulture in the study region. Stothers utilized ceramic
seriation to determine the temporal and spatial extent of this cultural unit. This culture
complex, as he defined it, is charactenzed by its distinctive cord-marked pottery with intemal
bosses and circular exterior punctates and "Levanna" type triangular points.
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The recognition of this cultural unit marked a developmental phase in the prehistory of
southwestern Ontario: the initial period of the Late Woodland or the "transitional p e n o d
between Middle and Late Woodland traditions (e.g., Tngger 1985; Eiiis and Ferris 1990).
Recently Fox (1990) revised Stothers' synthesis of Princess Point to integrate new
archaeological discoveries in Ontario (e.g., MacDonald 1986% 1986b; Timmùls 1985), and
refined the scope of Pnncess Point both spatially and temporaîiy. Two of the three regionai
foci of the Princess Point Cornplex, Point Peiee and Ausable, as defined by Stothers, are
reassigned to the newly named the Western Basin Tradition (Murphy and Fems 1990).
According to Fox (1990) the Princess Point cornplex is confined to the lower valley of the
Grand River (Stothers' Grand River focus). Fox and other researchers also argue that what
Stothers refers to as the late phase of the culture should be excluded given the evidence from
the Porteous village site near Branrford which is now taken as a manifestation of the early
Glen Meyer stage (Noble and Kenyon 1972). They suggest instead that Princess Point ended
at ca. 1,050 BP (A.D. 900), rather than at 1 100 BP.
During the 1980s and early 1990s, salvage excavations in the region yielded nearly 80
Princess Point sites in the Lower Grand River Valley and its irnmediate surroundings.
However, until a systematic investigation by the Pnncess Point Project began in 1993, there
was still Iittle concentrated research on this cultural unit (Smith and Crawford 1993, 1994,
1995, in press; Crawford and Smith 1996; Crawford et al. 1997; Crawford et al. in press).

It is apparent that a socioeconornic transformation took place during the Princess

Point penod. In southem Ontario, the early Late Woodland cultural complexes such as
Pickering and Glen Meyer, Young Phase of the Early Western Basin Tradition, and Sandusky,
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were clearly demonstrated to be distinguishable in both physical and social contexts from
Middle Woodland cultures such as Point Peninsula, Saugeen, Couture, and the Western Basin
Middle Woodland (Ellis and Fems 1990; Smith and Crawford 1993). These changes are
indicated by: (a) an introduction of horticulture; (b) the appearance of longhouse village
settlements; (c) an increase in population density; and (d) greater complexity in social
organization. Despite these clear and important changes, little intensive research has been
carried out on the cultures of the "transitional stage" in Ontario and New York (e-g.,Riviere
au Vase, Sandbanks, Hunter's Home, and Princess Point), which remain poorly understood.
Secondary Ongins o f Agriculture

For present purposes, the term "agricuIture" used in this study refers generally to a
mixed economy with the production of domesticated crops such as maize, bean (Phaseoh

viilgaris),cucurbit (Cucurbi~apepo), sudower (Helianthus unnuus var. macrocarpa) and

tobacco (Nicotzana nrstim), combined with hunting, gathenng, and fishing. The shifi to this

mixed economy is traditionally regarded as being completed in the study region about A.D.
1,100. Stothers (1977) suggests that com was introduced to the Lower Great Lakes region
before A.D. 800 (see also Stothers and Yamell 1977), but this hypothesis was not confirmed
until the new dates on coms from the Grand Banks site came to light (Crawford et al. 1997).
The new AMS radiocarbon dates on corn suggests that introduction of food production could
have occurred in southwestern Ontario as early as A.D. 550.

In recent years, there has been a growing number of investigations of the origins of
agriculture in eastern North Amenca (Fritz 1990; Watson 1985, 1989; Scarry 1993; Smith
1987, 1989, 1992, 1993, 1995). These recent studies point to areas such as the Mdwest and
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southeast US.as being centers of indigenous or primary domestication. However,
domestication in the Northeastern Woodlands (including southern Ontario, centrai and
southem New York, Pennsylvania, and New England) is stiU considered to have been the
result of "secondary origins" (Cowan and Watson 1993; Crawford and Smith n.d.; Smith and
Crawford in press). Thus, transition to agriculture in Ontario occurred through difision or
migration, or both.
Incorporated into his study of the Princess Point Complex in the 1970s, Stothers
proposed a northward migration model to account for the spread of agriculture in Ontario
(Stothers 1977; Stothers and Yarnell 1977). This model suggested that Pnncess Point people
came from somewhere south or southwest of Ontario (Ohio,Iilinois, and Indiana), and that
they were culturally linked to the Hopewellian culture. Climatic changes in the mid-second
rnillennium B.P. resulted in warmer and moister living conditions. This allowed people to
successfÙlly grow corn which had been brought ffom further south. Previously, this had not
possible due to unfavorable climatic conditions.
This climatic amelioration model for the origins of agriculture in Ontario was
supported, in the 1970s, by two lines of evidence. Firstly, the Hopewell culture relied upon
corn as its subsistence base. The use of this productive resource was thought to have resulted
in the growth of localized populations and eventually in the dernise of the Hopewellian
Interaction Sphere (Stothers 1977). Secondly, the lack of evidence for cultural continuity
between the southern Ontario Middle Woodland and Princess Point suggested that southem
Ontario was colonized by corn-based horticulturists from elsewhere (Stothers 1977; Stothers
and Yarnell 1977).
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This model, however, is in large part refuted by recent research on plant domestication
in the Eastern Woodlands (Fritz 1990; Smith 1989; Crawford and Smith n-d.). It has been
recognized that Middle Woodland plant husbandry in the Midwest was not based on corn.
Wymer (1987) provided a case audy from southem Ohio, where early Late Woodland
cultigen assemblages are qualitatively indistinguishable from the Middle Woodland
assemblages (including the absence of rnaize). Muller (1987), in attempting to explain cultural
changes in the Lower Ohio Valley, suggested that corn was not a prime mover, and proposed
that the new technologies used to adopt to new resource procurement strategies lessened the
interdependence of Middle Woodland peoples. This, in turn, led to changed settlements which
facilitated population growth. Crawford and Smith (Crawford and Smith in press; Smith and
Crawford in press), in favor of a multifactoriai approach, suggest incorporating research into
demography, sedentism, and competition/cooperation in the study of agicultural origins in the
Lower Grand River Valley. Following Muller's model, they consider that the increased
localization of populations and the correspondingly increased pressure on localized wild
resources have a great potential to lead to the development and intensification of horticulture.
Crawford and Smith fùrther hypothesize that the Princess Point Cornplex may represent the
localization phase, setting the stage for the adoption of corn horticulture (Crawford et al.
1997; Smith and Crawford in press; Crawford et al. in press; Bowyer 1995).

In order to support the alternative explanation, of course, much more work is needed.
At present, a study of Princess Point material culture, settlement patterns, and subsistence, is
essential. This study of lithic production systems will shed lights on how people organized
their Stone tool production in conjunction with the beginning of food production. It is
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assumed that once social structures in the food producing societies have becorne more
complicated than those in mobile hunting-gathering societies, the organization of lithic
production is expected to be dflerent. However, lithic technology may not have to change
accordingly with the introduction of food production. It would be desirable to examine what
foms or patterns of stone tool production are presented in the transitional culture and how
those patterns are dinerent from those in the previous period.
Lithic Study

Previous studies of Princess Point lithic assemblages have been restncted to
categorized descriptions. These are mostly found in Stothers' dissertation (1977), but are also
scattered among other reports of archaeological surveys and excavations (e-g., Timmins
1992a; Parker 1994). From 10 archaeological sites originally assigned to the Princess Point
Cornplex, Stothers (1977) provided 9 types of tools from the flaked stone artifacts, in addition
to cores and "chipping detritus." He mentioned that the predorninant tool types are tnangular
projectile points and scrapers. Other types such as drills and gravers also appeared
infrequently. More recently researchers have noted that "infiormal" tools are commonly a
significant component of Pnncess Point lithic assemblages (Timrnins l992a; Parker 1994;

Murphy n.d.; Lennox and Momson n-d.). Fox (1990:175) surnmarized the Princess Point
lithic assemblages as constituting a "limited range of bifacial chert tools and a vanety of
cutting and scraping tools produced on flakes." However, no detailed analysis of lithic
artifacts from any reported Princess Point site has been conducted. The present understanding

of Princess Point lithic production by local archaeologists has been confined to statements

about: (1) the use of Onondaga chert found along the north shore of Lake Erie; and (2) the
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presence of thin and finely flaked triangular projectile points known as Levanna points
(Bursey 1995:47). The fact that small-sized triangular points replaced the notched points
which predominated during this period has been considered as a result of technological change

from the spear-and-dart to bow-and-arrow in northeastem North America (Blitz 1988;
Christenson 1986; Hall 1980; Kelly et al. 1984; Morse and Morse 1990; Shott 1993).
Shortly after A.D. 500 a dramatic change in lithic technology of the Eastern

Woodlands from standardized to unformalized core reduction occurred (Johnson and Morrow
1987, Jeske 1992). Unfominately, a similar change has not yet been fùlly documented in

southwestern Ontario. Whatever the case, we are also uncertain as to factors affecting these
changes and further study needs to be conducted.
As far as methods of lithic analysis are concemed, two research problems are

encountered. First, the curent lithic classification used for the study of Middle-Late
Woodland lithic assemblages fiom Southern Ontano is confusing. Given the fact that previous
studies of lithic artifacts have emphasized the morphology of "diagnostic" artifacts, lithic
classification has been performed to aid in the descriptions of shaped tools. Some researchers
have successfully established various "types" for Paleo-Indian and Archaic lithic industries
(e.g., Lemox 1986; Ellis and Deller 1988; Deller and Ellis 1992). However, during the Middle
and Late Woodland there was a recognized decrease in the nurnber of bifacial tools and other
formal tools and an increase in flake tools. Thus, the ambiguous term "utilized flakes" is
poorly defined, and yet still commonly used in classification systems. This often refers to
"informal tool" categories. It is obvious that the use of this term in archaeological reports is to
aid in functional interpretations. 1 argue that to define and use the term "utilized flakes" as a
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designed tool type often results in misuse of lithic classification. Young and Barnforth (1990)
have presented expenmentai data to underscore this point, which can also be supported by the
sets of my experirnental and use-wear anaiytical data. A detailed discussion of this criticism

will be presented in Chapter 3.
Second, there is a lack of understanding of stone tool use in this crucial period. To
date, there exist no publications of lithic anaiysis of Woodland materials fiom southem
Ontario in which functional interpretations are made on the b a i s of detailed use-wear
analysis0.Some lithic analysts continue to doubt the reliability of use-wear analysis, and
advocate the conventional use of morphological forms to Uifcrm the evaluation of tool use
implications (e.g., Ellis and Deller 1988:123). However, in the last decade, practitionen of
use-wear analysis have dernonstrated confidence in this analytic method, and have successfully
applied this method to archaeological research in al1 pans of the world (Tomenchuk 1985;
Shea 1987, 1991; Grace 1989, 1999; Odell 1996a; Rousseau 1992; Lewenstein 1987; Jensen
1994; Sievert 1992; Unger-Hamilton 1988, 1989; Levi-Sala i996). It is unfortunate that no

one has yet applied this method to Ontario Woodland lithic materials. Therefore, it becomes
important and significant to apply a proper use-wear analysis to this study of lithic artifacts.
Given these specific problems in the current study of lithic artifacts fiom the region,
this research will integrate both typo-technological and use-wear analysis. Within a specified

theoretical fiarnework, my study will focus on the lithic production system -- a chain-ofrelationships that is constituted by human involvement in stone tool rnanufacturing and
utilization.

Some use-wear research on Ontario Paleo-Indian lithic indusiries has been conducted by Dr. J. ~omenchuk
(pers. corn.).
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The Lithic Production System: A Theoretical Consideration
Lithic production, according to Ericson (1982, 1984), is defined as a process of lithic
matenal modification with the intent to fmand use a particular object. It is assumed that the
manufacture and utilization of stone tools in a social system is closely linked to the investment
of human energy involved in production and decision-making (Ericson 1984:3). The basis of
the study of lithic production is to emphasize the patterns andfor processes of lithic materiai
modification within a given society. The lithic production may be pattemed by the way
humans place production within constraints of both physicai environment and social relations.

Thus, a lithic production system reflects a chah-of-relations of production which involves:
raw matenal procurement in relation to access to and/or exchange of resources and products;
manufacture and use of lithic products in relation to lifeway strategies; subsistence and social
activities associated with tool utilization and maintenance such as specialization and labor
allocation; and social organizations reflected by spatial patteming of lithic production,
exchange or trade of lithic products, etc.. An understanding of lithic production organization.
through studies of stone tool manufacture and utilization, is the key to the reconstruction of
social organization in a dynamic society.

It shoüld be noted that the study of the process of lithic material modification has long
been of interest to archaeologists. Recently, the concept of lithic technological organization
has been elaborated by researchers using extensive archaeological records (Johnson and
Morrow 1987; Nelson 1991; Cam 1994). This approach provides a framework for inquiring
into the variability of prehistoric stone tools and strategies of manufacturing, using,
transporting, and discarding tools and the materials needed for their manufacture and
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maintenance (Nelson 199157). The organization of lithic technology investigates the
correlation between human uses of stone tools and their physical environments (e-g.,
resources). Although this approach is also designed for exploring economic and social
variables infiuencing stone tool-use, most case studies in both Johnson and Morrow's (1987)
and Carr's (1994) volumes have given a great deal of weight to variables such as mobility and
availability of raw materials. For exarnple, according to Kelly (Keliy 1988:717, also see 1992),
it seems that "mobility plays a large part in determining the organùation of hunter-gatherer
lithic technology." While some argue that different settlement strategies (mobile vs. sedentary)
have the greatest effect on technological organization (e-g., Pany and Kelly 1987), others
ernphasize the availability of raw materials in detennining the strategies of stone tool-use
(Andrefsky 1994; Barnforth 1986). However, as Torrence pointed out (1994), a reduction in
settlement mobility is not necessarily a reason for a high level of competition over local
resources, and a more likely reason for such competition is a shift in the nature of food-getting
ancilor in temtoriality and the ownership of resources. This clearly implies that the study of
lithic production should consider constraints of social relations.

In this study I have not chosen to develop a fiarnework based on the lithic production
system because 1wish to avoid addressing the critena of technological organization. On the
contrary, 1 hope to provide insights concerning social and economic variables in order to
strengthen the application of this fiamework based on the study of technological organization.
The concept of the organization of lithic technology provides a great deal of potential for
probing past behavior in relation to stone tools. However, its applications at present are far
from satisfactory. One of its weaknesses, in my opinion, is the over-emphasis on external
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factors as reasons for changes in Lithic technology. As yet, linle attention has been paid to
intemal factors such as human decisions, labor intensification, productive organization, or
ownership. Human adaptive strategies in prehistory emphasized suMvai (e.g., Jochim 1981);
changes in subsistence may have been conditioned by extemal factors, but determined by
interna1 factors. Cultural change must be determined by the relationships of extemal and
intemal factors, and such changes represent the balancing of physical and social constraints. In
the example of the transition to food production, an alternative view is that change in the
social relations of production af5ected how food was produced, while food production in m m

provided an economic base for building a new social stmcture (e-g., Bender 1975, 1978,
198 1).

Recent studies of the political-econornic system in small scale societies, using
ethnological and archaeological evidence, have yielded new insights concerning the emergence
of social inequality in the context of agnculturai intensification (papers in Upharn 1990 and

Price and Feinrnan 1995; Upham 1983; Green and Sassaman 1983). Notably, lithic studies
within such theoretical Frameworks also attempt to explicate social complexity (Johnson 1996;
Nassaney 1992, 1996; Rosen 1996; Yerkes 1989; Arnold 1987, 1993). The fundamental
differentiation between hunter-gatherer societies and agricultural cornmunities lies in
centralized control over resources in the latter (Bender 1975; Wolf 1982). One of the
consequences of the emergence of food production in human social life was a modification in
the structure of society (e-g., Bender 1975, Price and Gebauer 1995). As Bender (1975) has
pointed out:
Hunter-gatherer societies tend to be structureci on a flexible kuiship base and
to e h b i t strong fissionaq tendencies. ... Agricultural societies, on the other han&
tend to be organised on a more permanent corporate bais. Thu is necessary because
there is a great need for long-tem stability to permit co-operative land-clearance,
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defence, etc. Even in the early stages of food-production, mixed fkmhg (with both
herding and crop-growing) rnay require communil organisation. ...
W i h the corporate stnicture of the agriculturai sociee the family operates
as a semi-independent economic unit and t h s rnay lead to slight ciifferences in 'wedth'
and some social stratification. Such differences may stimulate trade: more important
members of the cornmUNty will want to underline their position by obtaining 'luxury'
go&, such as fine Stones, pigments or shells. ...
Inter-community exchange is probably more significant in this respect. It is
less important in very uniform ecologicai areas wbere everyone WUtend to produce
the same range of food, and more important where the terrain is diversifid and there is
a variety of fanning systems associateci with various crops or anùnals. Specialisation
wiil encourage exchange. ... Where such exchanges are controlled by particular
members of the wmmunity, their prestige and power will be considerably enhanced
(Bender 1975:8-9).

Here, Bender considered several vanables of social relations in early farming societies: the
organization of production, surplus accumulation, specialization, and inter-community
exchanges. To this list, 1 would add h a 1 activity in a given society as an important element
of social relations. In his recent papers, Hayden (1990, 1992) has argued specifically that it is
the cornpetitive and feasting aspects of Big Man rivalry that are the driving forces behind food
production. Ritual performance would also likely increase the prestige and power of certain
community members. Social relations between people and within societies are based on,
among other things, resource control, ownership, and the value ascnbed to materials
Therefore, the reconstruction of the organization of lithic production in food
producing societies should provide some insight conceming social structures. This is not to
Say that the study of the lithic production system can solve al1 the problems in the quest to
understand social relations. As a matter of fact, discussions of social variables are always
limited by the archaeological record. However, to propose such an alternative approach (the
study of the lithic production system) to lithic analysis is to provide a new avenue which may
lead to a better understanding of the relations between the extemal (physical) and intemal
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(political, economic, ideological) factors which infiuenced cultural change in general, and
changes in lithic technology in particular.

Etiinological Evidence of Stone Tool Use
In this section, 1 present a brief review of ethnologicai evidence drawn from histone
Iroquoian societies, concentrating on the use of stone tools. The purpose of this is to examine
the patterns of stone tool use and the social dynamics involved in stone tool production in
existing ethnologicai data. Princess Point is hypothesized to be ancestral to the Ontario
Iroquoians (Tngger 1981, 1985; Smith and Crawford 1995, Crawford and Smith 1996).
Recent investigations of the Princess Point Complex have established cultural links between
Princess Point and Glen Meyer, an early stage of the Ontario Iroquoian Tradition (Wright
1973). As Smith and Crawford (1995:68) argued, "the roots of many aspects of later
Iroquoian culture can be traced directly to Princess Point."
If this is the case, a study of proto-historic and historic Iroquoian tool-use may shed
light on the organization of production with respect to flaked stone tool manufacture and
utilkation. It should be noted, however, that historic Iroquoian societies exhibit major
differences in socio-political organization from preceding societies. Ethnographic analogy
should be approached with caution, but given that the ethnographic evidence comes from the
same study region as the archaeological matenals, this approach may be usefùl.
Historic Iroquoian societies have been extensively studied through numerous
ethnohistonc records (Tooker 1964, 1985; Trigger 1969, 1976, 1978, 1985; Heidenreich
1971, 1990). As Trigger notes (198 l), however, most ethnohistoric information takes the

form of broad generalizations, with little in the way of supporting case studies. Ethnographic
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or ethnohistoric observations conceming Iroquoian lithic technology are rare, for stone
technology was not a priority of European concems dunng the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries (Fox pers. cornrn.).

In his early study of the Iroquoian tnbes, Lewis H. Morgan made the following
observations:
Metallic implements were unknown among hem, as they had not the use of
metals. Rude hives of chert ufere used for skinning deer, and sunilar purposes. For
cutting trees and excavahg cames, and corn mortars, in a word, for those necessary
purposes for which the axe would seem to be indispensable, the Iroquois used the stone
chisel, Uh '-ga-O-gwat'-ha. In cutting trees, fire uas applied at the fmt, and the chisel
used to ckar away the mal. By a repetition of the process, tress were felled and cut to
pieces. Wooden vessels were hollowed out by the same means. Fire and the chisel were
the substitutes for the axe. The chisel \vas usually about six inches long, three wide,
and two thick; the lower end being fashioned like the eûge of an axe. Stone gouges in
the form of a convex chisel. were ako used when a more regular concavity of the
vesse1 was desired. Stone mortars for pounding corn, grinding minera1 paint, and for
pulverizing roots and barks for meclicines, were also among their utensils (Morgan
1901:9-10).

This clearly indicates that stone tools were used in a relatively wide range of activities in
historic Iroquoian societies, including food production and food preparation. As agncuIturists,
Iroquoians used chisels or axes (celts) to cut trees for cleanng land. Tools made of chen were
used for rneat cutting, as well as for corn gnnding and pounding. Chen tools were also used in

making wooden utensils, such as dishes, spoons, etc. (Waugh 19 16: 14- 15, 65, 7 1).
However, these historic documents also suggest that stone tools were not used
exclusively as implements in daily activities. Table 1.1 lists some examples of tool types that
were used in different subsistence related activities. Wooden tools, bone tooIs, and shell tooIs
were part of the Iroquoian tool kit. Wooden spades o r shovels were used for hoeing the land

and planting seeds, while wooden spears and nets were ernployed for fishing. Bone tools such

as scrapers and awls were used for the manufacture of clothing. Hunting was camed out using
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Table 1.1: Some Common Tools Used in Historic Imquoian Societies.
Tools
wooden spadeLZ.'
wood shove13
shoulder-blade o f a deer'
stone a="'
stone chiset
wooden s p e a 3
bone "harpoon heads
a m w-and-bo w""
stone & bone scraper1
wooden mortar and poleL4.'
flint knife and bhde'"
stone hatchetJ"
beavers' mcisor teeth'
stone gougeJ"
turtkshellJ
1: Trigger 1987:32-45
2: Trig g er 196 9:264 1
3: Waugh 1916
4: Tooker I967:72

"'

.

W orked Objects
s o il
s o il
s o il
tree/wo O d
treelwo O d
fsh
f ih
animal
animal skm
CO

m

meat
wood
wood
wood
wood

Workmg Purpose
plantmg seed
hoeing & digging
hoeing
clearing land
clearing land
kiiiin g

killing
killing
fleshing skin
grinding corn
cutting and carving meat
making wooden utensils
making wooden utensils
making wooden utensils
making wooden u t e n s h

W orking Sy stem
horticulture
horticulture
horticulture
horticulture
horticulture
fshkig
fishing
huntmg
cbthing
food preparation
food preparation
woodworking
woodworking
woodworking
woodworking
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the bow-and-arrow, and traps and animal drives were also commonly used (Trigger 1969;
Tooker 1964). But "an important cutting material throughout a very wide area was flint or
chert" (Waugh 1916:71).

In addition to being used for clearing land, hunting, and preparing food, stone tools

made of chert or flint played an important role in manufachiring wooden tools and utensils.
"Spoons, bowls, arrow shafis, snowshoes, sleds, clubs, and suits of amour were fashioned
out of wood, using stone tools" (Trigger 1987:44). Hemepin also remarked that "when the
Savages are about to make Wooden Dishes, Pomngers or Spoons, they form the Wood to
their purpose with their Stone Hatchets, make it hollow with their Coles out of the Fire and
scrape them afteward with Beaver's Teeth to polish them" (Hemepin 1903: 103,cited in
Waugh 19l6:65).
How was lithic production organized in these societies? Although ethnographie
accounts do not summarize this panicular topic, the implications of earlier observations
clearly indicate a division of labor in Huron society (Tooker 1967; Tngger 1969, 1987;
Heidenreich 1971, 1978). The women were responsible for horticulture and collecting, and
were engaged in food preparation and other house-work. The men made most of the wooden
tools and utensils with stone tools, and also manufactured stone axes, adzes, arrow points,
scrapers, and drills. "Large tools such as adzes and axes were pecked and ground out of a
fine-grained granite and homblende schist, while the smaller tools such as scrapers, points,
and drills were usually chipped out of chen" (Heidenreich 1978:383). Many tools were
manufactured from small nodules of chert, and the bipolar technique was observed (Trigger
l976:44).
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Heidenreich (1978:382) pointed out that: "although there was apparently no full-tirne
specialization in manufacturing or econornic pursuits, it is obvious that some individuals were
more adept at making pottery, pipes, or flint items than others. Each extended farnily,
comprising a household, looked after its own requirement." In horticultural activities each
family cleared their own field (Tngger 1969, 1976; Tooker 1964). This implies that the
household was an important productive unit and may have CO-ordinatedthe acquisition of raw
materials and the production of tools for food production.
The ethnographic evidence dso suggests some kind of spatial patterning in lithic
production. Morgan recorded that : "arrow-heads of cher(, or flint, were so common that it is
scarcely necessary to refer to them. Occasionally they are found with a twist to make the
arrow revolve in its fbght. ... It is not uncornmon to find the places where these arrow-heads

were manufactured, which is indicated by the fragments of chert which had been made by
cleavage" (Morgan 1901:10). He implied that arrow point manufacturing was a kind of
specialized productive activity, and that this production was carried out in specific locations.
The ethnographic accounts also suggest that the men produced a wide range of
ornamental objects of stone or other material for trade. Biggar (1930:453) mentioned that the
Natives of the Gulf of St. Lawrence area had given a Spanish fisherman "deer and wolf skins7'

for "axe and knives and other trifles" (see also Heidenreich 1990:478-479).It should be noted
that the items exchanged might be metal tools of European manufacture. However, it also
implies that acquiring stone tools through trade, or producing stone tools for trade, might
have occurred in earlier penods.
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Stone tools, especially smail flint knives, were commonly used as butchenng tools in

ritual ceremonies. Waugh described the following event:
Dog's flesh was fomerly consumed on special occasions and as a ceremonial
observance. Dog feasts, in fkt, are said to have been offered to 'Aireskoui,' the Sun,
who was also the god or 'demon' of war, this observance securing success in war or
huntîng as well as the satisfactory interpretation of dreams and the recovery of the
sick. The burning of the white dog at the Mid-winter Festival may be a suMvai of
this. Stags and deer were sornetimes offered in the same way (Waugh 1916:133).

Lithic production therefore appears to have played an important role in the econornic

life of historic Iroquoian people, as well as in their social lives. Reports of investigations of
Iroquoian archaeological sites regularly include numerous tool types (Wright 1973; Latta
1976; WilIiarnson 2990; Ramsden 1990; Dodd et ai. 1990). These tools, which include axes,

adzes, triangular or notched projectile points, scrapers, drills, etc. rnay function as their names
imply and as described in ethnographic documents, but this has, by no means, been empirically
documented. Furthennore, the lithic production systems of northem Iroquoians have yet to be
reconstructed.

Researcli Design and Researcli Questions
Having established the theoretical framework of this study with suppons from the
ethnographic record, 1 will now outline my research procedures for archaeological
interpretations of the lithic production system (Fig. 1.2). According to this research design,
the reconstmction of the Princess Point lithic production system is camed out through three
levels of interpretations. The goal of level 1 interpretations is to characterize the pattern of
lithic production. The characterization of lithic production includes both manufacture and
utilization. Discrete and metric attributes and edge damage patterning of flaked Stone artifacts
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The Orgsnilntion of Lithic Production
how was the Lithic production organized?

1

1

e.g. control of raw material resources, spatial pattenng,
craA s p e c M o n , exchange or trade of lithic products, etc.

- The Transformation of Lithic Production
did the pattern of lithic production change over the?
how did lithic technology change over tirne?

1
I

The Pattern of Lithic Production
how were stone tools manufactured?
how were stone tools utilizcd?

Manufacture

Core Reduction Straîegy

Uûhzation

(data manipulation and presentation)

A

discrete & metric aîtributes

(archaeological observation)

edge damage patterning
(use M a r types)

A

A
4

use-wear a n a b i s

Fig. 1.2: A Diagram for the Archaeological Study Leadmg to
Interpretations of the Lithic Production System
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are k a studied through typo-technologicai analysis and use-wear analysis (Chapter 3). These
archaeological observations provide the grounds for descriptions of both core reduction
strategy and use-tasks through data manipulations. Interpretations of the manufacture and
utilization of flaked stone tools is carried out on the basis of an understanding of the core
reduction strategy and of use-tasks.
Core reduction strategy represents human choices and a set of actions in tool
manufacture. These technologicai dynarnics include raw matenal procurement and selection,
techniques for reducing core nodules (core reduction) and for producing appropriately shed
and shaped flakes @la& production), and selection of retouch methods for tool modifications.

Since the impact of such actions can directly affect the morphology of stone tools, the
reconstruction of the core reduction strategy can be accomplished through observation of
discrete and metnc attributes of lithic objects.
On the other hand, the objective of the study of use patterning of Iithic objects is to
reconstruct the activities involved with the use of stone tools. Activities are, arguably,
components of the behavioral chazn within various working systems (Schiffer 1976). By a
working system, 1mean a complex of related activities sharing a general goal: e.g., food
production, food preparation, hunting, or fishing, etc.. From the ethnographie data, we know
that a single stone tool can fùnction in the same manner for sirnilar tasks in different working
systems. In other words, the reconstruction of activities in various working systems requires

an understanding of "the dynamic relationships among the participating elernents" (Schiffer
1976:49). Therefore, tool-use patteming is not sufficient to interpret actual activities in

working systems (Kleindienst pers. cornm.). In an effort to reconstnict tool utilization, use-
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Wear analysis is appropnate and has been apptied in this study. The purpose of use-wear
analysis is to idente edge damage caused by use, and inferences concerning tool utilization
are made through the interpretation of tool motions and contact materials. The te-

"use-

task" (UT), is used in this study, instead of activity. A UT is represented by a single
combination of tool motion and contact materiai (e-g., scraping seasoned wood).
At the second level, transformation of lithic production is interpreted on the basis of an
understanding of lithic production. The focus at this stage of research is to examine the
possible changes in patterns of lithic production over time and the factors that infiuenced these
changes. While it should be noted that the causes of changes in lithic production are more
complicated than expected, explanations regarding the transformation of lithic production
during the transition to food production need to be considered within the dynamics of social

structure. For example, on the one hand, increased population would cause productive labor
allocation; on the another hand, established land-ownership and household economic activities
would be one of factors leading to a generalized tool production (for detailed arguments see
Chapter 9). Tirne constraints ansing fiom intensified field honiculture would likely also reform the pattern of lithic production in early faming societies. To an extent, this study is
suggesting that the transformation of lithic production may possibly occur as a response to the
emergence of food production in the study region.
The highest level of interpretation (level 3 in the Fig. 1.2) in the reconstmction of the
organization of lithic production is, of course, the most dificult to approach through
archaeological research. The interpretations at this level are concemed with social
organization, cultural interactions on a regional scale, and culture change. The goals at this
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level of interpretation are to explore issues such as: how and why a particular pattern of lithic
production is present in a given cultural system; how Lithic production could be affected by
physical conditions (environment, settlement, subsistence, etc.) and by social factors
(economic organization, resource accumulation and control, etc.) or vice versa; what role
lithic production plays dunng cultural changes, and so forth. Therefore, the reconstruction of
a lithic production system should be based on al1 existing data and the cornprehension of such
data on a regional basis, which at present is clearly beyond the scope of this study.
Recently, the political-economic approach to lithic analysis has been used to explore
the above issues. For instance, Nassaney claimed that the incipient elite of the prehistoric
southeastem United States rnay have tned to increase their power by controlling access to
lithic resources andor to the organization of lithic production massaney 1992, 1996). Using
lithic data fiom the Plum Bayou culture in central Arkansas (c.a. A.D. 700 -- 950), he
concentrated on raw matenai distributions, spatial patternhg of lithic production, and
intentional thermal alteration, to elucidate three aspects of social relations: control of access to
lithic resources, labor allocation, and labor intensification. The results are intriguing, if not
totally satisQing. In his study of Early Formative sites in Mesoamerica, Parry (1987)
compared lithic data from different house structures and found that lithic production was
camed out by every household. Biface production was specialized and carried out only in a
few households, while every household produced its own flake tools.
While hard labor and a higher energy input into production may be demanded in order

to create a surplus, craft specialization provides opportunities for product accumulation and
exchange. Cr& specialization is always linked to greater cultural complexity; it may also be
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related to controllhg access to resources and exchange (Arnold 1987, 1992; Johnson 1996).
Lithic production is by no means lirnited to rnanufacturing tools necessary for food
production. Other lithic products were also fabricated for exchange, as ornamental objects,
and for entertainment. The ski11 of fine flintknappers would have been passed on to younger

generations.
Ritual practice played an important role in the enhancement of individual authority.
Until recently, little attention has been paid to the use patteming of stone tools in religious
ceremonies (Sievert 1992; Ode11 1994a). Functional studies of lithic artifacts fiom mortuary
sites indicates that specially-made points, blades, or other stone tools may have served specific
functionai purposes in ceremonies, such as bloodletting. Other aspects of the role of stone
artifacts in ntual practice, such as spatial layout of stone products and offerings, should also
be considered as part of the organization of lithic production.
However, as preliminary research concerning the Princess Point Project, this study
emphasizes the description of the Princess Point lithic industry and the first two levels of
interpretation. Given the data currently available, the reconstmction of the organization of
Pnncess Point lithic production is not possible. The study of an organized lithic production
system, which contains a series of social variables, requires large scale and comprehensive
evidence. Although this study is lirnited in scope, and, therefore, unable to offer such
interpretations, an understanding of the social variables that may influence the form or
patterns of, and the transformation of, lithic production, is a step towards a comprehensive
understanding of the lithic production system.
With this research design, three basic research questions arise:
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(1) What kinds of core reduction strategy are represented in the lithic production

system of the Princess Point Complex, and how were stone tools manufactured?
(2) What h d s of tool use-tasks of flaked stone tools are represented in the Iithic

production system of the Princess Point Complex, and how were stone tools used?
(3) Were there any changes in core reduction strategies and tool use-tasks dunng the

transition fiom the Middle to Late Woodland cultures in southwestern Ontario, and how did
lithic production change over time?

Sumrnary and Chapter Outline
In this chapter, 1have outlined the goals and the theoretical fiamework of this
research, and reviewed ethnographie data concerning the possible organization of lithic
production. On the basis of these arguments, a research design for studying lithic production
systems has been outlined. A series of research questions have been articulated.
In the next chapter, 1provide background on the relevant fieldwork of the Princess
Point Project, and on the physical setting of the study region. Chapter 3 presents the methods
of lithic anaiysis. I explain how attribute analysis can be used to arrive at meaningful
interpretations, àfi& how these attribute analyses will be manipulated. A use-wear experiment
will be documented. A sampling strategy for lithic analysis is offered at the end of the chapter
Chapters 4 through 7 comprise presentations of analytical results for the four main
artifact classes. Although many tabulations are used to assist in the presentation of data, a

summary at the end of each chapter contains an extended discussion conceming the issues
derived f?om data analysis. Chapter 8 offers a comparative study. It focuses on intersite and
intrasite comparisons of tool-use pattern in the study region. These results fumish the first
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detailed study o f the Princess Point Iithic industry. The interpretations presented in the
concluding chapter (Chapter 9) emphasize the transformation of lithic production. An

explanation of the shifi to a generalized lithic production during the Princess Point period in
relation to food production is proposed.

Chapter 2

Chapter 2
Archaeological Investigation: Fieldwork and Ecological Setting

Fieldwork
The Princess Point Project, directed by G.W. Crawford and D. G. Smith of the
University of Toronto, has been conducting ongoing investigations since the early surnmer of
1993. The generd goal of this project is to investigate this particularly problematic culture,
focusing on the origin of agriculture in southwestern Ontario (Fig. 1.1). It has four main
objectives (Smith and Crawford 199556):
1. to clari@ the temporal and spatial range of the Princess Point Complex (distribution

and chronology);
2. to reconstmct the economy in terms of the origin of food production (mbsistence);
3. to investigate both regional and intra-site settlement patterns; and
4 . to examine the material czrlttrre of the Pnncess Point Complex.

M e r three years of investigation, with the aid of several AMS dates, stratigraphy and
seriation, we now have a clearer understanding of the chronology and spatial extent of the
Princess Point Complex. Our understanding of plant domestication in Ontario has been
enhanced due to the discovery of dated corn remains and other plant remains fiom Princess
Point deposits (Crawford et al. 1997; Crawford et al. in press; Bowyer 1995). The research
addressing Princess Point settlement patterns is still under way. The study of Princess Point
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material culture with a focus on flaked Stone artifacts characterizes the thesis 1 am presenting
here.
Three seasons of fieldwork were conducted in 1993, 1994, and 1995. This included
field surveys of the Credit River Valley (1993) and the Lower Grand River Valley (1994), test
excavation of Lone Pine (1993-4) and Young 1 (1993), and the excavation of Grand Banks
(1993-95). The objective of the first field season was simply to determine scales of site sizes
and artifact density at three archaeological sites thought to be Princess Point. Based on the
findings of the first season, Our team concentrated on the Grand Banks site. The methods of
investigation employed at each site are slightly different due to the different site situations.
Deposits were screened through 118" mesh and both wet and dry screening were employed.
Diagnostic artifacts such as rim sherds, projectile points, and pipes, were plotted in situ. A
large quantity of soil samples was taken for flotation. For each 5 cm arbitrary level
approximately 20 liters of soil was collected for each one-meter square. Features such as pits
and hearth floors were completely collected for flotation (for detailed discussions on method
of fieldwork, see Smith and Crawford in press).

Lone Pine (AfGx-113)
Lone Pine was first discovered by Fred Moerschfelder dunng the early 1990s. Due to
the presence of diagnostic pottery sherds it was registered as a Princess Point site. The site is
located at a fork in Roger's Creek, a tnbutary of the Grand River, and approximately 2 km
fkom the Grand Banks site, at an elevation of 190 meters a.s.1.. This upland site is in a woodlot
that has been logged but not ploughed, and is therefore relatively undisturbed. Both controlled

surface collecti~nand excavation of the site were carried out. Nearly fifty lm2test units were
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excavated and four areas were expanded (Fig. 2.1). These expanded areas were chosen for
investigation due to: (a) the presence of a high density artifacts on the surface (Area A and D)

and (b) the presence of hearths and pits (Area B and C). A systernatic surface collection was
carried out. A total of 933 surface artifacts were individually plotted. Areas of four N-S
trenches and two E-W trenches were coilected.
Cultural deposits at Lone Pine are relativeiy shallow, averaging only 15 cm in
thickness over a base of dark brown silty Haldimand clay. Due to abundant roots and Our
suspicions that the site was relatively undishirbed, excavation was mainly camed out by
troweling, a relatively slow process. Nevertheless, nearly 73,000 artifacts were recovered
during the two seasons' test excavations and surface collection (Plate 1 & 2). The greatest

concentrations of artifacts were in Areas B and C where the hearths were iocated. The two
hearths are large and oval in shape. Hearth 1 in Area B is about one meter in diarneter, and
fired clay is 12 cm thick at the deepest point, indicating its intensive use during the
occupation. Two small pits, and an abundance of artifacts, including most of the ceramic

smoking pipes, were found in association with Hemh 1.
Maize was recovered from the flotation samples. Two radiocarbon dates on kemels
have yielded calibrated dates of AD 885- 1060 and AD 1 165-1295. Both a preliminary study
of cerarnic seriation by Bekerman (1995) and a comparative study of cerarnic pipes from the
study region by Smith (1996) have placed the Lone Pine site in the early Late Woodland
penod in Ontario. Thus it could be an early Glen Meyer site. However, it is possible that the
late Princess Point and early Glen Meyer overlap in time (Smith n.d.).
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Given the data available to date, it is dficult to determine whether Lone Pine was a
seasonal or year-round, long or short-tem occupation. "On the one hand, Lone Pine may be a
village; i-e., a large, year-round, multi-year but short-term occupation. On the other hand, it
may represent smaii, seasonal camps used over a long period of time, and thereby covering the
entire plateau area" (Smith and Crawford 1995:62). Despite the f a a that only limited test
excavations were carried out at Lone Pine and no post-moulds were found, Crawford and
Smith favor the interpretation that it is a village settlement similar to the Porteous site (Noble

and Kenyon 1972), indicated by the size of the hearths and the density of artifacts (Smith and
Crawford 1995, in press). For the purposes of this dissertation, I define Lone Pine as a
permanent village site immediately succeeding the Princess Point and dating to Ca. A.D. 1,000.

Young 1 (AfGx-6)
Young 1 was first identified as a Princess Point site by Stothers during his Grand River
survey (Stothers 1974). it is situated on a knoll on the first terrace of the Grand Valley, about

half a kilometer from the Grand Banks site. The site is pnrnarily of interest because of its
physical setting, situated between the floodplain of the Grand River where Grand Banks is

located, and the upland area where Lone Pine is located. It was hoped that test excavation of
this site would yield information that would help to confinn or refbte Stothers' model of
Princess Point settlement patterns as being one of seasonal movement (Stothers 1977).
Unfortunately the site is on cultivated land and has been badly disturbed by ploughing. Two
one-meter squares and three half-meter test units were excavated during the 1993 field season.
A cultural layer could not be clearly distinguished from the plough zone which was between

25 to 45 cm thick. Because of the disturbed nature of the site and the very dry and clayey
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nature of the soil, artifacts were mainly recovered by shoveling and screening through 114"
mesh. The clayey soil also made the process of notation almost impossible, but soi1 samples of
about fifty liters were taken and processed.

Nearly 2,400 artifacts were recovered fkom 3.5 square meters. Although this is a very
limited artifact sample compared to Grand Banks and Lone Pine, it includes cord-wrapped
stick marked pottery. So far, no diagnostic artifacts indicate cultural afnliations other than
Pnncess Point. However, no radiocarbon dates have been obtained. Stothers (1974a)
interpreted Young 1 as a Pnncess Point short-tenn seasonal camp, based on his assumption
that such first terrace settlements on the top of knolls by river banks were used as temporal
places when basecamps were flooded. At present we have no firther faunal or botanical
evidence to point to precise seasonality a d o r scheduling of the site. We have no direct data
to disagree with Stothers' assurnption that Young 1 was a short-term settlement. However,
density of mifacts from Our test-excavation yield 687 per one square-meter, suggesting that
there is potential use of site as relatively long-tenn settlement. Extensive excavation is
necessary to confirm this view.
Grand Banks (AfGx-3)
The Grand Banks site was first identified and tested by Stothen in the 1970s (Stothers
1977). This well-preserved site appears to represent an extensive floodplain occupation.

According to Stothers, Grand Banks rnight have been a seasonal camp site occupied fiom the
late spnng to early fdl. Stothers believes that the occupants of the Grand Banks site would
have dispersed into upland areas in the winter due to amual flooding and ice rafting (Stothers

1977:123). This mode1 is being challenged by data recovered through excavations at Grand
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Banks and by a geomorphological survey of the Grand Banks bar (Crawford and Smith 1996;
Crawford et al. n-d.).

In the course of three field seasons, a total of 8 1 square meters was excavated at the
Grand Banks site (Fig. 2.2). We intended to place Our test units in the general ana of the site

where Stothers carried out his test excavations. Unlike Stothers, who excavaied directly on
the river bank, we worked some 10 meters away from the bank in order to protect the bar
f?om further Unmediate erosion. We initially placed 2 one-meter square test units in the
southem part of this area (Area A), and 4 test units 20 meters to the north (Area C). We
immediately discovered that the stratigraphic profiles from the two areas are completely
different. In Area A two cultural layers are separated by accumulated alluvium and reach a
depth of at l e s t 2 meters below the surface. Area C shows no indication of similar cultural
deposits and non-cultural "subsoil" is reached at a depth of only 75 cm. In both areas,
however, there is evidence that the top 50 cm has been ploughed.

In order to c l a m Our understanding of the stratigraphy, we placed a six meter trench
(Area B) between the two areas. We also expanded Area C in order to clan@ the patternhg
of post moulds. Fortunately, the stratigraphy of Area B clearly links Areas A and C.Details
will be given in the following section as they are cntical to our understanding of site formation
processes at Grand Banks.Radiocarbon dates were obtained on corn remains found during
the first two seasons and provided dates for this multi-component site. The lower cultural

layer represents a Late Archaic or Early Woodland occupation and the upper one represents a

Princess Point occupation. Given t h , the goals of the third field season were to simply
enhance Our knowledge of settlernent patterns and to increase the size of artifact sample.
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1993-1995

Excavation

Area C

Area A

Fig.2.2: Map of the Grand Banks Site (AfGx-003).
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During the 1995 season, we expanded al1 three excavation areas. Due to Our pnmary interest
in the Princess Point component, in this season we only dug through the Princess Point
deposits, and left the lower cultural layer untouched.
Nearly 56,000 artifacts (not including bone and plant remains) were recovered from

Grand Banks (Plate 3 & 4) and a number of post moulds, hearths, and pits were exposed and
excavated. About haif the artifacts recovered from the site are ceramics, most of which are
typicaily Princess Point products. Cerarnic pipes are rare at Grand Banks. A large arnount of
soil was taken for notation. During the 1993 season, nearly 2000 liters of soil were processed,
and abundant plant remains were recovered (Bowyer 1995).

The results of our fieldwork indicate that the Grand Banks site formation processes
may differ from those originally suggested by Stothers. That the Grand Banks site represents a
spring to fa11 seasonal campsite is now &en to question. Before 1jump to any conclusions,
however, let me first review the evidence gained fiom our stratigraphie and geomorphological
investigations and fiom the supportive radiocarbon dates.

Grand Banks Site Formation
A tearn fiom the Department of Geography at the University of Toronto camed out a

geomorphological survey of the lateral bar on which the Grand Banks site lies. Approximately
150 core samples were taken from the entire bar (1 000 x 200 m) including a portion of the

archaeological site. Walker and Desloges (Walker 1995; Desioges and Walker 1995) conclude
that:
The Grand Banks Iateral bar site represents a long-term, slowly accreting
landform that has evolved under serniconfined, low-energy channel conditions.
Alluvial soil development supports this belief. There is no evidence, however, to
support catastrophic stripping and subsequent redeposition of alluvium, nor is there
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any indication that channel migration and lateral accretion have contributeci
significantiy to bar development (Walker 1995 :56-5 7).

If this statement is correct, we can assume that during the Princess Point occupation

the Grand Banks site was not subjected to regular catastrophic floods and therefore the
occupants of the site may not have been affected by the flood plain condition. Grand Banks
need not have been seasonally abandoned. As Crawford and Smith (in press) point out, the
geomorphologic evidence suppons the notion that the flood plains were stable to the extent
that year-round occupations were feasible.
A diagram of the stratigraphic profile of Area B is presented in Figure 2.3. It is of

note that two dark brown (10YRY2) cultural layers (Paleosols) are present in southem parts
of the excavation units. A radiocarbon date fiom Stothers' 1970s excavation dates to 30 1O+/65 b.p. cal. 1379-4126 B.C.. This was rejected by Stother (1977) as too old. The dating of

the Paleos011 (the lower cultural layer) is supponed by our own conventional radiocarbon
assay on charcoai dated to 3 120+/-80 b.p. cal 1520--1150 B.C. (Beta-75096). The closeness
of this date to Stothers' early date is not coincidental: Stothers' early date must have corne
from Paleosol 1 which we believe he either ignored or misidentified as Princess Point.

The Paleosol II (the upper cultural layer) has been dated by three AMS radiocarbon
dates, al1 on corn remains recovered corn Area A: l250+/-8O b-p. cal. A.D. 780 (TO-4585);
1500+/-150 b.p. cal A.D. 570 (TO-5308); and 1570+/-150 b-p. cal A.D. 535 (TO-5307) (see
also Crawford and Smith 1997). These dates confim that the later occupation at Grand Banks
falls into the early to middle phase of the Middle to Late Woodland transition period ( A D .
500-900); support for this also cornes from ceramic senation (Bekerman 1995). Most

imponantly, these dates are significant for two reasons: (1) this represents the earliest date of
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Fig. 2.3 The Grand Banks Stratigraphy (Area B).
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maize production in Ontario, and (2) it may push back the initial date for this culture from
A.D. 650 to approximately A.D. 500 (Crawford and Smith pers. comrn.).
Radiocarbon dates enable us to son out the chronology of the two paleosols; however,
the relationship between Areas A and C still need explaining. The excavation of Area B
clarîfied this concem (Fig. 2.3). In the south portion of the trench, the two paleosols are
separated by the stenle alluvium similar to the one shown in Area A But the Pdeosols do not
exist at the extreme north portion of the trench, as well as in Area C. In the center of the Area

B, the Paleosol 1 nses rapidly to join the Paleosol2, and further north they appear to be mixed
and disturbed by ploughing. According to Ian Walker (1994 personal communication), who
carried out the geomorphological survey at the site, Area C may have been a small knoll. If
this assumption is correct, the paleosols may have been truncated, either through extensive
land-use or erosion. There is supportive evidence from fieldwork observations for this
assurnption. The confusing pattern of post moulds and features of different ages in Area C
may be interpreted as multiple components. In addition to Late ArchaicEarly Woodland and
Princess Point materiais, a couple of large rock clusters attest to modem usage of this area. A
radiocarbon date of charcoal from a post in this area indicates that it was recent: 140+/-70
b.p. (Beta-75094).
Aithough Our fieldwork has been camed out at Area C and a large quantity of artifacts
has been recovered from this area (about 24% of the total), interpretation of this material is
difficult in light of the apparent disturbance. With this in mind, 1have chosen to select flaked
Stone anifacts from the Paleosol II only in the Areas A and B for the purpose of this study.
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The time period under discussion spans nom roughly A.D. 500 to 1,000. D u ~ this
g
time, the physical and biological environment of the study region did not differ greatly fiom
today (Karrow and Wamer 1990). Dunng the Middle to Late Holocene, ecological conditions
of southwestem Ontario were relatively stable. The following discussion will focus on the
physical setting of the study region, the palaeoclimate, the natural resources available, and the
regionai bedrock formations.
The Physical Setting of the Sites and Palaeoenvironment
The three sites under investigation are al1 located in the riverine environment of the
Grand River Valley. The Grand River is the largest river in the Lake Erie drainage system in
Ontario (Chapman and Putnam 1969:139- 147). The river itself is over 400 km long, and along
with its many tributaries drains approximately 6000 kmz of southwestem Ontario. The nver
flows ont0 a low lying plain along the north shore of Lake Erie. According to Chapman and
Putnam (1969),the Grand River may be divided into two parts at the city of Brantford. In its
upper part the nver and its tributaries mostly flow in spillways formed in the till plain, whereas
in the lower Grand River it flows in a channel across the lake plain. The river has a history of
flooding, and many Iateral bars were formed in the lower Grand River (Chapman and Putnam
1969). These floodplains have provided suitable conditions for human settlement throughout
the post-glacial era. According to information on file at the Ontario Ministry of Culture,
Tourism and Recreation, more than 700 archaeological sites are located in the Lower Grand
River Valley, of which as many as 50 sites yield evidence of Princess Point occupations (Fig.
2.4).
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Floodplain dynarnics and their relationship to human settlement have been studied by
Crawford and his colleagues in some detail (Crawford et al. in press). They identified two
stable periods at Grand Banks which likely represent regional equilibria (see above). Dunng
these penods, two palaeosols developed at the Grand Banks site. The more recent palaeosol,

PII, dates fiom at least 1,500 years ago to the nineteenth century, while the eariier palaeosol,
PI, appears to date fiom ca. 3,200 to 2,800 years ago. It ww likely that during the Princess
Point occupation there was no major threat of flooding.
The Lower Grand River Valley is part of a humid and w a m region of southem
Ontario. The average mean temperature is about - 10°C in January and 25°C in July, with
average annual precipitation ranging between 65-900 mm. The valley is part of a region of
Ontario which has an annual growing season of about 150 fiost free days (Brown et al. 1974;
Presant and Acton 1974).
The Holocene pollen record fiom Southwestern Ontario indicates a vegetation history
through changes in tree populations. The generalized pollen diagram (see Karrow and Wamer
Table 2.1) suggests that elm, maple, and beech populations had increased steadily during the
period between 8,000 to 1,000 BP. but decreased sharply around 1,000 BP. Spruce, red/jack
pine, and white pine populations, which were prevalent in the Early Holocene, significantly
decreased during the Middle to Late Holocene. There occurred a climatic shift to cooler and
wetter condition during A.D. 3 50-400(Bryson and Wendland 1967; Baerreis and Bryson
1965). which is referred to as the Scandic Episode. Stothers (1977; see also Stothers and

Yamell 1977) claimed that this climatic amelioration is responsible for the introduction of corn
in the Lower Great Lakes Region. The palaeoclimatic trends during this penod, as suggested

THE LOWER GRAND RIVER VALLEY

Fig. 2.4: Map of the Lnwer Grand River Valley sliowing the Princess Point Site-Ciusters.
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by Campbell and Campbeii (1989), indicate a short warm penod fkorn A.D. 900 to 1,250,
followed by a gradual cooling of about 2°C which Iasted until about A.D. 1,800. The climate
then rapidly warmed and remained at modem values, which are sirndar to those of the penod
fiom A.D. 900 to 1,250. These smali climatic fluctuations over the last 1,100 years are clearly
shown on pollen diagrams fiom Crawford Lake and Gignac Lake, Ontario (McAndrews 1988;
Burden et al. 1986) and Marion Lake, Michigan (Bemabo 1981; aiso see Campbell and
Campbell 1989:15).
Soi1 types in this area are light-textured Haldimand clay and Oneida clay loams. These
soils have developed under a deciduous or rnixed forest vegetation; in the study region these
are represented by the Carolinian Biotic Zone and the Deciduous Forest Region. The
Haldimand clays are considered favorable for fhit crops. With this ecological setting, the
floodplain of the lower Grand Valley has provided good physical conditions for agricultural
activities during the last rnillenniurn.
Natural Resources

The Lower Grand River Valley falls into the Carolinian Biotic Region (Dice 1943).
which is characterized by climax hardwood forest dominated by nut-bearing trees. Oak, elm,

maple, ash, hickories, and beech are present. According to McAndrews and Boyko-Diakonow
(1989), From the Middle Holocene to A.D. 1,000 the pollen record from Crawford Lake,
southern Ontario, is dominated by beech, maple, elm, oak, and birch. This rnixed hardwood
forest shifted slightly to a pine-oak-birch dominated forest at ca A D . 1,400, and this is
probabiy in part attributable to Indian clearing of the forest and to old field succession
(McAndrews and Boyko-Diaonow 1989). However, it is more probable that the cooling of
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the climate c.a. A.D. 1,100 would have caused the death of beech trees while allowing oak and
pine trees to grow (Campbell and Campbell 1992). After A.D. 1,850, pollen diagrarns clearly
indicate a dramatic increase in grass and ragweed, reflecting the clearing of forest for
agricultural purposes. This serial ecological succession might generate favorable habitats for
deer and other animals, as well as usefbl plant resources.
The preliminary study of archaeological plant remains, recovered by flotation corn the
Grand Banks site, provides a basis for reconstructing the past environment (Bowyer 1995;
Crawford and Smith n.d.). Three important cultigens are identified: maire, chenopods, and
sunflowers. A number of nut species were found, including acorn (Quercus sp.), hickory

( C a y z T.),and buttemut ( h g l m s cinerea). In addition, abundant remains of several fleshy
fniits were also recovered. They include Arnerican nightshade (Solununz mericumrm),
bramble (Rubus q.),
ground cherry (Physalissp.), and strawbeny (Fragaria virgnzana).
Although, to date, there is no detaiied faunal analysis available from the study period,
preliminary studies of faunal remains from Lone Pine indicate that the Lower Grand River
Valley provided a habitat for white-tailed deer, gray squirrels, red squirrels, and raccoons
(Cabeceiras 1994; Knight 1993). According to Campbell and Campbell (1989), based upon
their analysis of Neutra1 faunal assemblages, the animal species habituated to forests, such as
moose, snowshoe hare, wolf, black bear, chipmunk, etc., increased in importance afier A.D.
1,450, while the field species (eastem cottontail, woodchuck, grey squirrel, mouse, and short-

tailed weasel) decreased. Campbell and Campbell attribute this change to climatic
deterioration, which is reflected by a shif't in subsistence strategy at Neutrd sites. Fish from
the Grand River and its tnbutaries were also very important in native diets. Identifiable fish
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remains fiom Lone Pine comprise a high percentage of the total faunal sample analyzed.
Migratory birds were likely hunted, although we have no evidence for this as yet.

Bedrock Formation and Raw Materials

The geological formations of the Lower Grand River Valley consist mainly of
Paleozoic carbonate and fine sedimentary rocks with occasionai outcrops of Silunan
dolostone and Devonian cherty limestone and sandstone (Chapman and Putnam 1969). The
Lower Grand River Valley area is dorninated by two chert formations of the Devonian Group:
the Bois Blanc and Onondaga formations (Eley and von Bitter 1989; Leudtke 1992; Ouin
1996). The Onondaga formation, consisting of a vanety of Onondaga chen, has a fine grained

structure and a conchoidal hcture pattern. It is an ideal raw material for making tools. Another
chert type, Haldirnand chert from the Bois Blanc formation, is regarded as a poorer quaiity chert
with only a medium to fine crystalline structure and is thus considered a less easily workable

matenal (Eley and von Bitter 1989:19). The two kinds of chert are distinguishable on the basis

of color. While al1 Onondaga cherts are medium to dark grey and black, Haldimand chert is
light grey to white in colour (Quin 1996; Eley and von Bitter 1989; Parker 1986). These two
formations run along the West side of the Grand River to the Lake Erie shore at which point
they run due east, essentially paralleling the shoreline until the Niagara River. Ormerod
(1994), in his preliminary study of the Lone Pine assemblage, observed that oniy these two

types of raw material were used at this occupation site. However, other types of chert, such as
Ancaster and Dundee formation, are found in the study region and were probably also used by
the inhabitants in the Lower Grand River Valley.
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The inhabitants of the Lower Grand River Valley likely used mainly Onondaga cherts,

as they were both plentifid and easily accessible. In a field survey of chert outcrops and
quanies located between the north shore of Lake Erie and the Grand Banks site, we identified
8 sites as Onondaga chert sources and 2 as Haldimand chen sources (Fig. 2.5). They are, on

average, 15 km from the Grand Banks site. Two outcrops of Bois Blanc chert were also
visited. These two outcrops are closer to Grand Banks,within 10 km of the site. Quin (1996),
from the University of Toronto, has conducted a study of Princess Point lithic raw material
sourcing, using Instrumental Neutron Activation Analysis. Due to a lirnited archaeological
sample, at present, Quin is not able to identify the exact chert sources which the Princess
Point people utilized. However, his analysis demonstrates the potential for sourcing
identification, and, from the data available, confirmed that the cherts used at the Grand Banks
site are from the Onondaga sources along the north shore of Lake Erie (Quin 1996).

Palaeoenvironmental reconstruction suggests that the Lower Grand River Valley was a
resource-rich area dunng the Princess Point penod. The physical setting of the archaeological
sites provided the prehistoric inhabitants in this region with possibilities for a mixed economic
strategy of farming, hunting, fishing, and gathering (Crawford et al. in press). It is not possible
at present to determine the specific site type of Grand Banks or Lone Pine; to do so, detailed
paleoethobotanical and faunal analyses are required. However, given abundant resources and
favorable climatic conditions, prehistoric use of the sites could have included a vanety of
economic activities. Based on this assumption, stone tool production at these sites would be
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expeaed to be a generalized pattern in tool manufacniring and utilization (e.g.. Bleed 1986).
The rationale for such expectations will be summarized in the following chapters.

The evidence cited above indicates that during the period fkom A.D. 500 -- 1,000 there
were changes in the food procurement system and settlement patterns of the people occupying
southwestern Ontario. There were likely corresponding changes in social organization.
Researchers have found evidence for lithic technology changes during this penod in the
Northeast as well as during the shift to agriculture (Fitting 1975; Mason 1981; Grinfin 1983;
Parry and Kelly 1987; Yerkes 1987; Jeske 1990; Ellis and Ferris 1990). If lithic technology did

change accordingly, then how so? In order to address this question, it is first necessary to
characterize the Princcss Point lithic assemblages. Subsequently inferences regarding the

Princess Point lithic production system can be addressed.
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Methods of Lithic Analysis

Bearing in mind that stone tools comprise only a part of the prehistoric tool-kit, flaked
stone tools have been exclusively chosen for the purpose of this study. The lithic analysis in
this study includes artifiact classification, attnbute observations, use-wear examination, and
data manipulation. 1began by devising a classification scheme that has been used to catalogue
the collection. This proposed typology is somewhat different fiom the current lithic
classification scheme used for Woodland lithics from Southern Ontario. The attribute
observations made on the assemblages fall into two categones: (1) typo-technological
characteristics and (2) edge darnage formations as determined by use-wear analysis. The
selection of attributes, their interpretive significance, as well as the methods used to make
behavioral inferences, are presented in the following sections. Sampling strategies and data
manipulation are also outlined.

Typology: Artifart Forms
During the iast three decades, studies of archaeoiogical typology have demonstrated
that artifact classification is essential to archaeologists. Difficulties arise, however, as a result
of diverse approaches to typology (Chang 1967; Whallon and Brown 1982; Klejn 1982;

DurmeIl 1986). My purpose here is not to provide a lengthy review of the Spaulding-Ford
debate of the early 1950s (Spaulding 1953, 1960, 1982; Ford 1954a, 1954b). Adams and
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Adams (1991) in their recent study insist that there can never be an "all-purpose" typology.
Drawn fiom their explicit conceptual reviews, Adams and Adams (1991) propose that any
practical and cost-effective classificatory system should be made according to a simple
purpose based on logical relations amongst objects (types). In accordance with these
requirements, to make and use a typology is simply to describe the form of artifacts on the
basis of, for example, their morphology or modification alone.

This idea is not new. In practice, archaeologists have employed this methodology for
at least 50 years. Kneger (1944), in his classic article, pointed out that classification must
"provide an organizationai tool" in order to demonstrate "historical meaning in terms of
behavior patterns" (Krieger 1944:272). Integrated with technological studies of lithics,
typological studies have been of considerable use in the reconstruction of cultural history in
the Old World (cf Henry's works on Jordanian prehistory menry 1973, 1989, 19951).
Nevertheless, what is new about Adams and Adams' classification theory is that a typology
should be regarded as a conceptual system that comprises a comprehensive set of mutzrah'y
exclusive types, and based upon a set of comrnon cnteria dictated by the purpose of the
typologist. They went on, in their definition of typology, to state that "each type is a category
created by the typologist, into which he can place discrete entities having specific identifymg
characteristics, to distinguish them fi-om entities having other characteristics, in a way that is
meaningfil to the purpose of the typology" (Adams and Adams 1991 :9 1). This definition, in
my opinion, places typology into a practical classification framework, meaning that any
archaeological research can start with a working typology as long as it is developed with
reference to a specific purpose (e.g., Read and Russell 1996). In this case, the purpose of my
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working typology is to establish a relatively standardized framework whereby types of Stone
artifacts can be categorked for ftture analysis and cornparison. FoUowing Adams and Adams
(1991), a typologv is a particular kind of classification made specifically for the sorting of

andyticd objects into mutually exclusive categories (sometime called types). The types
assigned to the same lithic class must be logically related. In this regard, the system of lithic
classification generally used in Southem Ontario archaeology is problematic because, for
example, "utilized flakes" are included as a t p e .
A Critique of the "Utilized Flakes" Category

The lithic classification used in Ontario sirnply divides lithic assemblages into two large
categones: tools and unretouched flakes. Tools include bifacially and unifacially retouched
types which are usuaily lumped under the class of "formal tools," and utilized flakes which are
categorized as ''informai tools." In most survey and excavation reports, the separation of
utilized flakes fiom other reduction byproducts has been made in order to assist in tool
function interpretations. While this rnay appear to simplify the process of functionally
analyzing iithic artifacts, in fact it causes typological confusion. 1 propose an alternative
typology that excludes "utilized flakes" for the foilowing reasons: (1) current definitions of
utilized flakes are ambiguous and inconsistent; (2) utilized flakes are not morphologically
distinguishable types, but a group of flake types with use-wear; and (3) defining utilized flakes
by an expedient cataloguing process produces highly inaccurate results.
First, although it is commonly recognized that utilized flakes are those flakes bearing
use-damage on flaking edges, the criteria used to define utilized edge(s) remains unclear.

Storck has used the designation "utilized flake" or "worked flake" for those that "exhibit a
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small amount of unifacial marginal retouch along either a single edge or a short segment of
one edge" (Storck 1974:6, see also 1978:37). Lennox charaderized "utilized flakes" as those
specimens showing "use retouch resulting in the removal of a series of small flakes (less than 2
mm) from one or more edges" (1993 :6, see also 1986:228). Apparently minimal secondary
retouch of margins has been regarded as an indication offlake utilization. While Storck
considered the shapes of used margins (straight, convex, or concave) as evidence of use,
Lennox used size as a criterion to distinguish use retouch from deliberate retouch. Other
inconsistencies in defining utilized flakes exist among other researchers. Some search for
evidence of marginal retouch (Deller 1976:14), others for use marks in the f o m of nibbling
along the edge (Finlayson 1977:179), and yet others, for continuous flaking scars (Timrnins
l99îb:ZI 1; Bursey 1994:s1). An assumption underlying these definitions is that edge
modification on utilized flakes was caused by tool utilization. However, edge damage may be
caused by forces other than use. In lithic classification, I believe that it is useful to distinguish
edge-damaged flakes from unmodified flakes since the former may have a greater possibility
of being utilized than the latter. Thus, in practice, such edge-darnaged flakes seem more
important than unmodified flakes. However, in a typology which embraces a strong
morphological aspect, a group of flakes with use traces could be drawn From the unmodified,
retouched, or shaped flakes. Therefore, the edge-damaged flakes should not be considered
"informal tools" in the first place.
Secondly, according to the above definitions, the "utilized flakes" category rnay
include any flake types bearing edge damage. Lemox (1986) and others (e.g., Timrnins

1992b) nirther divide utilized flakes into various types according to the morphology of the
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unretouched flakes (e.g., prirnary flakes or secondary flakes) in order to determine the
possible use preferences of the unmodified flakes. This practice suggests that utilized flakes
should not be a mutuuh'y exclusive category, but a group of types with use-wear. Thus, there
may be "utilized primary flakes," or "utilized biface thinning flakes," or "utilized blades," and
so forth. Typologies in Ontario which include utilized flakes appear to be based on a biased
assumption that dl lithic artifaas fa11 into one of two groups: used (tools) and unused
(unretouched flakes) artifacts. However, use-wear analysis dernonstrates that not al1 artifacts
classified as tools on the buis of morphology were used, and those which were used may not
have been used in the manner implied by their names (a scraper may not have been used for
scraping) (Ode11 1981). Therefore, in this study 1 treat al1 shaped, edge-damaged, and
unretouched flakes as use-potential tools, and not as utilized pieces unless their use-wear is
identified.
Thirdly, although Fox once correctly pointed out that separating these utilized pieces
depends on actuai use retouch and use polish, no further explanations of how such "nonmagnification" approaches should be camed out have been offered (Fox 1979:68).
Tomenchuk, who conducted a well-controlled experiment on edge-damaged types, noted: "it
is my experience that at present, no cntenon or technique exists that is infallible in
distinguishing between manufacture and utiiization damage" (Tomenchuk 1985 :508).
Methodologically, to determine whether or not a flake was actually used, one must rely on
careful observation of use traces, through rnicroscopic examination of a combination of
microchipping fracture and abrasions. Yerkes and Kardulias correctly point out: "microwear
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analysis has helped change our view of lithic typology, especially as it relates to functional
categones of artifacts such as 'utilized flakes"' (Yerkes and Kardulias 1993:103).
To illustrate this, we carried out an experiment sirnilar to the one performed by Young
and Barnforth (1990) at the University of Toronto in early 1995. Three graduate students,
each with some lithic analysis experience, volunteered to participate in a blind test. They were
given a set of 45 pieces that consisted of both used and unused flakes. Each was instructed
that only a portion of these flakes was utilized by me for various tasks, while the others were
intentionally retouched, or not modified at all. Participants were asked to assume they were
cataioging the assemblage and to determine, aided by the naked eye, which flakes were used.
One of them was also permitted to use a 10x hand-lens. The goal of this exercise was to
determine how well a practitioner could judge whether a fiake had been utilized, and what
factors would obscure that judgment.
The results, presented in Table 3.1, indicate that about half the specimens were
misinterpreted. Coincidentally, the scores of these three participants are the same: 25 out of
45 were identified correctly. Use of the hand lem did not make a difference in sconng (C).

During the test, 1 observed that of the participants regarded some edge-retouched or abrasion
flakes as utilized flakes. Most unretouched and unused flakes (#12-17) were easily picked out.
However, it should also be noted that in this experimental set there were no naturally or
culturally damaged items as a result of washing, transporting, trampling, or trowel retouching.
These types of damage are cornmon in archaeological samples. In the utilized expenmental
samples, almost al1 those used on sofi materials such as rneat, hide, and the like (#2S-28, 3 1,
34, 38, 43). were incorrectly identified. Polish, rounding, and rnicrochipping fractures
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Table 3.1: Blind Tests on Utilized Flakes.
n

Specimen AC
1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
6

45

Raw Materia

I
i

Onondaga
Onondaga
Onondaga
Onondaga
Onondaga
Onondaga
Hald iman d
Hald iman d
Hald imand
Hald iman d
Haldimand
Haldimand
Onondaga
Haldhnd
Ha Id iman d
Onondaga
Onondaga
Ob sid ian
Obsidian
Obsidian
Obsidian
Obsidian
Obsidian
Obsidian
Onondaga
Onondaga
Onondaga
Onondaga
Onondaga
Onondaga
Onondaga
Onondaga
Onondaga
Onondaga
Onondaga
Onondaga
Onondaga
Haldimand
Onondaga
Haldimand
Onondaga
Onondaga
Onondaga
Onondaga
Onondaga

retouched
retouched
retouched
retouched
retouched
retouc h e d
retouched
reto uched
retouched
retouched
retouched
not retouched
not retouched
not retouched
not retouched
not retouched
not retouched
not retouched
retouched
retouched
not retouched
not retouched
not retouched
not retouched
not retouched
not retouched
no t retouched
not retouched
not retouched
not retouched
not retouched
not retouched
not retouched
not retouched
not retouched
not retouchcd
not retouched
not retouched
not retouched
not retouched
not retouched
iio t retouc hed
no t retouched
not retouched
no t retouched

Utilization
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
scarping hard wood
sawing hard wood
scraping hard wood
d rillin g f~h s kin
sawing hard wood
drilling pig hide
scraping f s h
cutting pork meat
cuttmg fresh wood
scraping carrots
sawing antler
cuttmg fresh wood
boring canots
scraping dried hide
slicing dried hide
sawing dried bone
cuttmg canots
icraping soaked bone
sawing dried bone
scraping hard wood
scraping fresh wood
scraping fresh bone
scraping dried hide
craping sweet potato

Correction Rate
: RM=Raw Materiai; A, B, C= scores for three experimenten; T=True; F=Fau h
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resulting fiom these activities c m only be observed under a microscope. Use on hard materials
such as bone, antler, and dry wood lefi clear chipping scars on the utilized edge which were
eady detected. However, three experimentai flakes used to bore either hard materials or soft
materials (#23, 25, 34) were totally misinterpreted by the three practitioners because the
utilized portions of these flakes were limited to their tips, leaving the lateral edges undamaged.
This result matches that of Young and Barnforth's experiment (Young and Bamforth 1991,
Table 2 & 3).
Young and Barnforth's test involved nine archaeologists and eieven used and unused
flakes and minimally retouched flakes. Their resuits are dso "not very encouraging: only 36
out of 144 possible inferences, or 25 percent, were correct." (Young and Bamforth
1991:404). Their expenrnent, supplemented by ours, suggests that simply sorting utilized

flakes by distinguishing edge darnage is highly inaccurate. Macroscopic identification of used
edges on flaked Stone artifacts should be camed out with extreme caution if it must be camed
out at al1 (Young and Bamforth 1991:408).
It should be noted that, while 1 strongly suggest the use of "utilized flakes" as a
categorized type in lithic classification be elirninated, the term is still useful in general
describing tool use-patteming. In this study, 1use "utilized flakes," or "utilized pieces," to
refer only to objects which are determined to have been used through microscopie
examination. In another words, "utilized flakes" represents pieces of al1 types of lithic
artifacts, not a single type.
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A Working Typology
A new lithic classification system is proposed here. This system suggests that dl lithic

artifacts from an archaeologicd assemblage can be divided into four classes: cores.fonned
types, unretouchedfraks, and flaking debrzs (Fig. 3.1). Three criteria are used to classi@the

artifacts as follows. The first one distinguishes cores fiom non-core objects. The second one
determines whether or not an object exhibits intentional modification. Findy, the unretouched
group is separated into two arbitrary groups: unretouched flakes over 10 mm in length and

flaking debris smailer than 10 mm in length. Types and sub-tpes are basic forms within each

class which have been made and refined according to morpho-technological distinctions.
Defining occurrences of types or sub-types depends on the analyst's objectives and the nature
of the archaeologicai sample.
Formed Types

The fonned type is defined here as a cluster of pieces that displays obvious and
intentional modification through retouch into certain foms. Intentional modification refers to
deliberate retouch, and shows regular pattemed alterations on the edges or surfaces of iithic
objects. These pieces are usually named according to morphological typologies set forth by
Bordes (196 1) and others (e.g., Clark and Kleindienst 1974; Tixier 1974; Bar-Yosef 1970;
Henry 1973). Adoption of this term simply avoids the continuing use of the term "tool," which
is conventionally used in the current Ontario lithic classification for the sarne group of objects.
Traditionai tems for typed pieces, such as projectile point, biface, uniface, scraper,
drill, etc., are aiIl used here but they are referred to, only on the basis of physical appearance,
rather than according to the funaional identity of the pieces. It is worih noting that pieces
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with macro-fractures, which may have been caused by natural forces, human trampling, or
direct utilkation, should not be considered as variations of formed types. The same holds true

for those specirnens displaying a physical similarity to the type forms, but which iack evidence
of intentionai retouch. As 1 mentioned earlier, manufacture retouch is oflen d S c u i t to
distinguish fiom use or non-use edge damage. To set a comrnoniy acceptable nile, 1
deliberately define retouch based upon: (1) the presence of at least three or more contiguous
flake scars in a simila.pattern orknted roughly perpendicular to the edge; and (2) the
maximum length of the individual flake scar, which should be at Ieast 2 mm.
Investment of human energy in the modification process makes it likely that most
formed type artifacts had particular use-relat ed hinction(s). However, the study of artifact
function is methodologically different, and should be addressed independently of typology.
Lithic artifacts might not be modified for functional reasons only: rather, some modification
reflect manifestations of style. Reconstmction of cultural preferences in retouch techniques

among certain prehistoric groups has been documented through the study of retouch styles

among certain Near East and .4Fncan lithic industries (e.g.,Marks 1976, 1977; Henry 1989a,
1985; Close 1978, 1989). Thus, analysis of retouch attnbutes must provide a focus for the

class of formed types.
Anifacts assigned to the fonned type class are characterized by either surfacial retouch
or edge retouch. Thus the formed type class is finher divided into two type groups: surfacemodified formed types and edge-modified formed types. The following descriptions of eieven
types are applied only to the lithic assemblages studied in this research.
Surface-Modified Formed Types
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Projectile Point: An object that has bilateral syrnmetrical edges converging to a point
with bifacially, or rarely, unifacially, flaked is termed a projectile point (Justice 1987). Basal
modification is the most distinctive characteristic used to discriminate this type from others.
BiJace: Items that are bifacially flaked, and cannot be classified otherwise are termed
bifaces. These items are surface retouched for the most part, rather than restricted to the
periphery of the pieces. Biface subtypes are defined according to the reduction sequence
outlined by Callahan (1979), except that his stage 1 (procurement) is excluded. Stages 1-3
here are his stages 2-4. The stage 1 biface, or Callahan's "initial edging biface" (Callahan
1979:1O), is characterized by roughly syrnmetrical and widely spaced scars dong the margin.

The piece ofken displays a denticulate or curvy outline. The width-thickness ratio of a
complete stage 1 biface is 2: 1 or greater (Callahan 1979:10). The stage 2 biface, or "primary
thinning biface," shows minimal edge projection and irregularities, and the central ridge is less
sinuous than that of the previous stage. A complete stage 2 piece has a width-thickness ratio
of 3: 1 or 4: 1, and an edge angle restncted to between 40" and 60".A stage 3 biface has a
flattened cross-section with a w/t ratio in excess of 4: 1 and edge angles consistently in the 25"

- 45" range. The edge of the stage 3 biface is quite straight and scars are closely spaced. One
of the principal features distinguishing this stage from the previous one is that flakes
fiequently extend past the center of the piece and undercut previously produced flake scars
from the opposite margin.

Unifae: Unifaces are surfacially retouched, either on the dorsal or ventral side, and
usually on the more convex surface. The flaking scars are usually invasive, extending pass the
central iine, though scars sometimes remain along the margin.
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Edee-Modified Formed Types
Scraper: A scraper can be either unifacial or bifacid and displays a steeply retouched
edge. One surface of the scraper is usually flat, while the other is convex. Scrapers are
distinguished from other edge retouched types in that they usually possess steeper retouch and
continuous modification dong one or more edges. Two major types of scrapers are defined
according to the location of the steep edge: endscrapers and sidescrapers.
Retouched Piece: A retouched piece possesses intentional retouch, but its edge is not
significantly modified into a further classifiable form. Based on the location and orientation of
the retouch, retouched pieces are divided into unilateral-obverse (dorsal side), bilateralobverse, unilateral-inverse (ventral side), bilateral-inverse, and alternated (both sides)
retouched pieces. Partially retouched pieces are those having a retouched edge length
compnsing less than one-fifth of the edge.

DNII: Ddls have a pronounced, roughly parallel-sided projection or bit. This bit is
bifacially retouched and is rhomboid-to-circular in cross-section. Usually a drill is considered
to be a bifacial tool. However, 1 consider drills to be an edge modified fonned type because
the bifacially retouched bit is actually an edging modification. It may become a surfacemodified formed type only if the non-bit part of the object exhibits evidence of surface
retouch.
Norch: A notch, as named, possesses notched retouch on the edge. More comrnonly,
they are called spokeshmes in the lithic assemblages in the Northeast. Subtypes of the notch
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are defined according to the number of notched retouches (single, double, or multiple) (also
see Tixier 1974).

Burin: A burin is defined by the technological characteristic of a blow transverse to an
edge, often transverse to the piece itself The number of blows and blow locations form
different types of burins. Tixier's classification (1974) of burins, derived corn that of Bordes
(1 96 l), is cornmonly used and adopted here.

Pevorator: A perforator, sometimes called a "graver," is characterized by the presence

of a short and broad projection, in contrast to a drill. To qualify as a perforator, the projection
must exhibit intentional modification on both sides of the tip.
Truncatzon: A tmncation exhibits marginal, regular, and continuous retouch,
truncating either a proximal, a distal, or a lateral part of an object. The modification normally
exhibits abrupt retouch on the edge.
Microlith: Retouched pieces, geometnc (triangle, iunate, and trapezehectangle) and

non-geometric forms, are specifically made on bladelets, sometimes with special techniques.

A core, as cornrnoniy recognized, is an object fiom which flakes have been removed.

Johnson (1987) points out that, to determine lithic tool production systems, one should start
with the distinction between amorphous core and prepared core technology. Defining
rnorphological types of cores depends on the appearance of core striking platforms and core
facets.
Unlike cores fiom Old World lithic assembIages, cores recovered fiom the
Northeastem Woodlands tend to be amorphous, which renders them difficult to classi@
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"Amorphous core" is commonly used to describe the core morphology recovered from this
part of the World (Johnson 1986, 1989; Custer 1987; Patterson 1987). In contrast, cores
which present a regular shape such as cylindrical and pyramidal cores are classified as
"prepared cores" (Johnson and Morrow 1987). For the purposes of cornparison 1 adopt these
tems in this study but detail some discriminating features.

Prepared cores are those whose platforms are formed and maintaineci in order to
remove predetermined flakes (e-g., blades). A principle feature that distinguishes this type of
core from others is the presence of a platform or platforms from which most flakes (including
blades) were removed in a consistent orientation. This type of core corresponds to single
platform and opposed or right angle platform (two platforms) cores in the Old World (e.g.,
Clark and Kleindienst 1974). The prepared core technology oflen requires specific procedures
to rnake standardized products, such as blades or Levailois flakes. Although very few
specialized cores, if any at all, are recognized in Nonheastem Woodland lithic assemblages,
this type of core rnay represent a reduction technology that, presumably, exemplifies skillful
and controlled flake removal. Prepared core subtypes are: flake cores, blade cores, and, if

applicable, bladelet cores, depending on the patterns of negative scars on the core surfaces.

Amophous cores, in contrast, show minimal platform preparation. Flakes are removed
from difEerent directions, and as a result, cores are irregular in shape. The counterpart of this
type of core in the Old World may be multi-directional cores or fonnless cores (Clark and
Kleindienst 1974). Amorphous core technology may ofien indicate unstandardized production
which, as argued by some authors (Johnson 1986, 1989; Custer 1987; Pars, and Kelly 1987),
resulted in a predorninance of "expedient" flake tools.
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BipIar cures are those that produced bipolar flakes with bipolar reduction. This
technique has been discussed by Bidord and Quimby (1963), Crabtree (1972:42), Forsman
(1975), Hayden (1980), Barham (1987), Casey (1993), and most recently by Kuijt et al.

(1995). Cores are struck fiom one end, while the other end is placed on an anvil. They are

often c'triangular, rectangular, or pie-shaped, with characteristic platform crushing and flake

removd on one or both ends" (Ku$ et al. 1995:118). Flake and blades may be removed from
both platforms on one or both surfaces (Clark and Kleindienst 1974:91).

Corefragmenf is listed as a separate type here because core fragments norrnally
represent a large portion of the core assemblage. A core fragment exhibits only a partial
striking platform, if any at dl. One surface of the core fragment does not have any negative

scars, indicating that the pieces are "blow-off' byproducts of core reduction. These pieces are
relatively large blocky chunks, but they are not big enough to continue flake removal.
Unretouched Flakes

OAen this group of lithic artifacts is referred to as "debitage" or "debris." They
include "al1 waste material generated by humans in lithic reduction" (Shott l994:7O). This
study defines unretoiichedj7akes as a group of flakes that is intentionally removed from cores
but display no evidence of edge-retouch. These flakes are distinguished from flaking debris in
that they have the potential to be modified into any of the formed types, but can also be used
directly as unrnodified pieces. They could be often chosen by prehistonc inhabitants as tool
blanks, so that unretouched flakes are sometime called "basic tools" (Casey 1993). The
complete unretouched flakes, which are relatively large in size (> 10 mm), normally display
three surfaces: a dorsal surface, a ventral surface, and a striking platform surface unless the
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platform is linear or pointed. Corresponding to the sequence of core reduction, unretouched
flakes can be funher divided into the following types:
Primuryflakes are those displaying at l e s t one-third cortex or natural surface
coverage on their dorsal surfaces. This includes both conventionally recognized "pnmary
flakes" and "secondary flakes," which are also called "decortication flakes".

Core trimmzngflakes exhibit evidence of core preparation, sometimes called "core
rejuvenation flakes." At least one side of the dorsal surface functioned as a stnking platform in
earlier uses of the core.

Bipolarflakes are byproducts of bipolar core technology. Thus, they often display
opposing bulbs of percussion and force waves (ripples) on the ventral surface that mn in
opposite directions.

Biface thznningjlakes are byproducts of biface production. Thus, they exhibit traits
indicative of a bifacial edge on the striking platfom. Most scar facets on the dorsal surface
usually run transverse to the long axis of the flake. Platform angles are often acute and lipping,

or rather, a diffise bulb of percussion is present.

Plainflakes are those which do not fa11 into other categones. Most of them may have
been intentionally removed to be used as tool blanks. These pieces possess no cortex, and are

oflen called "tertiary" or "interior" flakes.
Bladehladelets are also known as "prismatic flakes" in northeastern North America.
They have roughly parallel edges with at least one ridge ninning the length of the

bladehladelet. Specific measurements are applied to them in that both have to be at least
twice as long as they are wide. According to Tixier (1974), bladelets are distinguished from
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blades by their small size, being less than 50 mm in length and less then 12 mm in width. Since
neither blades nor bladelets are a major component of unretouched flakes assemblages fiom
late Woodland cultures, 1have chosen to lump them together for analytical purposes.

Others include those types that do not regularly appear in the sarnpled assemblages.
These include byproducts of special production such as burin spails and microburins.
Fiaking Debris

Flaking debris refers to waste flakes that are usually by-products of "blow-offs7' during
percussion flake removai, or tiny flakes resulting fiom pressure flaking. Flaking debris
contains ody two major subdivisions: chips and chunks.
Chips are defined as small-sized pieces, with a maximum length of less than 10 mm.

Chunks refer to pieces with an irregular and angular form, making it difficult to determine
their dorsal and ventral sides. Chunks may exceed 10 mm in size whereas chips, by definition,
may not. On the other hand, chips exhibit distinguishableventral and dorsal surfaces, but
chunks do not. The distinction between a chunk and a small-sized core fragment is sometimes
unclear, but principally, the latter exhibits negative flaking scars while the former does not.
Unfortunately, due to the nature of flaking debns, waste pieces have not been given adequate
attention until recently (Ahler 1989a, 1989b;Patterson and Sollberger 1979; Stahle and Dunn
1982, 1984). Baurnler and Downum's (1989) experimental study of srnail-size flaking debris

has demonstrated that by-products of unifaciai retouching (e.g., scraper manufacture) are
morphologically distinct fiom those produced by flake core reduction. The former activities,
therefore, can be isolated and identified in the archaeological record.
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Typo-Techrnologr*caiAnalysis: Manufacture
Flake stone tool manufacture generally consists of two main steps, excluding raw
material procurement. The first step is to obtain proper flakes (blanks) to be used directly as
tools or to be modified h o tool types. This process is a form of core reduction. Methods of
trimming nodules and reducing core size can Vary; for example bifacial reduction, flake core
reduction, and bipolar core reduction have been well recognized and discussed (see Amick
and Mauldin 1989). The second step, if necessary, is to fabricate the blanks into shaped

objects by secondary retouch either on the surface or on the edge of the blanks. This process
is referred to as toolproduction in this study. Thus, two main objectives of the typotechnological analysis are to deterinine: (1) what kinds o f core reduction technology were
employed at sites, and (2) how stone tools were produced.
An altribute is a measurable or observable quality of an artifact and may be either a

continuous or a discrete variable. A flake can bear numerous attributes, thus selection of such
attnbutes should be subject to the analytic purposes of the researcher and should be tested
through lithic experimentation (Amick et al. 1989; Shott 1994, 1996a; Odell 1989a). Due to
time and financial constraints, an experiment which 1 have designed to test attributes of lithic
manufacture is yet to be camed out' . However, relevant experiments by others have been
consuited for this study and are listed in Table 3.2.
It is o f note that the attnbutes selected and tested by each experimenter are different,
but overall their results are very informative. Shott (1994) suggests a set of effective attnbutes

Application for carrying out a controlled esperiment of lithic core reduction technology at the University of
Toronto in 1995 was subrnitted to the Ontario Heritage Foundation for financid support. Unfortunately, it has
been put on hold due to cancellation of the g a n t program.
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Table 3.2: Experimental Sources Consulted in this Study.
--

l~eductionTecbnology

b&ibutes
sizc gradcs
raw material, flakc type, spatial distribution
bipolar rcduction
Barham (1987)
complcttness, six gradcs
Baumler and Downum (1989) corc and unifacial rtduction
bulb shape, platfom type
bipolar rcduction
Cas ey (1993)
bulb scars, weight, maximum thickness
bifacial rcd uction
Hcnry et al. (1976)
complcttncss
bipolar rcduction
Kuijt e t al. (1995)
platform, d o n a l scar count, cortex,
bifacial rcd uction
Magne (1985,1989)
cortex, fiakc s k , platfom si=,
bifacial red uction
Mauldin and Amick (1989)
scars count, complctcncss, wcight,
Od cil (1989a)
bifaciat and flakc-cote rcduction distal tcnnination, dorsal pcrimeter scamng,
dorsal scar rcmoval, bulbar scar. wcight.
striking platfonn thickness,
width at midsection
sizc distribution
Patttrson (1981,1982, 1990)
bifacial rcd uction
hcat trcatment
Patterson (1995)
corc rcduction
platfonn, cortex, sire distribution
Shott (1996a)
bifacial red uction
sizc distribution
Stahlc and Dunn (1982, 1984) bifacial rcduction
To mka (1989)
bifacial and flakc-corc rtd uction C O T ~ G X ,Dorsal scar count, sizc, platform facct.
I~latforrnarindinn. ~ i a t f o r mcortex

Sources

A hler (1989a 1989b)
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for debris analysis, including weight, cortex, dorsal scar count, platfom angle, and platform
facet. Ode11 (1989% Figure 10 &11) derived 13 discriminating attributes. He found, in an
attempt to distinguish flake core reduction from bifaciai core reduction, that attributes such as
bulb scar shape, distal termination, and dorsal perimeter scarring are particularly useful (Ode11
1989a). Similar conclusions are found in Tomka's experiment (1989). Bulb scar, platform
facet, lateral profile and margin, have been found to be indicators of different loading forces
for flake detachment (hard- and soft-percussion and pressure) (Henry et al.. 1976; Hayden and
Hutchings 1989), whereas cortex, dorsal scar count, and platfom attributes are used in
discrirninating early from late stages of core reduction (Shott 1995, Mauldin and Arnick 1989,
Magne 1985). Kuijt et al. (1995). following Sullivan and Rozen's (1985) flake typology,
demonstrated that besides bipolar core and flake morphology, the breakage of unretouched
flakes can be the best indicator of bipolar core reduction. Casey's experiment demonstrates
that predominant flakes, removed by bipolar reduction, exhibit crushed platforms, hinge and
snap distal terminations, and flat or diffuseci bulb shapes (Casey 1993).
As far as metric data are concerned, analysis of size distribution has gained much

attention recently (for lengthy review see Shott 1994). Several models have been proposed in
order tu recognize bifacial core reduction at archaeological sites, such as Patterson's loglinear model (Patterson 1981, 1982, 1990)' Stahle and Dunn's weibull distribution model
(Stahle and Dunn 1982, 1984), and Ahler's mass analysis (Ahler 1989a, 1989b). While these
studies are at a prelirninary stage and may yet provide more convincing results, formal analysis
of metric variables rnay still be relevant. In the experiment cited above, Ode11 (1989a) found
that maximum length and maximum width are the best attributes for discrirninating flakes
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removed by flake core reduction from bifacial flakes. Width at rnidsection, on the other hand,
is an effective indicator of bifacial reduction stages. Weight, thickness, and platform size
relative to fiake size, are capable of distinguishing pressure application fkom percussion
(Henry et al. 1976, Hayden and Hutchings 1989). Size cornparisons between various
unretouched flakes and tool blanks of formed types can also contribute to core reduction and
tool production strategies (Henry 1989b; Shen 1992). In addition, the overail size of

unretouched flakes and tool blanks, and other discrete attributes such as lateral profile, distal
shape, aiignment of lateral edges, and cross-section, have been usefbl in descnbing the
morphological charactenstics of lithic product S. Their differentiation among archaeological
assemblages tan yield, to some degree, cultural inferences (Henry 1973, 1995; Shen 1992).

To derive cultural inferences using attribute analysis rnay not be as simple as many
lithic experimenters expect, however. For instance, removal of flakes by soft hammer
percussion may produce lipping flakes, but not al1 lipping scars are produced by soft hammer
percussion (Clark and Weindienst 1974). Flakes with high dorsal scar counts may be the result

of later reduction stages. However, due to a decrease in flake size during core reduction,
dorsal scar counts may not necessarily increase (Mauldin and Amick 1989). To avoid such
fmstration, 1adopt an alternative approach to the interpretation of attnbutes: paired attrzbute
analysis, as applied by Tomka (1989) and Mauldin and Amick (1989). This method cross-

tabulates attribute classes and plots pairs of attnbutes in order to venQ the reliability of core
reduction inferences. As Mauldin and Amick demonstrate, although cortex coverage night be
expected to decrease during the core reduction process, a combination of flake size and cortex
coverage may provide a more accurate representation of the reduction stage. Dorsal perimeter
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scarring might be a good indicator of bifacial reduction, but this inference can be enhanced by
also considering the multiple facet platforrn and the curved lateral profile. Flakes that have
lipping bulbs, which also have relatively small-sized platforms a d o r expanded lateral
margins, are alrnost always produced by soft hammer percussion., whereas those with large
platform flakes with crushed facets are probably removed by hard hammer percussion. Using
this method of paired attribute analysis, or even multiple attribute examination, interpretations
of core reduction and tool production should be reiiable.
Secondary retouch, either on surfaces or on edges, is a necessary and important
procedure in tool modification, and information on tool production can be further retneved
through examining the retouch techniques employed. Since there k more than one way to
rnake a type of tool, the choice of retouch methods by the happer reflects manifestations of
style (Close 1978, 1989; Henry 1973). It is believed that the companson and analysis of
retouch attributes yields information that helps to identify a lithic industry, or a specific
cultural group. Inizan et al. (1992:67-72) surnmarize seven cornmon retouch variables, derived
from earlier works of Border (196 1, 1969) and Tixier (1974), that are worth considering.
Among these, retouch type, position of retouch, and pattern of retouch are highly regarded as
stylistic indicators (Henry 1973:56, Close 1989:12).
The orientation of the artifact chosen when o b s e ~ n gattnbutes was dorsal side up
with the proximal end of the artifact towards the observer (Fig. 3.2). In cases where the dorsal

and ventral sides have been modified, as with bifacial types, the side on which the catalogue
number was written is treated as the "dorsal" side. While recording the exact locations of
retouch units, I found Odell's 8-polar CO-ordinatesystem (PC) useful (Ode11 1979). This PC
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Fig. 3.2: The Orientation of Artifact Observation.

Normal

Alternative

Fig. 3.3: The &polar Co-ordinate System (adapted fkom Odeli 1979).
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system places samples to be analyzed on a polar coordinate grid divided equally into eight
portions (Fig. 3.3), and the PC section is used to refer to different sections of the lateral edges
of the sample. Distortion occurs in the observation of elongated pieces, and, to avoid this, an
alternate system is employed. In this system, the dividing iines of the PC section covers an
equal arnount of the sample perimeter.

Use-Wear AnalysL: Utilizatioon
Concepts, Methods, and Definitions

The study of stone tool use has long been of interest to archaeologists. Over a century,
ago Sir John Evans' published Anczent Stone Implements, W e q m s and Ornaments ofGreat
Britain (1872). Since the introduction of Semenov' s translated monograph Prehistoric

Technology (1964)' use-wear analysis has become an essential component of lithic artifact

analysis in North Amerka. A histonc review of this particular method is not appropriate here;
anyone who is interested is referred to Tnngham et al. (1974), Odell (1975, 1977), Hayden
(1979), Odell and Vereecken-Odell(1980). Keeley (1974, 1%O),

and Kamrninga (1982). Use-

Wear analysis, as a means to study stone tool edge damage caused by use, has three analytic
forms according to Grace (1 990): edge-damage analysis, edge-wear analysis, and micro-wear
analysis. Edge damage analysis is based on the morphological attnbutes of used edges and
macro-wear. Examples of this type of wear analysis are seen in Schiffer's work (1976) on the
Joint lithic assemblage, Parry's work (1987) on Formative Oaxaca, Mexico, and Casey's work
(1993) on the Kintampo Cornplex in Nonhem Ghana. These studies have concentrated on

edge sizes, edge angles, shapes of edges, and degree of modification and finishing, to amve at
"use-potential categories." Edge-wear analysis, using reflective-light microscopes (Iow-power
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technique), considers the overall configuration of micro-fractures and abrasion to obtain
information about tool motions and the range of contact materials in t e m s of their hardnesses
(e-g., Odell 1977, 1996; Lewenstein 1987; Shea 1991). Micro-wear analysis concentrates on
use-polish distributions and formations using incident-light microscopes or SEM (high-power
technique) (e.g., Keeley 1980; Vaughan 1985; Unger-Hamilton 1993; Yerkes 1987). Using
micro-wear analysis, more precise information about specific contact materials can be
obtained. As Grace claims (1990), it is usefûl to integrate the three forms of use-wear analysis
as a hierarchical analpical method.
Traditionally, the analytical context of stone tool use studies has been functional
anaiysis. "Functional analysis," as it is currently practiced among most lithic analysts, is
restncted to retrieving evidence of the way in which stone tools ariiculate with other materials
in order to provide interpretations of prehistoric behavior (Odell pers. comm.); that is, the
physical use of stone tools. However, clarification of the differences betweenfunction and use
has been needed since the First Conference on Lithic Use-Wear at Bumaby, British Columbia,

in 1977 (Hayden 197957-62). In general, "function" has a much greater range of socialcultural significance in human behavior than "use," a point which was made sixty years ago by
Ralph Linton:
The tems fincrion and use have been employed interchangeably even by
certain members of the functional school, but the author feels there is a very r d
distinction and that there \vil1 be constant confusion unless this is made clear. The
ciifference between use and fiinction is most obvious in the case of matenal
expressions of culture such as tooIs and utensils. Thus the primary use of an axe is for
chipping, that of a spade for digging, but any one will feel the inappropriateness of
applying the termfunctian to such utilizations. The use of any culture element is an
expression of its relation to things erternal to the social-cultural configuration; its
function is an expression of its relation to things within that configuration. Thus
the axe has a use or uses with respect to the naturai environment of the group, i.e.,, to
chop wood. It has funaions with respect to both the needs of the group and the
operation of other elements within the cultural configuration. ... The function of a trait
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complex is the sum total of its contribution toward the perpetuation of the socialcultural configuration (Linton 1 936:4O4) (italics original,emphasis mine).

Thus, to Linton, finction refers to the interrelationrhip of individuals and nothing else, while
use refers to the utilizution of a trait within a cultural system. From an evolutionary
perspective, D u ~ e lconsiders
l
thefictional characteristics of an object to be those which
"directly a f e a the Darwinian fitness of the populations in which they ocni? @urne11
1978:199). He believes that fùnctional elements should be taken into account with respect to
evolutionary process, and that "function" should be considered separately from "use" of tools
in archaeological contexts. In the context of this study, therefore, 1 consider that a study of
stone tool edge damage is means of retrieving information on how tools were manipulated in a
direct contact with other matenals; that is, tool use, not function (see Hayden 197957-62).

According to Schiffer, "use" is defined "as the minimal instance of behavior directed
towards completion of a task" (SchifSer 1975 %O,

see also 1979:19). Although 1am in

general agreement with this definition, 1alter the terminology slightly. In Schiffer's definition,
a task to be accomplished may comprise a senes of "uses." 1 define a "use task" (UT) to
express a particular tool motion with one kind of contact rnatenal, Le.,, scraping seasonal

wood, on a limited use-unit of a stone tool. By definition, any particular tool can exhibit
several different use-tasks if different segments of the edge were employed. In this study, the
term "use" is used to descnbe tool utilization in general; thus tool use-patterning is
represented by a senes of UTs determined from use-wear study.

In order to present possible use-tasks of flaked stone tools at the Princess Point sites,
use-wear is essential. Onnerod (1 994) camed out edge-damage analysis of flaked stone tools
as a part of the Princess Point Project. He applied Schiffer's method of use-attribute type
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flow-charts (SchifEer 1976, Tables 9.5-9.8) to determine the use-potential categories of the
Lone Pine lithic assemblage. Ormerod's edge damage analysis demonstrated that most Lone
Pine tools were employed in light-duty activities, with a small portion of flake tools capable of
working in medium-duty activities. No heavy-duty tools were noted. These results encourage
me to ascend to the next level of use-wear analysis because samples from the Lone Pine lithic
assemblages have been selected in this study.
Therefore, the study of stone tool use patteming in this research is approached
through the low-power use-wear analysis. Selected artifacts have been examined through a
stereoscopic microscope with reflective lighting. Two microscopes were used: one is a Nikon
SMZ-1 O senes with a magnification range between 6 . 5 and
~ 40x (at the University of Tulsa)

and the other is a Nikon SMZ-1 series with a magnification range between 8x and 35x (at the
University of Toronto). These magnifications have further been enlarged with the assistance of
a pair of 20x eyepieces and a 2x objective. Thus, edge-wear images can be enlarged up to
l6Ox.
As well as my persona1 training by Dr. Odell at the University of Tulsa, there are an

additional two reasons for choosing the low-power over the high-power technique. First, for
the last fifteen years, low-power use-wear analysis has proven to be a reiiable means of
providing use-task assessments of stone tools. As a result, it has been ernployed in a great
number of studies (Tomenchuk 1985; Lewenstein 1987; Shea 1987, 1991, 1995; Rousseau
1992; Odell 1996a; Phillips 1988; Sievert 1992). For years there have been cnticisms and

arguments over whether or not the low-power approach could provide accurate information
on polish and striation Wear denved from abrasive uses (Richards 1984; Odell 1985, 1990).
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This situation evolved, to my knowledge, due to an over-emphasis on microfractures as
discriminating Wear types in Odell's early work (1974, 1977, 1981b). Odell's motivation in
using the low-power technique was to cal1 attention to edge Fractures at a time when only
polish and striations seemed comparatively reliable indicators of use (Keeley 1980). As we
have learned, the low-power approach is capable of detecting polish and striations. Abrasion is
in fact an important cnterion when assessing edge Wear determinations (Ode1 pers. corn.).

In order to demonstrate this, this study will present an additional set of expenniental and
archaeological data.
Second, given the research design, it is necessarily to examine a large number of
artifacts microscopically within a limited time fiame. The low-power use-wear analysis is
advantageous in this respect. With my present skill, a wom piece takes on average about 15
minutes to anaiyze. This means that about 25-35 pieces can be examined within a single
working day. During a two-year period, over 2,000 artifacts were processed. A fûrther
advantage of the low-power use-wear approach is that it has great potential in its application
in various types of research including CRM. When large samples are exarnined, the results of
edge Wear determinations can be integrated with results of the typo-technological analysis. In
this way, a comprehensive understanding of overall iithic production and use can be gained.
Edge Wear variables have been repeatedly stressed by almost every use-wear analyst.
Although the definitions often Vary slightly fiom one analyst to another, 1have no intention of
significantly modifjmg these recognized variables. Hayden's volume (1979) has standardized
most terms we are using at present (Table 3.3). Three types of edge Wear variables are
commonly discussed by use-wear analysts: determination variables, microfracture variables,
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Table 3.3: List of Edge Wear Variables.
(adopted in part from Odeii (1977,1996))
-

--

Microfracture
Scar Termination; following terminology agreed upon at the First Lithic Use-Wear Conference
(Hsyden I979:133-l35)
1. feather
2. hinge
3. step
4. snap
Scar Pattern; based on the configuration o f scarring
1. uni-directional
2. bi-directional
3. perpendicular
4. crushed
Scar Six;according to visibility of rnajority of scars
1. small: visible under greater than 10xmagnification
2. medium: visible under IO magnification o r less
3. large: visible by naked eyes
Scar Distribution (Surface); based o n appearance of rnajority of scars on surface
1. bifacial even
2. bifacial, concentratcd on Ventral side
3. bifacia1, concentrated on Dorsal side
4. unifacial o n Ventral side
5. unifacial o n Dorsal side
Scar Distribution (Marginal); based o n configuration of scar distribution on lateral margin
1. scattered, uneven
2. close
3. run-together
4. denticulated
5. alternating
6. roHed-over

Abrasion
Round h g
1. light: if' the basic outiine of the margm can stiil be seen or projected
2. moderate
3. heavy: ifthe rounding has obliterated the general outiine of the edge itself
Poiish; depending on the degree of retlection from the surface
1. absent
2. matte
3. bright
3. incipient
Striation; according to their orientation to the edge
1. absent
2. parailel to edge
3. perpendicular to edge
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and abrasive variables. While determination variables are edge Wear assessments that use-wear
anaiysts use to ascertain tool use, the other two kinds of variables are those on which useWear analysts are dependent to make edge wear judgments.

Determination variables consist of four basic types: employed unit, employed location,
tool motion, and contact material. The employed unit (EdU) is a discontinuous portion of the
artifact where use Wear is shown. Obviously each wom artifact could have more than one
unit. Given the fact that utilized pieces may have several EdUs which involved different usetasks, the employed unit rather than the utilized pieces, is treated as a basic analytic unit. The
employed location is the location of the wom portion on flakdtool edge. Employed location is

expressed using the &polar CO-ordinatesystem summarized above. TooZ motion refers to the
physical action in which Stone artifacts are employed as devices to modify other objects. Some
closely related actions, such as cutting and sawing, slicing and carving, scraping and shaving,
etc., are not clearly distinguishable either in real life or in terms of the edge Wear they provide
(aithough sometimes they may be). 1have therefore lumped these pairs together as single tool
motions, respectively. Contact material refers to the substance that is contacted during the
process of tool motion. These substances are divided into 8 relative hardness groups: sofl
animal.(SA), sofl vegetal (SV), medium-soft vegetal (IM), medium animal (MA), mediumhard vegetal(2M), hard animal (lH), very hard animal (2H), and very hard inorganic (3H).
Exact materials can only be inferred in light of the nature of resistance grades of the materials.
Microfracture refers to fractures and edge damage caused dunng tool utilization,
whereas abrasion refers to impressions and marks lefi by pressure fiom contact during use.
Microfracture patterns are usually described in terms of four variables: scar termination, scar
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pattern, scar sise, and scm distribution. Abrasion comprises three important formations: edge
rounding,polish, and striation (Table 3.3). The presence of microfractures in different
scarring combinations gives substantial clues to Wear types (Tomenchuk 1985; Odell and
Vereecken-Odell 1980; Odell 198 1;Shea 1991). However, abrasion is critically important and

an excelient indicator of the presence of use Wear, and c m be detected and discruninateci
under 200x magmfication (Lewenstein 1987; Shea 1991;Rousseau 1992; Odeii 1996). Recent
research on polish formation suggests that polish appearance and distribution done are
insufficient to interpret tool use (Levi-Sala 1993, 1996). A complex combination of
microfracture and abrasion presence is very helpfûl in determining tool motions and worked
materials. Since raw matenal and flake edge morphology have the most impact on the scamng
patterns and polish, an understanding of fracture mechanics is also necessary for accurate
determination of tool use. For instance, even if both were employed for cutting or sawing on
the sarne worked material, a thin and straight edged flake with a flat surface would have
relatively different microfracture patterns from a du11 and curved edged flake with a convex
dorsal side. The former would likely display an even distribution of bifacial scamng, whereas
the latter, unifacial scars on the dorsal side with the appearance of having been used for
scraping. In this case, abrasion, especially polish andor striation, is a crucial indicator. On
these two tools, polish is likely forrned on both sides of the flake surface in a linear appearance
near the edge (Plate 6 & 8). This kind of polish formation easily eliminates any possibility of
transverse motions like scraping or shaving (Plate 10).
However, we still encounter difficulties in determination of tool use fiorn edge Wear
attributes. This is especially true of the low-power approach. The high-power analysts have
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been developing correlations between polish formation and tool use in order to provide a oneto-one discriminating attribute study (Grace et al. 1988; Grace 1989, 1993). Through
controlled expenment and using the low-power technique, Tomenchuk (1985) has for the first
time successfûlly s h o w correlation between edge Wear type and use-fractures. This indicates
the powerful potentid to objectiQ the use-wear variables without relying upon subjective
interpretations. However, practical problems remain; Tomenchuk's system is largely hampered
by extensive utilization of mechanical engineering as an application in archaeological research.

Shea (199 1) used a 9-digit coding combination of edge Wear attributes in a cornputer

simulation. However, his study was still based on a foundation of experimentaljudgments.
Thus, at present, use-wear analysis still relies on what Odell refers to as interpretative srutes,
meaning tool use assessments dependent on correlations between observed use-wear and Wear
produced experimentally (Odell 1996a:38). Therefore, the reliability of interpretative
assessments should be, and must be, ensured by an understanding of a combination of
microfracture and abrasive variables and intensive experimentation.
Experimental Study
Use-wear experiments are essential to use-wear practitioners. Knowledge of tool use
is founded on a corpus of experimental work involving a large variety of tool motions and
worked matenals (Brink 1978; Keeley and Newcomer 1977; Tringham et al.. 1974; Ode11
1977; Keeley 1980; Odell and Odell-Vereechen 1980; Shea 1991; Vaughan 1985;Richards

1988; Lewenstein 1987). There is no doubt that use-wear expenments have provided lithic
analysts with a great understanding of how tool edge can be damaged through use, and that
this has enabled them to amve at interpretations of use patterns of certain tool types. For
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instance, Brink (1978) carried out an experimental study to examine the fùnction of
endscrapers found at a prehistoric site in west-central Alberta. Ahler (1971) examined the
funaion of projectile points recovered fiom Rodgers Shelter, Missouri, through a senes of
experiments on repiicated points. More recently, Rousseau (1992) has demonstrated how a
particular shaped tool type, so-called "key-shaped unifaces," might be employed at prehistoric
sites in the Intenor Plateau of British Columbia. A wide range of use-wear experiments on
retouched and unretouched flake tools, generally employed by most use-wear practitioners,
allowed for the recognition that unretouched flakes, in addition to shaped artifacts, were used
in a wide variety of activities (Keeley 1980; Yerkes 1989; Shea 1991; Odell 1996). The
cornmon procedure for such experiments consists of the following steps: (1) manufacturing a
set of flaked tools, commonly from raw materials similar to ones found at archaeological sites;
(2) selecting a range of materials to be worked, generally in different categories of hardness

such as hides, meat, wood, bone, and the like; (3) perfoming a series of diEerent motions
(scraping, cutting, drilling, etc.) on target materials wit h selected tools, and recording the
process in detail; (4) exarnining the used tools under designated rnicroscope(s) in order to
recognite Wear variables caused by performed actions. Ideally, for purpose of cornparison,
specimens are examined prior to being used as well as afier use. In order to ensure reliability
and credibility, a blind test usually takes place after the experiments have been camed out.
However, problems in experimental use-wear exist. First of d l , rnethods used in the
experiments Vary among use-wear analysts due to their different research objectives . While
some researchers have concentrated on the formation of polish (Kelley 1980;Vaughan 1985;
Richard 1988; Grace 1989), others have focused on microfracture variables (Brink 1978;
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Tringham et al. 1974; OdeU and Odell-Vereechen 1980). This deviation is being overcome in
some recent experiments, which have studied both abrasion and microfractures caused by use
(Shea 1987, 1991; Lewenstein 1987; Levi-Sala 1996).
Second, most of the aforementioned experiments were not controlled. Although these
experiments could be used to educate the eyes, they are not replicable. Conventionally useWear experiments have served as a basis fiom which to judge the quality of use-wear
interpretation. This requires use-wear practitioners to condua their own experiments almost
every tirne, especially pnor to examination of a new archaeological collection. The advantage
of this is to provide a use-wear analyst with a wide range of reference collection. The
disadvantage is that such repeated efforts are costly and time-consuming. Because these
experiments are uncontrolled it is not possible to compare experiments nor to judge their
reliability.
Third, each experiment is also limited to a certain range of tool motions and contact
materials. Again, because affected by the individual analyst 's research objectives, t hese vary
between expenmenters. Credibility of use-wear interpretations would be questionable if an
analyst perfomed a limited range of experimental actions. For instance, Rousseau's study on
the function of the "key-shaped unifaces" is based on a series of 10 experirnental tools, which
were mostly worked on wood matenals. As a resuit, his interpretation of these artifacts as

"woodworking tools" may be questioned. Conventionally, a minimum of 50 or so tasks in a
set of expenments is required for a fair coverage (Ode11 pers. cornrn.). However, no matter
how many tasks are performed, replication of al1 possible prehistonc uses could never be
achieved. To rninimize this limitation, I studied a large number of experimentally produced
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sarnples (see below), in addition to my own 49 experimental tasks, in order to cover a fairly
wide range of wear types.
Although use-wear expenmentation is problematic, the efforts made by most use-wear
analysts should not be dismissed. We are, however, better able to generalize tool use
patterning in a static condition. To achieve this the expenmental study will play an important
role.
Therefore, the aims of my use-wear experiments are (1) to understand and recognize
the formation and appearance of edge Wear types caused by various actions; (2) to evaiuate
the tool use assessrnent derived fiom similar experiments conducted by other researchers; and
(3) to ascertain reliability of tool use assessments according to the edge Wear variables. Thus

the experimental study entailed three steps pnor to archaeologicai examination. They included
a rnicroscopic study of a large number of expenmental collections at the University of Tulsa,
use-wear experiment at the University of Toronto, and a blind test.

The experimental collection (TU) consisted of 178 pieces made by the students of Dr.
G. Odell. 101 different use-tasks were carried out using these sarnples, employing 26 tool

motions on 65 different contact materials. This collection was examined for Wear types and
later used as a reference for cornparison with my own experimental specimens (ES). The use
of this comprehensive collection allowed me to carry out this use-wear study without canying
out extensive expenments. It was an effective and speedy way to get acquainted with a large
number of wear types in order to be able to recognize and compare them.
My experimental procedures followed the generai guidelines used in most conventional
use-wear expenments conducted by others (mentioned above). However, my experiment was
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strictly conduaed in the marner descnbed by Odell and Odell-Verrecken (1980) because the
results of rny experiment were directly compared to that of the study collection. As usual, the
work being done during the experirnent was purposeful. The reader is advised that the forces
applied were not controlled. The use-tasks of stone tools in the experiments certainly do not
replicate aboriginal conditions, but represent common practices in reality.
The material from which most of the experimentai tools were fashioned consists of a
dark grey, fine-grained Onondaga chert that was acquired frorn quarry sites dong the north
shore of Lake Ene. It was selected because the Onondaga chert is predominant in our
archaeologicd samples. Locally availabie Haldimand chert was also used. Obsidian, quartz,
and an unknown fine-grained flint, were also used for a srnail number of tools (8 in total).

Although these types of raw materiai were not found in the Princess Point lithic assemblages, 1
utilized them for observations regarding the edge Wear variability. Ail tools used in the
experiment were produced by direct hard and soft harnmer percussion. The selected flakes
were either used directly or used afier minor edge retouching. Forty-two flakes were utilized
for 49 use-tasks (7 pieces have two employed units) (Table 3 4 ) .
Every piece was exarnined microscopically before use, to observe the edge damage or
current status of edge formation. Both recording sheets for edge Wear observations before and
after flake utilization were used (Table 3 S). Twelve tool motions and 19 types of contact
matetial were employed for fulfilling these 49 use-tasks (see below). Wear produced by my

own experiments was imrnediately compared to Wear observed on the TU collection
specimens. The length of time and number of strokes was recorded.
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Table 3.4: Use-Wear Expetiment Task List.
T a s k ES Numb RM
ES01 Haldimand
Onondaga
Onondaga
Onondaga
Onondaga
Onondaga
Onondaga
Onondaga
Onondaga
Onondaga
Onondaga
Onondaga
Onondaga
Onondaga
Onondaga
Onondaga
Onondaga
Ha ld imand
Onondaga
Onondaga
Onondaga
Onondaga
Onondaga
Onondaga
Onondaga
Obsidian
Obsidian
Obsidian
Other F h t
Onondaga
Onondaga
Onondaga
Onondaga
Onondaga
Other Flint
Other Flint
Onondaga
Onondaga
Onondaga
Onondaga
Quartz
Other Flint
Onondaga
Onondaga
Other Fiint
Other Flint
Onondaga
Onondaga
ES42 Onondaga

Tool Motion
sawmg
sawmg
cutting
scrapmg
cuttmg
scraping
cuttmg
cuttmg
s lic ing
scraping
cuttmg
drng
scrapmg
scraping
sawmg
scrapmg
cutting
cutting
scrapmg
scraping
pro jecting
b oring
scraping
s lic in g
boring
scrapmg
sawmg
scrapmg
cuttmg
s lic ing
cutting
scrapmg

penetratmg
shaving
scrapmg
d riiling
cuttmg
bo ring
sawmg
boring
sawmg
cutting
shav ing
shaving
cutting
graving
chopping
digging
graving

Resistance ûrade
very bard animal
very hard animal
soA animal
medium animal
medium so ft vegetal
medium so ft vegetal
medium soft vegetal
medium animal
medium animal
medium animal
medium animal
medium anirnal
medium animal
medium hard vegetal
medium hard vegetal
s o i t vegetal
soft vegetal
very hard animal
hard animal
soA vegetal
soft vegetal
soft vegetal
soft animal
soR animal
medium animal
medium hard vegetal
medium hard vegetal
medium hard vegetal
medium animal
medium animal
medium animal
soft animal
soft animal
soft animal
hard animal
hard animal
medium hard vegetal
medium hard vegetal
medium hard vegetal
medium hard vegetal
medium hard vegetal
soit vegetal
medium soft vegeta1
medium soft vegetal
medium hard vegetal
medium hard vegetal
medium hard vegetal
hard inorganic
hard inorganic

88

ErcactWorkedMateriaI Time Stroke
dried c o w limb bone
S mi
dried c o w iimb bone
18
22
fiesh pork meat
fiesh pig limb b o n e
15
30
fies h p ine-tree wo o d
k s h pine-tree wood
30
fresh pine-tree wood
15
20
dried pig hide
dricd pig hide
1O
dried pig hide
25
dried pig hide
20
dried pig hide
15
dried pig hide
20
dned hackberry wood
20
dned hackberry wood
22
sweet po tato
30
carro t
25
soaked red-tailed deer an 20
cooked pig limb bone
carro ts
carro ts
c a m ts
fresh hide
fresh hide
frcsh pig limb bone
dried apple-tree wood
dried apple-tree woo d
dried apple-tree wood
f ih
f~h
frozen pig feet
fresh pig hide
fresh pig feet
pig hidc & fat
soaked c o w limb bone
soaked c o w limb bone
dried hackberry wood
dried hackberry wood
dried hackberry wood
dried hackberry wood
dned hackbeny wood
g ras s
fresh pine-tree wood
fresh pine-tree wood
dried H a c k b e q wood
dried Hackberry wood
large unknown-tree t m n k 15
mud with srnaiî rocks
15
sandstone
5 m i 800
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Table 3.5: Recording Shee t for Expe rimental Specimen Observation.
Part 1: Experimental Process Record
2. Raw Material

1. Expe-ntal
Specimen (ES#)
3. Worked Material
(y es /no)
5. Retouched before experiment ?
If yes, retouch units and comment

6. Microscope scannig before eqeriment ?
Ifyes, comments
7. Action:
9. Process measurernent:
stro kdminute
10. Employed unit

4. Resistance hardnes s

(yes/no)

8. Motion defmed

total tirne worked

total stroke
11. Prehensile unit

13: Drawinp; workinp position of tool

I

Part II: Analytic Recording
1. Microscopic examination:
edge damage record at
striation record a t
2. Edge damage unit and comments
Micro fracture:
scar termination
scar pattern

scanning at

polish record at
photography taken at

-

scar distribution
Abrasion

Cornparison with study collection (TU)

-

-

-
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The observation and comparison of edge Wear on the experimental specimens confirm
that Wear types display homogeneous patterns under similar conditions. The following
sections provide a brief description of the cornmon features of edge Wear resulting from the
experiments.
Tool Motions

Twelve cornmon tool motions were applied to utilized tools in my experiment. Edge
Wear was observed and compared with that of the studied TU collection. Common
characteristics of microfiacture and abrasion are summarized below:
0

Cutting is a type of longitudinal motion that is unidirectional and parallel to the edge of
tools;

0

Sawing is a type of longitudinal motion that is bi-directional and parallel to the edge;

0

Slicing/carving is variation of longitudinal movements when the tool is held at or near a
right angle to the worked surface, moving either unidirectional or bi-directional dong the
edge.

Al1 the above tool motions tend to penetrate the worked matenal by applying force
directly on an edge opposite the working edge. Observation of edge Wear on experirnental
sarnples confirms some conclusions made by other use-wear experimenters. Cutting usually
produces scamng on both sides of the working edge. This scamng is charactenzed by a
unidirectional orientation. Striations are parallel to the edge, if present. Polish is likely on both
surfaces of a working edge. Sawing (the 2-way motion) provides a similar scarring pattern,
but exhibits bi-directional scamng. In slicing or carving, scamng tends to be located more on
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one surface than on the other because of the angle of movements. Striations, if present, are
often unifacial and usually slanted, or diagonal to the edge.

Scrqing is a transverse movement of a tool being pulled towards the operator across its
working edge.
O

Shming is a movement of a tool also towards the operator, but with short and quick
strokes transverse to the working edge.

O

Planinghhittling is a transverse tool motion of a tool that is pushed away fiom the
operator. The tool in contaa with the contact material remains comected throughout the
length of movement.
Ail the above tool motions shave off material with the working edge of the implement

held at roughiy a right angle to the direction of use. Al1 such tool motions produce mostly
unifacial s c h n g . Polish appears on the side which is in contact with the material worked.
Usually, planing or whittling produce more abrasive Wear on the surface than scraping and
shaving do. In scraping and shaving, scamng is clumped on the working edge which
sometimes shows evidence of crushing. Edge-perpendicular striation is diagnostic of the

working edge.
Penetrating is the tool motion involving the a tip of a tool.
Wear caused by a penetrating motion is rather complex compared to that described

above. Because of forces directly applied on the tip, scars are usually snapped off, or crushed.
Uni-directional orientation of the scamng fiom the tip area inwards can be seen. A useful
indication of such Wear is more abrasion on both surfaces rather than on the edge.
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Drilhg is a circular motion producing both rotary pressure to the sides of the drill and
direct pressure downward into the contact material.

The typical Wear of this kind is bi-directional scarring, syrnmetrical dong the axis of
the EdU. Rounded and crushed edges are expected. Polish is limited to the edges rather than
the sufice because the edges are in contact with the materiai.

Graving is a tool motion which involves the tool tip. Graving has elements of either, or
both, longitudinal and transverse motions, depending on the pariicular case.
A useful indication of graving Wear is that unifacial scarring appears opposite to the

surface where abrasion such as polish and striation occur.

Chopping is a downward movement into the main body of the materials using relatively
strong force.
The working edge of a chopper usually exhibits large bifacial scamng, asyrnmetric
abrasion, and edge-oblique striations, if present. Scars are usudly hinge- and step- terminated.
a

Digging is a sirnilar rnovement to chopping, but involves the tip of the tool.
Digging results in a heavily rounded tip, or blunting or crushing of production of the

edge. Polish is difised and scars are large in size and feather- or step-terminated.
Contact Materials

Materials that were worked were selected according to different hardness categories.

The method is, of course, subjective, but is still valid in its representation of relative resistance
grades used by most use-wear experimenters. The foilowing materials were selected for this
study:

Sofl Animal (SA): pork meat, fresh pig skin, and pig fat;
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Soft Vegefd(SV): weet potato, canots, grass;
Soft materials produce uneven patterns of small feather-terminated fractures. Working
on soft animal material such as fiesh skin, fat, or meat may result in extensive matte polishing
and Iight edge rounding, while work on sofl vegetal matenal mostly produced bright polish, if
the tool was used long enough. Striations are not generally present.

Medium-sofl Vegetd (1M): fiesh pine tree wood, fiesh unknown tree wood;
Medium Anzmd (MA): fish, dried pig hide;

Medium-hard Vegeral (ZM): dried hackberry tree wood, dried apple wood;
Scaning nom woodworking typically exhibits medium-to-large shed scars and a
"rolled-ove? pattern on the working edge. The cornmon scamng resulting from working on
medium-soft wood material tends to be feather-terminated and poorly defined on the interior
borders, whereas scarring fiom working on medium-hard wood material appears as hingedterminated and distinct interior borders. Bright polish and medium-to-heavy rounding usually
appear, but striations are rare. Abrasion of medium animal material includes rapid edgerounding, matte polish, and occasional striations. Scamng of such material exhibits
contiguous-to-clumped patterns of medium-sized feather or step termination.
a

Hard Animal (lH): cooked pig limb bone, soaked cow limb bone, soaked red-tail dear
antler;

0

Very HardAninial(2H):dried pig limb bone, dried cow limb bone, red-tail deer antler;

.r

Hard lnotganic (3H): soi1 with gravel, sandstone.
It should be noted that bone, antler, and hard, dry wood can occasionally produce

similar Wear (Odell and Odell-Verrecken 1980:f O 1). The most diagnostic Wear of this type is
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step-terminated and medium-to-large sized scarring, and roughened/cmshed edges. The
distinct features that distinguish hard animal and dried wood are: matte polish and contiguous
pattems of large termination scars which normally appear when hard animal materials are
worked, while bright polish and uneven pattems of large hinge fractures are produced when
dried wood materials are worked. Hard inorganic materials produce heavy rounded edges,
flattened projections and surfaces, difised polish, and large step-terminated scars.
A retouched sickle blade (ES38) was used for cutting g r a s for 22 minutes (2500

strokes). It displayed edge rounding and tiny discontinuous feather scars on both sides which
are identical to the Wear on Odell's specimen E013 1 (Plate 11; Odell 1996 Fig. 4.9d).Both
specimens ES02 and TUA14 were used to saw hard animal matenal, and they exhibit similar
scarring pattems (Plate 7 and Plate 12). They display heavy rounding and matte polish in the
middle of the used edge (Plate 8), accompanied by large hinge and feather fractures.
Tools worked on sofi materials usually show a row of small feather scars as described
above. Roughened edges, denticulate scamng, and bifacial grassy polish indicate meat cutting
Wear, as show by specimen TUB 137 (Plate 13). The ES 16 flake was used for scraping a
potato for a half-hour period (3500 strokes), and presents unifacial scarring on the working
edge, while several strips of polish perpendicular to the edge can be observed on the contact
surface with high magnification (Plate 9 and Plate 10).
An Onondaga chert fiake (ES 12) was used to drill a dried pig limb bone for 15

minutes. Heavy rounding of the tip with crushing scars on al1 ndges resulted (Plate 14). A few
snap scars on the tip of a flake (ES33) are indicative of penetrating activity (Plate 15),
whereas heavy rounding and bright polish on the contact tip of a graving tool (ES40)is also
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typical Wear for this kind of activity (Plate 16).Polish is well developed on a wood chopping
tool (ES41) after 15 minutes use and it can be observed at 50x magnification (Plate 17).
The experiment also provides evidence suggesting that not al1 use Wear types are
usefbl in ascertaining tool motions and contact materiais. DEerent raw materials, the length of
use, and the topography of the flake tool surface, are al1 factors that affect the Wear

formations. As I briefly mentioned in the case cited at the end of the last d o n , two tools
(ES02 and ES 18) were used for a similar use-t ask: sawing a very hard animal matenal, and

their scarring patterns are quite different. While the former shows the typicai Wear type
resulting fkom sawing hard material, the latter displays a scarrîng similar to that resulting fiom

a scraping action. This is largely due to the daerences in the shape of the working edge of the
two tools. Afler close examination, however, it was noticed that these two tools have polish
on both sides of the flake surface in a linear formation near the edge (Plate 6 and Plate 8).
This kind of polish formation differs from that which results from transverse motions such as
scraping and shaving (Plate 10). In some cases where polish is poorly developed on the tool

(ES 19, ES36, TUB 145), the direction of scar removals, scar distribution, and size and
termination of scars provide helpful clues (Plate 18, 19, 20) as to the use-wear type.
A blind test was camed out under the supe~sionof Dr. Odell in early 1995,

according to rules set out by him (Odell and Vereecken-Odell 1980). Twenty-two
experimental pieces were picked by Ode11 from the TU collection and set aside before 1started
examining the collection. Four edge Wear variables were tested: employed location, tool
motions, relative hardness of the contact materials, and exact contact materials (Table 3 -6).
Out of 22 pieces, two pieces were rnisinterpreted for al1 categories. Use location and tool

Table 3.6: Use-Wear Blind Test.
N

SN
corrcclion

Co rrccl ion

location
tcs t

score

17

77.30°/o

Toot M o t i o n
tcsl
scorc
scrapc
scrapc
drill
drill
cnrvclslict
saw
c ut
saw
scrapc
scrapc
saw
saw
s have
s have
saw
cul
d rill
drill
bore
bore
cul
grave
bo rc
s lice
scrapc
saw
slict
slicc
cu t
ç ul
s lice
cut
chop
chop
Y lice
gravc
CU t
s licc
saw
came
s lice
s licc
saw
saw

corrcchn

18
81 .80°h

Rclalivc W M
test
score

correction

ExsctWM
test
wood
wood
wood
maplc
bonc
soakcd antltr
poleto
potata
hide
h id e
sca. wood
wood
soakcd antlcr
hidc
barnboo
bonc
wood
wood
bonc
lcathcr
vcgctablt
hidc
hidc
borie
bonc
bonc
lcathcr
lcathcr
bonc
wood
dcar hidc
hidc
wood
plum log

correction

cow hidc
cow hidc
lcathcr
bulchcr pig
barnbaa

15
68.20%

score

antlcr
hidc
mtat/hidc
meatlbonc
bonc

13
59.10%
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Table 3.7: List of Comparative Use-Wear Bland Tests.
Sources

Shen ,1995
Shea (1986)
Odeil and OdeU-

Vereechen (1 981)
Keeley and Newcomer
(1 977)
Vaughan (1 985)

number tes ted
22

location o f use
77.80%

tool motion
81.80%

worked material
68.2 (hardness)
59.1% (elÿtct)
82%
6l%(hardness)
38% (exact)

243
3I

98%
79%

91%
69%

16

88%

63%

75%

24

96%

79%

79%
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motion had a relatively high rate of correct identification, 77.8% and 8 1.8%, respectively. The
relative resistance of the material had a 68.2% rate of accuracy, and the lowest correct
assessrnent was the identification of the exact worked material: 59.1%.
This result was then compared with other use-wear blind tests (Table 3.7). My overall
score is average, but 1 scored below average for identification of the exact matenal worked.
The results of the blind tests indicate that the actual use-wear determinations are subject to
error. This suggests that interpretations of tool use, or "tool function" as preferred by some
lithic analysts, is problematic. With this in rnind, the results of rny use-wear analysis, presented
in the following chapters, should be considered as a generdization of tool use patteming,
rather than an absolute manifestation. To a large degree, the erroneous identification of tool
motions and contact matenals, as shown in the blind test, were due to the shon penod of use

of some of the experimental specimens (e-g., TUCI,which I rnisinterpreted was used for only
7 minutes or 350 strokes). This suggests that some used flaked tools may not exhibit use Wear
at al1 due to shon period of use. However, the use-wear analysis applied in this study is based

on a conservative assumption: if there is no use-wear detected on flaked tools, the tool is
assumed not to have been used. Flake tools which show use Wear, but for which it was not
possible to discriminate the tool motions or contact material, were placed in an
"indeterminate" category. These tools would be classified as "used" but with an unknown usetask.
Furthemore, this experirnental study indicates that examination of use-wear should
rely on an understanding of the configurations of microfiacture and abrasive formations. The
procedure used in my rnicroscopic analysis is descnbed below:
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The artifact was cleaned with soap and clean water, and wiped with dry Cotton cloth
before exarnination. Cleaning was usually repeated during the exarnination in order to
remove oily finger prints on the tool surface that can sometimes be confused with polish.
The artifact was then scamed under a microscope with 13-20x magnification, to look for
possible utilized locations. Edge damage and edge rounding were two main elements used
to determine whether the piece was used or not.

0

If the piece had possible use-wear, then magnifications were enlarged in order to detect
polish and striation. 1 fkequently used the range fiom 30x to 80x, but 80x plus was also
often used for pieces having light use-traces (such as those found on pieces used on sofi
material). Once polish was confirmed, the employed unit and employed location were
determined. Sometimes finding polish and striation was mistrating and, in such cases, the
pieces were either assigned to an undetennined category, or were given a "judgment call"
if I was confident of diagnostic microfracture combinations and edge rounding.
Once the employed location was determined, the piece was examined without the
microscope. The morphology of the piece was inspected to determine possible activities in
terms of edge shape and size, to observe possible holding or hafting positions and
orientation, and to determine the possibility of how microfracture and abrasion might be
fomed in terms of the piece's curvature.

0

Then, at a proper range of magnifications depending on the Wear types, the artifact was
examined for microfiacture and abrasive patterns From one side of the surface to the other,
fiom the edge inward. Scar size, termination, and distribution were sought and recorded,
as well as patterns of rounding, polish, and striation.
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a

Findy, edge-wear variables were recorded, and the suggeaed tool motions and contact
material were assigned.

Data Manipulation and Presentntion
The metnc variables are presented as measures, including means, ranges, standard
deviations, and interval histograms. The categorical variables are expressed in tems of relative
frequencies of attribute States. Cross-tabulation of paired vaxiables is used to examine the
relationship between two correlated variables, e.g., platform facet vs. bulb shape, flake size vs.
dorsal scar count, tool motion vs. contact material, and artifact type vs. tool motion, etc. This
method, a means ofpuired attribute analyss, is particularly useful for arriving at behavioral
inferences, compared to the method relying on single variables (see above).
Statistical tests explore whether signifiant differences between archaeological
samples at the intersite and intrasite levels exist. The t-test is employed to examine diFerences

in means between two groups. The Mann-Whitney U test, as a nonparametnc test, is
employed for the discrete data (both nominal and ordinal) to evaluate the nul1 hypothesis that
two independent sarnples corne from populations with identical distributions (Thomas
1986:261-344). The reason for using the Mann-Whitney U test is that the test is the rnost

sensitive nonparametric alternative to the t-test for independent samples. The level of
statistical significance selected for these tests is set at 0.05. However, the level of statistical
significance is not always coincident with archaeological meaning. The statistical results
should be considered as a guide. Interpretative or subjective approaches are still relevant to
data presentation.
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Lithic Assemblages and Sumpling
Two of the three archaeologicai sites 1 investigated are single cornponent occupations,
while Grand Banks is a multi-component site (Table 3.8 and 3.9). Unfonunately ody a
portion of lithic artifacts from Grand Banks was seleded for detailed study, due to the
disturbed nature of Area C.The Late ArchaicEarly Woodland lithic assemblage, recovered
from Paleosol 1, cornes from oniy two square meters in Area A, and has been excluded due to
the fact that it is such a smail sample.
Two sarnpling strategies were employed. Al1 formed types and cores recovered for
typo-technological and functional analysis were selected because both are interpretatively
significant and have reasonable sample sizes. However, giving a large quantity of unretouched
flakes, a sampling procedure was necessary. To achieve representative samples, artifacts from
unretouched flakes selected for metric measurements require a minimal number. Minimal
sarnple sizes are obtained based upon the formula as follows (Sheman 1988):

where n=sample size; Z,=probability level; standard deviation; and holerance. Here, Z,
may be set at 1-96since we are interested in a 95% probability level (Shennan 1988:308).
Because the standard deviation is normally not known prior to sampling, estimation of
standard deviation (s) and specification of tolerance (4 are necessary. There are two ways of
doing this. First, a small number of artifacts are selected for measurements as a pilot sample
and the standard deviation is calculated. Second, it can be estimated by taking one-fourth of
the range, according to the Ernpirical Rule (Mendenhall 1968:167). The latter approach has
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been adopted. The range in Iength of unretouched flakes is from 10.5 mm to 68 mm. A value
of tolerance is then established based upon the precision desired. Then 1 have an estimate of s
as 14.4 mm, and will be satisfied with a tolerance of +/- 3 .O mm. Therefore the minimal

sample size for unretouched flakes is:

Because other metric anributes (width, thickness, quarterly width and thickness) exhibit a
much smaller range than Iength, 136 artifacts are considered as a minimum sample for
quantitative analysis of unretouched flakes for each assemblage or analytic unit (e.g., Area A
vs Area B). As far as qualitative attributes and edge Wear attributes are concerned, sample

sizes were anived at intuitively, but were generally about 10 percent of the total unretouched
flakes.
The sarnples of unretouched flakes were selected according to the minimal sample
sizes determined above. My sampling strategy for unretouched flakes is cluster sampling,
rather than simple randorn sampling. The reason that the simple random sample method
cannot be used is that most unretouched flakes were catalogued in clusters instead of
individuatly; that is, one catalogue number was assigned to a bag of unretouched flakes from
an excavation unit. Therefore, randomization would not necessanly amve at an actual sample
size. The alternative to this is to select sample bags containing roughly average numbers of
unretouched flakes. This cluster sampling may be less efficient than a random sarnpling,
probably affecting the statistical parameters resulting from the t-test. But 1 have selected bags

in an attempt to get even coverage across the sites, and the sample size of retouched flakes
(nearly 2,000) is large enough that the negative effects are small.
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Flaking debns was not systematically sampled either, because only the distribution of
flaking debris fkequency will be taken into account for comparisons between spatial units. No
specific rneasurements of flaking debns were taken. However, in order to ven@ that this
artifact class is a group of waste flakes, a small number of these artifacts were randomly
seIected for use-wear observations.
To establish the relevant intra-site or inter-site cornparisons, I selected lithic artifacts
only fiom cultural layers. Since cultural features at the sites are not substantiai, only a few
flaked Stone tools were recovered from a limited number of pits. No clear household
structures were found, although post-moulds were clearly identified. Thus those limited
number of flaked artifacts recovered from features are not selected in the sampies presently
available. Surface collected artifacts fiom Lone Pine are also excluded for comparisons.

An additional sample fiom an earlier penod was also studied for comparative
purposes. The HH iithic assemblage and preliminary analytic data was generously provided by
the Ontario Ministry of Transportation. Using the KH sample for cornparison was done for

three reasons. First, it represents a late Middle Woodland culture. Its radiocarbon dates place

-

the occupation ca. A.D. 325 675. indicating the period imrnediately preceding the Princess
Point Complex (Woodley 1996). Second, this site is located at the extreme western end of
Lake Ontario, the area where the Pnncess Point Complex is well developed. It is, so far, one
of few Middle Woodland sites found in this region. Third, the excavation of the site was well
controlled and lithic data have been systematically recorded. Detailed analyses of lithic
artifacts can be found in Woodley (1 996:59- 1 10). Two hundred and four artifacts categorized

as "utilized flakes" were selected for use-wear analysis only, in an effort to provide a picture
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of trends in the use-patternhg of flaked Stone tools fiom late Middle Woodland to early Late

Woodland within the study region. No other attributes of HH artifacts were recorded for this
study. The results of my use-wear analysis on the HH Iithic materiais are considered in
Chapter 8.
With these sampling strategies, a total of 2,237 artifacts have been examined fiom the
four lithic assemblages for the typo-technological and use-wear analysis (Table 3.10). The
foliowing four chapters present the results of analysis for each class of lithic artifacts.
Presentations of analytical results will focus on Grand Banks, considering its importance and
relevance to the overall study. Results from the Lone Pine assemblage, which manifests
hitfiil data, will be mainiy presented in tabular form. However, data drawn from al1 lithic
assemblages are interpreted for comparative purposes.
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Table 3.8: Summary of Lithic Artifacts Recovered from the Grand Banks
CLASS

Princes Point

piece

Core
47
Formed Type
146
Unretouched Ffake 6252
TOTAL

11249
17694

Late Archaid
EarIy Woodland

A

weight

829.1
449.5
5304.2
1417.9
8000.7

piece

weight

N

m

Mixed Deposit
(Ar=

Total

c)

piece

weight

piece

N

m m

N

weight

m m

1
2
75

7
4.6
3.5

56
110
4422

1241.3
729.6
5034.7

110
269
10858

2436.1
1412.9
10577.9

189

20.3

8746

7952.2

36770

16808.9

u--

Table 3.9: Summary o f Lithic Artifact Samples fmm Grand Banks, Lone Pine, and Young 1.
CLASS

N
Co rt
Fornicd Type
Unrctouchcd Flakc
Flaking Debris

TOTAL

47
146

6252
11249
17694

wcight
g rarn
829.1
539.5
5304.2
14 17.9
8000.7

YOUNG 1

LONE PME

GRAND B A N K S
piece

picce

weight

N

gram
849
320.9
6179
2367.2
9716.1

41
122
830 1
27254
35718

pitcc

wtight

1

18.6
3.7
465.8
157.3
645.4

4
632
1606
2243

Table 3.10: Frequencies o f Sampled Artifacts for Attribute Observations.
SITE
Core

Lithic Class
Formed Type Unretouched Fhking
Fiake
Debns

Grand Banks
To ta1 Number
Selected Number
Sampling Proportion
Lone Pine
To ta1 Number
Selected Number
Sarnpling Proportion
Young 1
To ta1Number
Selected Number
Sarnp ling Pro portion
HH
Total Number
Selec ted Number
Sarnplinp; Proportion
Selected Number bv Lithic Class
'Utilized Flake here is the category that is defmed by e x a v a t o n of the HH site

105

Urlllzea Selected N

Flake*

bu sites

901

992

138

204
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Analysis of Cores
Cores comprise only a small percentage -- less then one percent - of the total lithic
assemblages Boom both Grand Banks and Lone Pine (Table 4.1). The percentages are greatiy
affected by the inclusion in the artifact counts of abundant small flaking debris. By weight
(Table 4.2), cores account for about 10 percent of the assemblages at Grand Banks and Lone
Pine. Since only one core was recovered from Young 1, it will be excluded from this
discussion. A total of 88 cores (47 fiom Grand Banks and 41 tiom Lone Pine) were analyzed
for both typo-technological and use-wear aspects.

Typo-Technological Analysis
Typo-technological analysis of cores allows for: (1) reconstmcting raw material
procurement and selection; (2) representing core reduction modes at the sites through
observations of core morphology, core size, and core facet patterns; (3) presenting tool blank
production through the examination of core facets. The results of core analysis suggest that:
(1) the Princess Point people acquired local Onondaga chens, and probably brought only
small-sized raw rnaterial to the occupation site for further tool production; (2) the Princess
Point people employed a "transformed core reduction" strategy in order to maximize flake
production; and (3) most tool blanks were likely rernoved by a prepared core reduction mode.
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Table 4.1: Distributions of lithic Classes at the Three Sites by Count.
CLASS
Ca re
Formed Type

Unretoucbed Fhke
Flaking Debris
TOTAL

GRAND BANKS
N
'Yo
47
0.27%
146
0.83%
6252
35.33%
63.58%
11249
99.73%
17647

LONE PiNE
N
Yo
41
122
8301
27254
35677

0.1 1%
0.34%
23.24%
76.30%
99.89%

YOUNG 1
N

1
4

632
1606
2242

Yo
0.04%
O.18%
28.18%
71.60%
99.96%

Table 4.2: Distributions o f Lithic Classes at the Thme Sites by Weight.
GRAND BANKS
CLASS

Core
Forrned Type
Unretouched Flake
Fiaking Debris
TOTAL

weight (g)
%
829.1
10.36%
449.5
5.62%
5304.2 66.3W
1417.9
17.72%
7171.6
90%

LONE P m
weight (p;)
%
8.74%
849
3.30%
320.9
63.60%
6179
2367.2 24.36%
8867.1
91%

YOUNG 1
weight (g)
%
18.6
2.88%
0.57%
3.7
465.8
72.17%
157.3
24.37%
626.8
97%

Table 4.3: Distribution of Raw M atenal Presented in the Core Assemblages.
Chert Type

GRAND BANKS
N
Y0

Onondaga
Haldirnand

4O

Ancas ter

2
2
47

Others

To ta1

3

85.1 1
6.38

LONE PME
N
Y0
36
87.80
O

0.00

4 -26
4 -26

3
2

7.32
4.88

100

41

100
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Raw Matenal Procurement
About 85 percent of cores from Grand Banks are on Onondaga chen (Table 4.3).

Grand Banks cores aiso include some on other local material such as Haldimand (6.4%) and
Ancaster (4.3%). Only a few (N=2) are on non-locai cherts.
As 1 have bnefly outlined in Chapter 2, Onondaga is a kind of high-quality chen

suitable for tool-making and it is locally accessible (Fig. 2.6). The closest quarry sites of
Onondaga chert to Grand Banks are less than 10 km distant. Most sources are on the Lake
Erie shore, between 15 and 30 km £tom Grand Banks. Based upon a study of the chert
chernistry using Instrumental Neutron Activation Analysis, Quin (1966) confirmed that the
Onondaga chert from these local quarry sites dong the north shore of Lake Erie was
employed for tool-making. The sources of Blois Blanc Formation chen (conventionally called
Haldimand), on the other hand, are also close to the sites (10-15 km), but they were utilized
less in tool manufacture. This is likely in large part due to the poor quality of the Blois Blanc
Formation (Eley and von Bitter 1989:19). The short distance to chert sources provided an
opportunity for the Grand Banks inhabitants to frequently visit quany sites and to select
suitably-sized raw material or to reduce core nodules to manageable sizes to be brought back
to habitation sites for fbrther reduction.
It is generally assumed that extensively used cores may not present the onginal cortex.
Thus, cortex presence on small sized cores may possibly be indicative of the small size of core
nodules brought back to the sites. At Grand Banks, cores with cortex covenng 30% to 50%
of the surface account for about 12 percent of the total core assemblage, and cores with 1%
to 30% cortex coverage account for nearly 40 percent (Table 4.4). Such cores are
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exceptionaily rare at Lone Pine, where there are very few cores with over 30% cortical
coverage (4.9%). This differentiation probably reflects different raw matenai procurement
strategies employed by the occupants of the two sites, but to what extent is unclear at present.
As expected, no cores with over 50% co~icalcoverage were found in either assemblages,

probably indicating that most primary core reduction took place at quarry sites, and that cores
which were brought back to sites were extensively utilized for tool production. Some cores
with original cortex are relatively srnall, and at or near exhaustion (see below for data),
suggesting the possibility that small core nodules were selected from quany sites.
Other evidence supporting the statement that the Pnncess Point people likely
transported small core nodules to the site can be derived fiom the fact that most raw materials
at Onondaga quanies are present in small to medium size. Dunng my field surveys of
Onondaga chert sources, 1 observed that comrnon core nodules are about 10-20 centimeters in
three dimensions (length, width, and thickness). Core nodules over 30 x 30 x 30 cubic
centimeters are present, but not comrnon. Eley and von Bitter aiso state that the approximate
thickness of such chert blocks is 2-8 cm on average (Eley and von Bitter 1989:17). This by no
means indicates that this occurrence reflects the prehistoric situation at the quarries. However,
this characteristic of Onondaga chert may have led to the pattern of utilization of raw
materials found at Pnncess Point sites.
Thermally altered cores are not common at both sites (Table 4.5). About 90% of
Grand Banks cores manifest no indication of thermal damage on the surface. Lone Pine
presents a relatively higher fkequency of heated cores than Grand Banks. However, given the
fact that most cores were recovered Rom the excavation areas where there are hearths, the
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Table 4.4: Distribution of Cortex Coverage in the Core Assemblages.
Cortex

LONE PINE

GRAND BANKS

N
no coverage
1%-30% coverage
3W-50% coverage
Combined

N

Y
0

12.77

26
13
2

100.00

41

48.94
38.30

23
18
6
47

%
63.4 1

31.71
4.88
100.00

Table 4.5: Dis tributions of Heat Treatrnent Presented in the Core Assemblages.
Hea t Trea tment
n o t indicated

indicated
Combined

GRAND BANKS

N

'?40

42
5

89.36

47

LONE PINE
N
33
8

10.64
100.00

41

yo
80.49
1 9.5 1
100.00

Table 4.6: Core Typology.
Core Type

GRA ND BA NKS
N

Prcparcd Corc
single platfom corc
opposed platform corc
ninety-dtgret platfom core
Amorphous Core
flakc corc
blad t core
Bipolar Corc
flakc cote
biadc core
Corc F r a ~ m c n t
Grand Total

LONE PINE
N

8

Y0
17.02

26
47

55.32

24

100.00

41

4

96
9.76

58.53
97.56

YOUNG 1
N
?/a
1

100.00

O
1

100.00
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relatively higher fiequency of thermally darnaged cores (19.5%) at Lone Pine rnay be due to
the accidentai heating. Furthemore, most thermally damaged cores are identified in the
category of core fiapems. This suggests that thermal darnage was caused by accidental

buniing after core reduction. In other words, there is linle, if any, evidence for intentional heat
treatment as a process of core reduction modes at the Pnncess Point site.
Core Types and Reduction Modes
Over half of the core assemblages from both sites are core fiagments: small and
irregular blocks whose platfoms are unidentifiable and whose core facets are incomplete
(Table 4.6). By corefacet 1 refer to the latest and cornplete negative flake scar on the core
surfaces, which indicates an intentional removal fiom either a prepared or unprepared core
piatform (Fig. 4.1). The presence of numerous core fragments is indicative of reduction
activities that took place on site too, because these blocky pieces are the result of blowoffs
during flintknapping. It is impossible to determine whether core fragments were the result of
biface reduction or flake core reduction since they may well be the by-products of both. These
core fiagments have a small to medium size range, with a mean of 33.9 mm by 22.5 mm by
14.4 mm.

Morphologically, three types of cores are recognized from both sites (Table 4.6). At
Grand Banks, amorphous and prepared cores are equally cornmon while bipolar cores have
the lowest frequency. At Lone Pine, amorphous cores are the most common, followed by
bipolar cores, and finally, prepared cores.
The prepared core mode of reduction in the Northeast Woodlands is not a specialized

strategy, though it is usually regarded as such in the Old World archaeological context (e.g.,
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Levallois cores). It, relatively speaking, reflects a skilffil process used to obtain desired blanks
(e.g., certain sizes of flakes or blades), as compared to the arnorphous core reduction. During
prepared core reduction, flake byproducts are removed in designated directions through
careful core platform preparation. Techniques of the prepared core reduction mode have been
recognized in tenns of platfom appearance. At Grand Banks, the predominant technique is
the single platform core reduction, although the two other techniques are dso present:
opposed platform core and nlnety-degree platfom core reduction. Single platform and
opposed platfon cores are usually in the fom of pyramidal and cylinder shapes, while Nnetydegree platform cores are relatively square in plain view (Fig. 4.2a-b). The prepared core
mode of reduction was usually abandoned when desirable blanks were obtained or when no
more desirable blanks could be obtained. As a result, prepared cores are typically larger than
other core types (see below for data).
The amorphous core mode of reduction has been descnbed as "expedient technology"
by others (e.g., Johnson 1986; Johnson and Morrow 1987). The authors suggest that this

reduction mode dlows one to quickly remove flakes. With this mode of reduction, flakes are
removed in multiple directions with no regularity, as long as edges or surfaces provide
conditions allowing for flake removal (Fig. 4.3b-c). It was argued that the amorphous core
reduction mode represents a wastefiil strategy in terms of raw material conservation, and that
application of such strategy is in large part due to an increase in sedentism and the availability
of local raw material (Parry and Kelly 1987; Johnson 1987). Although the Lower Grand River
Valley during the Princess Point penod presents possibly increased sedentism and abundant
local raw materials, another possibility for applying such a reduction mode also exists.
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Max. Width

Max. Thickness
I

!

r

i

Max. Length

Fig. 4.1: Diagram of Metric Attributes of Cores and Core Facets.

Fig.4.2:Artifaa Illustrations of Cores: a-b: prepared cores; c: bipolar core.

I

1

Fig.4.3: Amfact Illustrations of Cores: a: bipolar core; b-c: amorphous cores.
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Patterson (1987) pointed out that amorphous cores may be residual byproduas, produced by

a varïety ofreduction modes. For instance, the amorphous core mode of reduction may reflect
the last stages of the prepared core reduction mode where an attempt is made to maximize

flake production. This mode of reduction could be applied in the following situations, as
summarized by Patterson, (1) at habitations where large flakes were not needed, (2) where
specialized stone tools were not used, (3) where there was abundant raw materials, or (4)
where sizes of raw materials were small (Patterson 19875 1).
Bipolar core reduction is a common technique in most eastem North Amencan sites.
This technique could conserve raw material and maxirnize flake production because it removes
flakes fiom relatively small sized cores. Accordingly, bipolar cores are usually small in size
and elongated in shape, and their core facets are also relatively small as well (Fig. 4 . 2 and
~
Fig. 4.3a). However, the occurrence of bipolar cores at both sites is not common.
Therefore, 1 hypothesize that the amorphous core reduction mode applied at Grand
Banks represents an econornizing strategy for rnaxirnizing raw materials. Following Patterson

(1987),1suggest that with a "transfomed core reduction" strategy, the Grand Banks people
seemed to apply the prepared core reduction mode first in order to obtain the designated
flakes or blade-like flakes for tool blanks. When cores were no longer suitable for obtaining
such blanks, amorphous core or bipolar core reduction modes were applied to "residual" cores

in order to maximize flake production. To support this hypothesis, we would expect lithic data
demonstrating the following patterns: (1) overall, the prepared cores should be larger than
both amorphous cores and bipolar cores; (2) the size of core facets from the prepared cores
should be iarger than those fiom the other two types of cores; (3) the length of core facets
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fkom prepared cores should fit into tool blank dimensions to a p a t e r extent than those fiom
the other two cores; and (4) the core facet pattern from the prepared cores should possess
more regular flakes than those fiom the amorphous core and bipolar cores. The core anaiysis
presented below will, therefore, focus on core size, core facet size, and core facet patterning.
Core Size and Core Facet Size

Metric data on cores is presented in Tables 4.7 and 4.8. Although the average length
of the three core types is statistically sirnilar, the range in length of prepared cores (szH3.4) is
much greater than the range of the other two types (~(118.7for amorphous core length and
s+3.7 for bipolar core length). Arnorphous cores display similarity in length and width,
having a mean length of 39.5 mm and a mean width of 3 1.0 mm. This is in contrast to the
observations conceniing the other two types, and was likely an effect of the technique of
multi-directional flake removal. It appears that at Grand Banks there are differences in both
the mean width and the mean thickness between prepared and of arnorphous cores. The
bipolar reduction mode at Grand Banks resulted in much thinner and more elongated cores
than the other two reduction modes. Overall, the mean core size of prepared cores at Grand
Banks are about 45.9 x 34.5 x 16.1 mm3,relatively larger than the mean core size of
amorphous cores (39.5 x 3 1.0 x 19.5 mm3)and that of bipolar cores (33.8 x 22.7 x 13.4
mm3). Overall sizes of prepared cores are also larger than those of the other two kinds of

cores at Lone Pine (Table 4.7).
Differences in the dimensions of core facets are also afFected by core reduction modes
(Table 4.8). The amorphous core reduction mode featured removals of much smaller flakes
during the final stage of core reduction than the other two types did. The average length of

Table 4.7: Core Size Data.
Max Length (mm)
a: Grand Banks
Core Type
Prepared Core

Max Thickness (mm)

1

Amorphous Core
Bipolar Core
Combined
Ib: Lone Pine
Core Typc

Max W idth (mm)

Mean S.D.

Min.

13.39
8.65
3.70
10.72

31.82
27.27
30.04
27.27

Max
66.78
56.79
38.38
66.78

N
8
8
5
21

Mean

45.93
39.51
33.82
40.60

S. D.
34.49 9.06
31 .O0 5.03
22.66 1.66
30.34 7.74

Min. Max
26.42 52.01
24.68 37.95
20.30 24.31
20.30 52.01

Mcon
58.47
38.07
35.29
42.05

S. D.

MK.

Max.

N

S.D.

Min. M a x

N

~ e a n S. D. Min.

17.75
7.93
13-89
14.97

45.52
29.23
21.40
21.40

83.81

4
8

Mcan
36.66
33.97
26.40
30.96

5.10
5.95
7.81
7.09

29.05 40.05

4
8

21.19

N
8

Mean
16.06

8

19.45
13.35
16.70

5
21

S.D. Min. Max
2.27
3.99
2.57
3.83

N

13.10 20.06
14.81 25.22

8

10.04 15.52
10.04 25.22

S
21

8

I

Prepared Core

Amorphous Corc
Bipolar Carc
Combined

--

53.62
58.60
83.81

5
17

21.88 38.24
18.18 38.54
18.18 40.05

5
17

-

21.31
11.99
18.54

3.99
3.70
5.29
5-91

--

Max
16.90 26.53

15.35 26.45
6.11 20.31
6.11 26.53

N
4
8
5
17

Table 4.8: Core Facet Size Data.
Cote Facet W idt h (mm)

Core Facet Lcngth (mm)
Carc Type
Prepared Core
Amorphous Core
Bipo lar Core
Co m b in ed

b: Lone Pine
Core Type
Prepared Care
Amorphous Core
Bipolar Core
Combined

1-

I

Mean S . D .
24.14 7.98
20.02 3.88
22.08 8.47
22.08 6.73

Mcan
25.91
20.57
17.39
20.89

S. D.
10,03
4.00
7.27
7.08

Min. Max

N

13.66
14.62
12.55
12.55

31.97
27.75
31.50
31.97

8

Min.
1 1.40
12.89
7.97
7.97

Max.
34.00
26.06
27.13
34.00

8

5
21

N
4
8

5
17

Mean S. D. Min. Max
19.87 12.75 11.31 49.54
13.96 6.98 20.75 3.88
12.34 3.62 8.55 18.1 1
15.83 8.85 6.98 49.54

Mean
19.18
14.70
14.47
15.69

S. D.

Min. M a x

9.92
9.21
5.45
9.30

6.02
8.42
31.15
5.45

29.83
36.71
10.36
36.71

Core Facet

N
8

Mean

5
21

1.77
1.58

N
4
8
5
17

Mcan
1.94
1.62
1.39
1.63

S. D.
1.79
0.48
0.39
0.88

8

Ratio

S. D. Min, M a x

0.91
0.43
0.41
0.50

1.79
1.55

UW

0.50
0.96
1.46
2.68

Min. Max.
0.61
0.71
0.87
0.61

2.97
2.12
2.49
0.59

4.57
2.15
1.90
4.57

N
8
8
5
21

N
4
8

5
17
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amorphous core facets is 20.0 mm, the shortest of the three types. The majority of amorphous
core facets f
d in the 10 mm to 20 mm length interval (Fig. 4.4a). On the other hand, over 60
percent of prepared core facets are between 20 mm and 40 mm long (Fig. 4.4b). The average
width of prepared core facets is also much greater than that of amorphous and bipolar core
facets (19.9 mm vs 13 -9mm and 12.3 mm, respectively). The diagrams of width intends
show that mon amorphous core facets fa11 within the 5-1 5 mm wide intervals, while the
majority of prepared core facets fa11 within the 10-20 mm wide intervals @ig. 4.4a-b).
Furthemore, with a core facet L M ratio mean of 1.7, the bipolar core reduction mode
produced narrower and more elongated flakes than the other two reduction modes. In sum,
the sizes of the core facets of prepared cores are longer and wider than that of amorphous and
bipolar cores.
Core Facet Pattern and TooI BIank Production

Having presented the dimensional differentiation of overall core sizes and core facet
sizes, the question now is: do flakes produced through the prepared core reduction mode have
a special purpose, specifically, as blanks for tool production? To answer this question, it is
first necessary to compare the dimensions of core facets of both prepared cores and
arnorphous cores with the dimensions of flake tool blanks drawn h m scrapers and retouched
pieces (the two most cornmon flake tool types in the assemblages). Bipolar core facets were
excluded fiom the cornparison to avoid statistical bias, as they represent only a srnall portion
of the assemblage. The rnajority of tool blanks as drawn fiorn scrapers and retouched pieces
fa11 between 20 and 30 mm in length and 10 and 20 mm in width (Fig. 4.4~).By comparing
the length and width intervals (Fig. 4.4), this shows that the rnajority of the flake removed
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from prepared cores in the last stage faIl within the dimensions which obtain in the range of
tool blank sues, but this does not apply to the latest flakes removed from amorphous cores. In
other words, this may imply that flakes that were produced using the prepared core reduction
mode immediately before the core was discarded, could have been selected for fiake tool
blanks. On the other hand, smaller flakes removed at the last stage fiom amorphous cores
would not fit within tool blank dimensions. It should be kept in mind that earlier in the
reduction sequence the amorphous core reduction may have produced larger flakes that could
have been used as tool blanks as weil.
In order to support the hypothesis that the prepared core reduction mode was possibly
used for blank production at Grand Banks, 1 exarnined the relationship between core types and
core facet coverage (Table 4.9). Most prepared cores have fewer removal scars than do
amorphous and bipolar cores. In contrast, al1 but one of the amorphous cores have full
coverage of flake removals on the surface, indicating continued use of these cores until
exhaustion in order to maximire flake production. Al1 bipolar cores have 50% to 75% core
facet coverage. 1 believe this can be attributed to the fact that bipolar reduction at Grand
Banks featured concentration on two sides of the core tablets for removal of bipolar flakes.
These differences in core facet coverage, which correlated with core type, strongly suggest
that prepared cores might have been discarded earlier in the reduction sequence than
amorphous and bipolar cores.
Core facet types and core types are cross-exarnined to suppon the proposed blank
production strategy at Grand Banks (Table 4.10). Half of the core facets from prepared cores
are blade facets, while al1 those from amorphous cores are flakes. Bipolar core reduction also
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6: Prepcmd Core Facet Dimensions by Intenids

LBngth interval

Mdth htmd
c: Edge ,Uoarfirid Tod BI&

Dimensions by Intervals

Fig. 4.4:Cornparison of Laigth and Width Intervals by Selected Core Facets and Tool Blanks.
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Table 4.9: Corn Type and Core Facet Cove rage Presented
in the Grand Banks Core Assemblage.
Core Facet Coverage

Core T y p e
1%-25%

Prepared Core
~rnorphousCore
Bipo lar Core
Comb ined

1

O

O
O
O

25%-50%
3
O

50%-75%

75%-1 OO??

3

2

1

7

O

5
9

O

5

9

21

3

8

1

8

Table 4.10: Core Type and Core Facet Type Presented
in the Grand Banks Core Assemblage.
Core Type

Prepared Core
Amorphous Core
Bipo lar Cote
Combined

l

Core Facet Type
Flake

Blade

4

4

8

O
1
5

4

16

I
8
8
5

21
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produced some blade facets, but flakes are the predorninant products of bipolar core
reduction. From those observations, 1suggest that most blades at Grand Banks could possibly
have been produced using the prepared core reduction mode.

Grand Banks
The possibility that cores were utilized tools in eastem North America has not been
discussed until recently. Usewear analysis of lithics from some Illinois Valley assemblages
suggests that cores have been used in a wide vanety of activities, including longitudinal,

transverse, and rotation motions (Ode11 1996:155, also his Table 6.9 and Table 10.10). A

sirnilar use-wear shidy of the 88 cores from Grand Banks Lone Pine has underscored this
property of cores. It indicates that representative proportions of the core assemblages have
been utilized at these sites, accounting for 15 percent at both Grand Banks and Lone Pine.
All seven used cores frorn Grand Banks show a single employed unit per piece. Tool

motions at Grand Banks are Iimited to four types: cutting/sawing, planing/whittling, drilling,
and chopping (Table 4.1 1). Contact materials commonly include woods and sofi to hard
resistance animal substances (Table 4.12). From a cross-tabulation of tool motion and contact
material (Table 4-13), the use-tasks associated with core tools include meat-cutting (l), fiesh
bonejsoaked antler cuttingkawing (i), planinghhittling fiesh wood (2), planing/whittling
dried or hard wood (l), dnlling dried wood (1), and chopping hard wood (1).
The evidence of meat cutting on a prepared core is indicated by a row of small to

medium feather scars unevenly distributed along a thin edge (A) (Fig. 4.5a; Plate 25), a
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pattern sirnilar to those seen on experimental specimens used for cutting meat. Incipient polish
is weakly developed on both sides of the surface, but c m still be observed at about 50x

magnification. A blunt edge with small crushed scars indicates that location B may have been
used by a forefinger as the holding position (Plate 26).
A chopping tool on a medium sized core fiagrnent has a heavily rounded edge and a

few cnished medium to large hinged scars at location A where there was contact with hard
wood (Fïg. 4.5b). These bifacially distributed scars, perpendicular to the edge, are
characteristic of chopping activities, as demonstrated experimentally. A snap scar with a
rounded edge is observed on a projection (B), and 1 suspect that it could be used for various
tasks such as drilling or picking, assisting in the chopping process. 1 placed this use-wear case,
however, into the indeterminate category due to a lack of clear polish. Another mal1 fragment
was employed in wood planing (Fig. 4.53. The working edge of this tool consists of a thin,
notched edge (location A) where there is a density of unifacially distributed feather and
stepped scars and iight polish (Plate 27).
Al1 prehensiie Wear on core tools belong to the hand-holding category. One can

reasonably imagine that core tools are much easier to operate hand-held rather than hafied.
Lone Pine
Eight employed units identified from Lone Pine cores are involved in the five types of
tool motions and in the four kinds of material worked (Table 4.1 1 and 4.12). Four employed
units are engaged with scraping bone or antler, a higher rate than with other use-tasks (Table
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Table 4.11: Tool Motion in the Core Assemblages.
TooI Motion
indeterminate
cutlsaw
s liceIcame
s crap e/s h ave
p lanelwhitt Ie
projection
bo reldnll
grave
chop
hoeldig
poundlg~d
wedge
pick
total employ ed units

LONE PINE

GRAND BANKS

O

0.0

4

50.0

O
O
O
7

0.0
0.0
0.0
100.0

O
O
O
8

0.0
0.0
0.0
10.0

Table 4.12: Contact Material in the C o n Assemblages.
Con tact Material

Indeterminate
So ft an ima 1 (SA )
Soft vegetal (SV)
Medium-soit vegetal (IM)
Medium animal ( M A )
Medium-hard vegetal(2M)
Hard animal (IH)
Very hard animal (2H)
Hard inorganic (3H)
To ta1 employed units

GRAND BANKS
N
Y0
O
1

O
2
O
3
1
O
O
7

O.O
14.3
0.0
28.6
0.0
42.9
14.3

LONE PINE
N
%
1

O
O
2

O

0 .O

O
3
1

O.O
100.0

1
8

12.5
0.O
0.0
25.0
0.0
0.O
37.5
12.5
12.5
100.0
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Table 4.13: Tool Motion by Contact Material
in the Grand Banks Core Assemblage.
Contact Matcrial

Tool Motion
?

indctcrminatc
cutlsaw
s Iicclcarve
scrapcls have
p lane/whittlc
projection
bortldrill
grave
chop
hoddig
poundlgrind
wedgc
pick
total empIo ycd units

SA

SV

1M

MA

SM

1

1H

2H

3H

1H

ZH

3H

3

1

1

Table 4.14: Tool Motion by Contact M aterial
in the Lone Pine Core Assemblage.
Tool Motion
?

indctcnninatt
cutisaw
slictica~t
scrapcls have
plane/whittIc
projection
bore;drill
grave
chop
hoe/dig
poundlgrind
wcd gc
jick
total cmploycd units

SA

SV

Contact Matcrial
MA
2M

1M

1

1
1

I

Fig 4.5: Amfaa Illustrations of UtüizPd Cores: a: AfGx-35963;
b: AfGx-3:6132;C: AfGx-3:6321;d. AfGx-l13:3999.
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4.14). The two tasks involved planing and drilling fresh or seasonal wood. One core graving

tool was identified but the contacted material is unknown. A discarded single platform core
was also used as a soi1 digging tool.
A tool utilized for multiple use-tasks is found on a medium sized core fragment (Fig.

4.Sd). Three employed units display sirnilar Wear traces identified as hardwood scraping (A,

B, and C). Unifacially distributed small to medium feather scars are associateci with heavy
rounding on ail the worked edges, and a rolled-over scarring pattern is indicative of
woodworking. Light polish is developed on al1 three units, and is concentrated on al1 contact
surfaces, which is an indicator of transverse tool motions. Heavy rounding and a few crushed
scars indicate that this piece was either used intensively or used on material of hard-resistance.
Intensive use of this piece is indicated by a clear and heavy rounded edge at location D where
prehensile Wear has been identified. As at Grand Banks, no core tools at Lone Pine were
hafked during use.

Discmsion and Summary
Core analysis clearly demonstrates the utilization of local Onondaga chert at the sites.
Given the overall small size of cores and the presence of original cortex on the surface, it is
thought that raw materials (or cores reduced at qua-

sites) which were brought to the sites

for tool production were small in size. Evidence for heat treatment to aid in flintknapping is
minimal.
Results fiom core analysis suggest that three basic core reduction modes were used at
the Princess Point site, Grand Banks, and also at the later period site, Lone Pine. Observations
of core types, core sizes, core facet size, and core facet patterns yielded h i t f u l results for
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reconstmcting the modes of core reduction on-sites. The analysis demonstrates that a unique
reduction sequence was likely employed at Grand Banks: the "transformed" core reduction. It
suggests that most desired blanks (flakes or blades) were probably removed first from the
prepared cores by careful platform preparation. It is possible that amorphous core or bipolar
core reduction modes could have been applied to discarded prepared cores for the sake of the
conservation of raw material. People at Grand Banks may have produced arnorphous flakes
nom small arnorphous cores, regardless of the shape and the size of the flakes they could
obtain until core exhaustion.
The special core reduction sequence should be verified by re-fitting techniques, which
is beyond the scope of this study. The supportive evidence for this scenario is presented fiom
Grand Banks as follows: (1 ) overall sizes of prepared cores are larger than those of both
amorphous cores and bipolar cores, which indicates that prepared cores were discard at an
eariy stage d e r no more suitable blanks could be removed through the prepared core
reduction mode; (2) core facet sizes of amorphous cores are smaller than those of prepared
cores, indicating that the final stages of flake removal were probably associated with the
arnorphous core reduction mode rather than prepared core reduction; (3) most lengths of
prepared core facets fit within the dimensional ranges of flake tool blanks (scrapers and
retouched pieces) while lengths of amorphous core facets are smaller than those of tool
blanks, suggesting that most flakes removed in the final stages of prepared core reduction
could be directly selected for tool modification; and (4) core facet patterns exhibit more blade
negative scars on prepared cores than on amorphous cores, suggesting that blades were often
removed through the prepared core reduction as presumably desired blanks.
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Therefore, the three reduction modes may represent diEerent stages of core reduction
processes. The frequency distributions of core types are not necessady indicative of the
particular reduction mode which was predorninant . Moreover, in contrast to conventional
understanding, the amorphous core reduction mode represents an economizing strategy, since
it was applied to already-reduced cores in order to rnaximize flake production. However, the
economizing behavior involved in raw material procurement should not be judged by core
morphology andor reduaion modes alone. Instead, it must be considered fiom the
perspective of overall patterns of lithic production. Thus, 1 will discuss this issue in some
detail in Chapter 6.
Use-wear analysis of core tools from Grand Banks showed that they were
predominantly used in wood-working. By contrast, analysis of cores fiom Lone Pine
dernonstrated that these tools were used in hard matenal Iike bone or antler. Overall, this
analysis demonstrates that cores were extensively used as tools at Princess Point sites.
The piece £iom Lone Pine discussed above with multiple ernployed units was used in a
consistent rnanner: for scraping hard wood. It rnight have been used for a single task on
different occasions or on the same occasion but using a different pan of the tool. This
phenornena may be interpreted as evidence of intensive use of individual tools. This intensified
utilization of tools is also evidenced by use-wear on unmodified flake tools, as will be
illustrated in Chapter 6.
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Analysis of Fomed Types

A total of 272 artifacts recovered from Grand Banks,Lone Pine, and Young 1, were

categorized as "formed types:" pieces showing intentional modification. Not surprisingly, each
fonned type assemblage accounts for Iess than one percent of the total flaked Stone
assemblage (Table 4.1). While Grand Banks has a relative higher proportion of fonned types
(0.8%), Lone Pine and Young i manifest fewer shaped artifacts, 0.3% and 0.2%, respectively.

Typo-technological analysis of formed types concentrates on the following topics: (1)
typological descriptions, (2) tool blanks production and seleaion, and (3) retouch techniques.

Typologieal Descriptions
The Young 1 assemblage yielded only two projectile points (fragments), one simp
endscraper on a flake, and one retouched piece. Due to this unrepresentative sample, 1have
excluded Young 1 formed types from the discussion. Typologically, the Grand Banks and
Lone Pine assemblages present high fiequencies of projectile points and retouched pieces,
followed by bifaces and scrapers. Detailed morphological types are listed in Table 5.1.
Different distributions of formed types exist between Grand Banks and Lone Pine. The Grand

Banks assemblage is dominated by projectile points (42.47%), although over half of them (34
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Table 5.1 : Forme d Type Typology.
ARTIFACT TYPES
Pmjectilt Point
sidc-notchtd point
stemmed point
nonstemmed. non-fluted point
triangular point
type-unidentifiable point
fiagmen t, s ide-n otched b a s e
fragmen tary , stemmed b a s e
fragmentary, nonstcmmed b a s e
fragment, triangular b a s e
fragmen t, point tip
fiagment, mcdium section
Rttouched Piece
unilateral-obverse retouch
unilateral-in verse rttouch
b ilatcralsbverse rctouch
bilateral-inverse retouch
altemate retouch
partial retouch
retouch fragment
Bifac c
stage 1 biface
s tage 2 biface
s tage 3 biface
fragment, stage 1 b iface
fragment, s t a g e 2 biface
fragment. s t a g e 3 biface
Scraper
simple endscraper
cndscraper without lateral retouch
thumbnail cndscraper
shouIdered/nosed endscraper
sidescraper, straight
sidescraper, convex
double sidescraper
endscraper bit
endscraper fragment
Un iface
Drill
Square-bascd. biface
d dl tip
d ri11 fragmen t
Notch
single n otch without lateral retouch
notch fragment
Microlith
Tmncation
Bu M
angle burin on s n a p o r old surface
angle burin on straigh t tmncation. oblique
Perforator/graver
Grand Total

LONE P N E

YOUNG 1

-

0.00
-

146 100.00

132

122 100.00

4 i00.00
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1: h j a t i l t Point
2: RctouchcdPi3: Biface
J: S a z p u

5: U n i f a
6: Drill

7: Nat&
8: Micdith

9 Tclmurion
10: Burin
11: P c d ~ o r

Fig. 5.1: Distribution of Formed Types fiom Grand Banks and Lone Pine.

1: Rojenilt Paioi
2: Raouchcd Piccc
3: Biface
4: Scraper
5: unifoçc

6: Drill
7: Nolch
8: Micraliih
9: Tnmwtion
10: Burin
I l : Paforaror

u

,

1

2

3

4

5

6
7
8
Formsd Types

9

1

0

1

1

--

Fig. 5.2: DMbutim of Formed Types fiom Area A and Area B at Gand Banks.
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out of 62 pieces) are fiagmentary. At Lone Pine projectile points comprise only 2 1.3% of the
formed types and are the second rnost common group of the formed type component.
Retouched pieces account for slightly over one-third of the fotmed types at Lone Pine, but

less than one quarter at Grand Banks. Both sites have bifaces in roughly equal percentages,
16.4% at Grand Banks and 18% at Lone Pine. Scrapers, a common artifact type in eastem

North Arnenca, rank fourth in fiequency at both sites, although the Grand Banks assemblage
contains fewer. Other types, al1 less than 10% of total formed types, include unifaces, and
drills, which are found at both sites. Burins and perforators are present only at Lone Pine, and
rnicroliths and truncations are found only at Grand Banks (Fig. 5.1).
At the Grand Banks site, occurrences of fonned type artifacts frorn the two excavation

areas (Areas A and B) exhibit similar distribution trends. There are, however, two notable
differences of note: Area B has a much higher fiequency of bifaces and the variation in types
fiom Area B is more lirnited than that fiom Area A (Fig. 5.2).
Projectile Points

Of a total of 62 projectile points found at Grand Banks, 22 are triangular in shape.

These complete triangular points, together with 6 tnangular fiagmentary bases, cornp.rise
nearly half of the projectile point component at Grand Banks (45.2%). Morphologically these
points are sirnilar to the Madison point (Ritchie 1971), but in general they fa11 within Justice's
Late WoodIand/Mississippian Triangular Cluster (Justice 1987:224-230). As compared to
Justice's data, the tnangular points found at Grand Banks are relatively longer and narrower
in shape, having a mean length to width ratio of 1.43 (Justice's ratio: 0.60). Their average
length is 3 1.4 mm (sd=6.6), width 2 1.9 mm (sd=3.9), and thickness 6.04 mm (sd=1.6). These
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measurements are similar to those of the tnangular projectile points found at Grand Banks by
Stothen (Length=37.9 mm, Width=25.7 mm, and Thickness=5 -9 mm). Most of these
triangular points exhibit straight or nearly straight base shapes, but concave and convex bases
are also present in relatively Iow frequencies (Fig. 5.3% b). In addition to the triangular points,
one side-notched and one stemmed point are found at Grand Banks. Al1 the triangular points
were made of local Onondaga chert, while the stemmed one was made of Haldimand chert.
The Lone Pine projectile points show comparativeiy more variety. Triangular points,
including one typical Levanna point (Fig. 5.3d), account for only 15.38% of the projectile
point. Other types include a side-notched point (Fig. 5.3e) and a non-sternrned point with a
non-fluted base. Both were well made on non-local raw materials.
Previous study suggests that the Levanna- or Madison-like triangular projectile point

is an "index-fossil" of the Princess Point lithic assemblage (Stothers 1977; Fox 1990).
Although a relatively high fiequency of tnangular points was found in the assemblage from
Grand Banks, in this study 1do not apply the principle that projectile points may be
considered cultural markers. B has been argued that placing a particular type of projectile
point into a temporal sequence may provide too narrow an interpretation of cultural history
(Michlovic 1976). Expenrnentation with replicating a vanety of projectile points suggests that
rnorphological projectile point typologies are not consistently reliable temporal cr cültural
markers, but may present different stages of' manufacture or use (Flenniken and Raymond
1986). On the other hand, triangular Levama and Madison-like point types have a widespread
distribution in the Eastern Woodlands from A.D. 500 onward, and especiaily during the Late
Woodland period (e.g., Jelks 1993; Raiiey 1992; Borse l994:89-lIO).

Fig 5 -3: Artifact Illustration of Foxmed Types: projectile points
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Fig. 5.4: Measurement of Pmjectile Point Tip-angle in Plan View.

-

Cbmplae Triaigular Point

Fragmmtary Point T i

Fig. 5.5: Box & Whisker Plot Cornparison of The Tip Angle of Projectile
Point fiom Grand Banks.
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Qualitative measurements of the quality of point making have been made in an attempt
to distinguish "well-made" fiom "roughly-made" points. Although the criteria for
determination of the quality of point making is subjective, distinctions are based on the
following factors: the stage of thinning, final retouch, and symmetry. Of the 62 points fiom
Grand Banks examined, less than one third (29%) fa11 into the category of well-made points.
Over half of the points (54.8%) are of moderate quality, while 16.13 percent of the points are
roughiy made. Roughly the same distribution of point making quality is present at Lone Pine,
with 34.64 percent of points being well-made. Most of these well-made points at both sites
are fashioned on non-local raw materials. Seven pieces (5 fiom Grand Banks and 2 fiom Lone
Pine) are made on flake blanks with only unifacial retouch and edge modification (Fig. 5.3h).
Among the point fiagments from Grand Banks, tip fiagments are the most common
(Fig. 5.3c, f). The angle of these tips in plain view was measured (Fig. 5.4). It was found that
most of the tips (40%) are between 40" and 50" degrees with a mean of 43" degrees. Complete
trianguiar points exhibit a predominance of narrow angles: between 35" and 40° in plain view
(63.6%), with a mean angle of 39.3 degrees. It is clear that the fragmentary tips have wider
angles than that of complete triangular points (Fig. 5.5). The differentiation between the two
groups is also reflected by tip thickness, which was measured at about 10 mm below the tip.
T-test results suggest that there is a significant difference at 0.05 level (I-value=3.6922;
d p 6 1, p-value=0.000477). The mean thickness of complete tnangular points (6.07 mm) is
much greater than that of tip fragments (4.68 mm). The results may imply that the fragmentary
tips are not broken parts fiom the triangular points which dorninate the Grand Banks
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assemblage. They could be unfinished or unsuccessfûl sections from various point types, or
broken portions of others.
Bifaces

The Grand Banks assemblage contains 10 complete bifaces, and the Lone Pine
assemblage, 3. Most bifaces are made on local Onondaga chert, with only one made on local
Haldimand chert. From observations of the reduction trajectory, it is clear that most of the
bifaces were thimed fiorn small core tablets. Failure ratios in making such bifaces are higher
at Grand Banks than at Lone Pine, as is suggested by the relatively higher muencies of stage
1 and stage 2 bifaces (including fragments) present at Grand Banks (83.3%) while stage 3

bifaces are most cornmon at Lone Pine. It is hard to detemine the morphological types of
these artifaas because there are few complete stage 3 bifaces. The only complete stage 3
biface at Grand Banks has a rectangular-ended shape with a pointed tip (Fig. 5.6a). It was
fabricated through thinning a core tablet, and its laterai edges were well modified into straight
working edges. One stage 3 biface from Lone Pine presents a sirnilar production technique,
but it is oval in shape (Fig. 5.6~).The other Lone Pine stage 3 biface is also oval in form but

was roughly made on a fiake blank. One of the stage 2 bifaces from Lone Pine (Fig. 5.6d),
used in slicing animal-hide or fat, seems to have met with failure in the flake-thinning process.

The convex base of the object was sharpened through marginal retouch for use as a cutting
edge, and a retouched notch on the lateral edge of this tool likely provided a blunt edge to be
used when holding the tool in the hand.
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Unifaces

This formed type is distinguished by invasive retouch on one side of the lithic object. A
total of six unifaces are found fiom the two sites, five of which are fiorn Grand Banks.
Unifaces fiom Grand Banks are made on flake blanks, including one on a large thick primary
flake (Fig. 5.6b,Fig. 5.7f).One Grand Banks uniface is made on a thin plain flake with parallel
lateral edges. Overall the unifaces have the greatest thickness (mean 13 mm) of aii formed
types.
Scrapers

Simple endscrapers on flakes dominate the scraper class at both sites (Fig. 5.7c, e).
Other types of scrapers are present, but in low frequencies. Thumbnail endscrapers appear at
both sites (Fig. 5.7g). A shoulder/nosed endscraper, characterized by steep lateral retouch
adjacent to the "scraping" bit which gives the bit an isolated or "nosed" appearance in plain,
was identified only at Lone Pine (Fig. 5.7d). Sidescrapers are more common in the Lone Pine

assemblage, and ody one concave sidescraper was recovered from Grand Banks. The bits of
broken endscrapers also occur consistently, although in low numbers. Without exception, al1
these scrapers are made using edge retouch and were found on local chert.
Drills

A few drills were found at both sites, and al1 complete ones have a square-shaped base

(Fig. 5.79 b). Technologically most drills, as is commonly the case in eastern North Amenca,
are made through bifacial retouch. However, three unifacially retouched drills were also found
(one fiom Grand Banks and the other two from Lone Pine). The other one fiom Grand Banks
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has been bifaciaily retouched around the tip, leaving the rest of the object unmodified on a thin
flake. Morphologically, the drills exhibit no uniform types. One complete drill from Grand
Banks has two bits. S k s of drill blanks Vary a great deal, ranging from 32.02 mm to 45.79

mm in length.
Notches

Notches identified fiom both sites comprise a very srnail proportion of the formed type
assemblages. Two incomplete notches from Lone Pine display a single notch on the lateral
side, and both are made on relatively thick plain flakes removed from Onondaga cores (Fig.
5-80. The two complete notches fkorn Grand Banks are classified as a single notch type

without lateral retouch. One of the two is made on a bipolar flake of non-local chen. Fig.
5.8d7 e) Although metnc measurements were not taken for the two broken notches from Lone

Pine, it is visuaily apparent that blanks for making notches from Lone Pine are much larger
than those from Grand Banks.
Burins

Two burins are identified fiom Lone Pine only. Both pieces present only one burin
blow on the lateral edge. The one made on a small and thin flake is classified as an angle burin
on a snap surface (Fig. 5.8j), while the other one, made on a large and thick flake, is an angle

bunn on an old platform (Fig. 5.8k). However, after exarnining the latter bunn for usewear, it
was found that this large burin was first used as a wedge tool, then resharpened into a bunn
form by striking off one burin blow from the old platform. The small burin is 30.55 mm by
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13.41 mm, with a thickness of 5.1 1 mm. The other one is 46.17 mm long and 21 -67 mm wide,

with a thickness of 9.8 mm.
Perforators

One perforator on a flake, without lateral retouch, was found at Lone Pine (Fig. 5.81).
Its tip was deliberately modified into a sharp point as a working bit. The tip shows usewear
though drilling hard, resistant material such as fiesh bone or antler. The size of this perforator
is about 37.1 mm long, 28.5 mm wide, and 8.32 mm thick.
Microliths

Two microlith-like fonned types are identified from Grand Banks.They are
characterked as bladelets with micro-retouch modification. One is formed as a geometricrectangular shape, by deliberate retouch on both lateral edges and truncation of the distal
section (Fig. H a ) . The second rnicrolith is a non-geornetric type with a pointed shape. Its
lateral sides near the distal section have been altemately retouched to form a pointed tip (Fig.
5.8b). Both pieces, made on local Onondaga chert, have a mean iength to width ratio of 2.11.
Truncations

Only one truncation was found from Grand Banks. This piece, in the form of oblique

tmncation without Iateral retouch, was made on a blade of local chert. It presents abmpt
retouch across the distal section (Fig. 5 . 8 ~ )This
. piece is 20.66 mm in length, 10.46 mm in
width, and 4.28 mm in thickness.

Fig 5.6: Amfact Illustration of Formed Types: a, c-d: bifaces; b: uninface

Fig 5.7: Artifact Illustration of Formed Typer a-b: drills; c, e: simple endscraper on flakes;
d: shouldered endscraper; f uniface; g: thumbnd endscraper

Fig 5.8: Attifas ILlustration of Formed Types: a-b: microliths; c: tnmcation; d-f: notches;
g-i: retouched pieces; j-k: burins; 1: perforator
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Retouched Pieces

This cluster ofmodified artifacts has not been substantially treated in the iithic analysis
conducted from the study region. Traditionally, pieces with edges irregularly retouched are
likely cataiogued as "utilized flakes." However, these pieces, with intentional modifications,
have compnsed a relatively large portion of the fomed types in our assemblages. Retouched
piece fragments are normally present in high nurnbers. Excluding fiagmentary pieces,
unilateral obverse retouched pieces dominate at both sites (Fig. 5.8i). While Grand Banks has
roughly equal numbers of unilateral inverse retouched pieces (Fig. 5.8g) and pmially
retouched pieces, Lone Pine seems to have a relatively high fiequency of altemate retouched
pieces (Fig. 5.8h).

Tool Blank Production and Selection
Having described the formed types present morphologically, the next questions which
anse are: what kinds of blanks were chosen for modification into the above formed type
artifacts? and were different blanks selected for modification into diEerent formed types?
Apparently, two types of blanks were used for modification: core tablets and unretouched

flakes. As noted above, most bifaces and unifaces are made on core tablets (blanks made on
flattened cores), although some of these artifacts were also fashioned on flakes. It is difficult
to determine the types of blanks on which projectile points were made, due to the extensive
bifacial thinning of projectile points. It was possible to determine, however, that at least seven
projectile points were made on flakes. Combined with the blanks used to make the rest of the
formed types, it is clear that unretouched flakes were the major source of tool blanks.
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Metric data for al1 the groups of formed types are presented in Table 5.2. In general,
blanks for making bifaces and unifaces are much longer and wider than blanks for making the
other formed types. The mean length to width ( L N ) ratios of bifaces and unifaces are 1.2 and
1.3, respectively, at Grand Banks. Although scrapers and notches have the same LAN ratio as

bifaces and unifaces, their overall sizes are much smaller. As far as overail sizes of formed
type blanks are concerned, the t-tests show that there are signifiant difEerences in length,

width, and thickness, between the surface modified formed types (projectile point, bifaces, and
unifaces) and the edge modified formed types (e-g., scrapers, notches, retouched pieces)
(Table 5.3). The majonty of tool bianks used for making the surface modified formed types
are 29-36 mm long, 19-27 mm wide, and 5-7 mm thick, whereas the predominant blanks used
to make edge modified formed types are smdler in al1 dimensions (Fig. 5.9). Within the group
of edge modified formed types, blanks for manufacturing retouched pieces are more elongated
and narrower than scraper blanks (LN ratio cornparison: 1.5 vs 1-2, respectively). In
addition, three retouched pieces and one scraper are made on blades. Within Grand Banks, I
found that there are no significant differences in the sizes of blanks sizes between Areas A and

B (Table 5.4).
At the intersite level, I discovered that there is only a slight difference in the blank

sizes between the two sites examined. Statistically, there is only a difference in the L/W ratios
of blanks used to make the surface modified fonned types between the two assemblages

(Table 5.5). For the edge modified formed types, there are no statistical differences between
the two sites in blank sizes (Table 5.6). According to these quantitative parameters, a? Grand

Banks blanks selected for producing surface modified formed types are relatively shorter and
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broader (mean 1.37 L W ratios), as compared to those from Lone Pine (mean 1.72 L N
ratios). However, Grand Banks blanks are slightly thicker (mean 6.6 mm) than ones fiom
Lone Pine (mean 6.O mm).
As far as utilization of raw materials is concerned, 94.5 percent of formed types at

Grand Banks were made on local Onondaga chen. The others were made on other local
cherts such as Hddimand and Ancaster (Table 5.7). This finding is consistent with the pattern
of raw material utilization found in the core analysis (Chapter 4). Three types of unknown
chert were irnported to the Grand Banks site and fabricated into projectile points and notches.
Three tools at Grand Banks were made on blanks from the category of pnmary flakes
with cortex over 50% of the dorsal surface (Table 5.8). Al1 of these have been modified into
either bifaces or unifaces. Bifaces also embrace a few bIanks with 30% to 50% cortex on the
dorsal surface. Together this usage of blanks may be indicative of the bifacial reduction
sequence. It is clearly suggestive of a strategy of on-site biface production. In contrast, the
Lone Pine assemblage does not present the sarne pattern in the use of blanks with cortex. Al1
five blanks bearing over 30% cortex on the dorsal surface are found on retouched pieces. At

Grand Banks only one retouched piece has been made on a blank with cortex.
About 10 percent of fomed types at Grand Banks show thermal damage on their
blank surface (Table 5.9). Again, this resembles the distribution thermal darnage on cores fiom
Grand Banks (Table 4.5). Arnong the pieces showing thermal damage, most (8 out of 15) are
found within the projectile point group. A few bifaces (3) and retouched pieces (4) are also
made on blanks with thermal damage. At Lone Pine, a higher percentage of heated blanks are
observed, accounting for 25.4% (N=3 1) o f the fomed type assemblage. This different

Table 5.2: Formed Type Mctric Data.

a: Grand Banks

1

Formed Type
Projectile Point
Biface

N
28
10

Notch

9
18
2
2

21.92
30.38
32.58
23.00
18.05
22.18
24.46

M icro lit h

16.06

Comhined

30.22

1.71
9.03

2
75

Forrned 'Ty pc
Projectile Point

Mean S. il.
34.49 7.35

Scraper
Retouched Piecc

27.51 7.74
33.09 16.67

Cornbined

32.48 14.07

58

20.65

Scraper
Rctouched Piece

Drill

a

(b:

Max W idth (mm)

Mean S. D.
30.58 6.26
38.28 11.32
37.72 7.26
28.06 10.64
26.24 7.35
38.91 9.74
29.27 2.75

Un iface

+

Max Lengih (mm)

one ~ i n e

3

Mean

S.D.
3.66
10.71
13.31
5.94
5.82

N
28
10
3

L/W Rstio

Max. Thickness (mm)

S. D.

N

5.39
1.43
11.88 5.31
13.00 3.82

62

Mean

8.96

2.62

7.42

6.55

0.09

2
2

7.65
22.22

0.64
7.89

2
75

1.89
6.03

0.05
3.18

2
109

2.12

N

Mçan

S. D.

N

22.53

6.95

8

Mean
5.50

S. D.
1.99

N

8

22

16

19.11

4.75

31

20.25

7.26
6.67

16
31
58

4.01
5.31

1.3
3.89
3.11

16
31

72

1.62

I

5.26

2.34
0.93

1.24
1.54
1.79
1.27

9
18
2
2

7.95

5.25
4.39

10
3
9

Mean
1.41
1.32
1.24

18

S. D.

0.22
0.30
0.37
0.40
0.55
0.20
0.50

N
28
10
3
9

18

2
2

0.40
0.40

75

Mean
1.74

S. D,

N

0.82

8

1.45

0.27

1.68

0.64
0.58

16
31
58

1.43

2
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Table 5.3: T-test Results of Blank S b s between Suifacially Modified
and Edge Modified Formed Types at Grand Banks.

1 1.37 1 1-51 1 0.25 1 0.51 1-1.48651
mdicates significant difference between the two groups

IL/W Ratio
8

1

73 10.14145

1

41

Table 5.4: T-test Results o f Blank Sizes between
the Ama A and Ama B at Grand Banks.
Group 1: Area A
Group 2: A rea B
Statistics
Mean
Mean
S.D.
S.D.
t-tes t
Group 1 Group 2 Group 1 Group 2 . t-value
30.57
29.30
M a x Lenuth
8.96
9.37
0.54871 1
M a x W idth
22.53
21.42
8.28
6.89
0.539492
--M a x Thickness
5.98
6.15
3.06 ' 3.53
-0.25052
L N Ratio
1.43
1.43
0.36
0.014225
0.49
mdicates sinnificant difftrence between the two erouns

1

1

1

1

1

,

1

- -

-

-

1

1 Valid N 1
df

p-vaiue

73
73
107
73

0.584878
0.591189
---0.802668
0.988689
-

-

Group 1
54

Valid N
Group 2
21

54

21

79

30

54

21

Table 5.5: T-tes t Results of B Iank Sizes o f the Surio?ciallyM odified Formed Types
between the Two Formed Types Assemblages.

8

indicates signifrcant difference between the two groups

Table 5.6: T-test Results of Blank Sizes of the Edge Modified Formed Types
between the Two Formed Type Assemblages.

8

mdicates signifrcant difference between the two groups

1

O

10

20

30

40

50

60

Max. WIdth

a: Surface Modified F o m e d Types

O

10

20

30

40

50

Max.Width
b: Edge Modified Fomed Tmes

Fig. 5.9: Scatterplot Cornpanson of Blank Sizes Between Surface
Modified and Edge Modified Fomed Types from Grand Banks

60
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Table 5.7: Raw Material Presented in the Formed Type Assemblages.
LONE PINE
N
YO
111
90.98
1
0.82

GRAND BANKS
Chert Types
Onondaga
Hald imand
Ancas ter
Others

N

%

138

94.52
0.68

1

Table 5.8: Formed Type by Cortical Coverage in the Formed Type Assemblages.

I

la: GRAND BANKS

Formed Type

no
cortex
62
17
3
11
34

Projectile Point
Biface
Uniface
Scraper
Retouched Piece
Notch
Microlith
Truncation
Combined Number
Combined Percentage
-

s

1%-30% 30%-50% 50-99%

cortex

cortex

5
1

2

100%
cortex

1

1

2

-

-

7

1
136
93.15

cortex

7
4.79

2
1-37

O

O -00

1
0.68

N= 146
%=IO0

1

Formed T y p e
Projectile Point
Biface
Unif'ace
Scraper
Retouched Piece
Drill
No tch

no
cortex
26
22
1
20
40
3

1%-30% 30%-50% 50-99%
cortex
cortex
cortex

100%
cortex

-

7

3

2

3
2.46

-

-

Burin
Perforator
Combined Number
Combined Pzrcentage

1
117
95.90

1.64

O
0.00

O
0.00

N=122
%=IO0
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Table 5.9: Fonned Type by Thermal D amage Presented.
in the Fonned Type Assemblages.
GRAND BANKS
LONE PINE
Formcd Types
Projectile Pomt
Biface
Uniface
Scraper
Retouched Piece

Drill
Notch
Micro lith
Truncation

Burin

thermal damage thermal damage
not indicated
indicated
54
8
21
3
5
11
31
4
4
2
2
1
x

x

thermal damage thennal daxnage
not mdicated
indicated
15
11
14
8
1
18
2
36
9
2
1

2
x
x
2

Perforator
x
x
1
Combined
13 1
15 N=I46
91
Perc en tage
89.73
10.27 %=Io0
74.59
n indicated tbat such types do not exist in the formed type assemblape

x
x

-

31 N=122
25.41 %=1-00
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distribution in thermal damage flakes may be biased by the sampling strategy canied out at the
two sites, because most artifacts from Lone Pine were recovered fiom areas near hearths.
However, the pattern of use of heated blanks is similar to that found at Grand Banks;most of
those pieces showing thermal darnage were modified into projectile points (1 I), bifaces (8),
and retouched pieces.
Five fiacture attributes (Fig. 5-10)were further observed on both scraper and
retouched piece blanks. The distributions of these attributes are found in Table 5.10. The
platfom facets on blanks are predorninately single facet, followed by crushed platfom. In the
Grand Banks assemblage, lipped bulbs are the most cornmon, followed by unlipped bulbs.

This contrasts with the Lone Pine assemblage in which there are roughly equal numbers of
blanks with lipped and unlipped bulbs. The cross-tabulation of platform facet and bulb shape
(Table 5.1 1) shows that most blanks (42.4%) at Grand Banks are characterized by a single
platform with a lipped bulb, suggesting that these pieces have been removed by sofi-hammer
percussion. Blanks with crushed platforms and unlipped bulbs, which rnay suggest hardhammer percussion, are also present but in low percentages (1 8.2% at Grand Banks and
15.5% at Lone Pine).The lateral edge alignrnent of flakes from both sites is predominately

expanding or parallel. This is a characteristic which has been used to identie "bullet flakes"
removed through soft hammer percussion (Hayden and Hutchings 1989).
The tool blanks were fùrther exarnined for attributes which would indicate whether
chosen blanks were removed during the early stages or later stages of core reduction. The
dorsal scar count and scar pattern are informative. Overall, the three intervals of scar counts
(0-2, 3-5, >5) show roughly equal frequencies (Table 5.10). Since smaii flake size affects

i

1. PLATFORM FACET

0
2. SHAPE OF BULB

-

- the number of faceta or condition ofthe platform
dihedral

slngle

Chapter 5

multiple

a

- the f o m of the ventral d

3. ALIGNMENT OF THE LATERAL =ES

c e adjacent to the platform

- the conf5guration of the loteml edges of a piece in a plan view

converging

4.DORSAL SCAR COUNT

cortex

pardeling

expanding-converging

- the number of negative s x r s of flake removnl on the dorsal d
few (1-2)

c e of a piece

high ('5)

moderate (3-5 )

-

5. DOSRAL SCAR PATTERN the configuration of the scar pattern on the dorsal surfice
paraHel

paraLiel opposed

parallel tnmcetion

parallel wnverging

Fig. 5.10: Diagrams of Fracture Amibutes.

non-parallel
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Table 5.10: Distributions of Five Fracture Attributes Observed
on Edge Modified Formed Types.
GRAND BANKS
1. PLATFORM FACET
indeterminate
single
dihedral
multiple
crushed
cortex
Observed Number

LONE PINE

33

100.00

58

100.00

4
17

11
22
4

18.97
37.93

10
33

12.12
5 1.52
6.06
30.30
100.00

21
58

36.21
I00.00

1

3 .O3

1
33

3.O3
100.00

7
58

12.07
100.00

9
31

29.03
100.00

15

27.27

55

~00.00

2

9.52

3

2. SHAPE OF BLUB

indeteminate
lip ped
pciinted
unlipped
Observed Number
3. ALIGNMENT OF LATERAL EDGE
indeterminate

converging
p araiieling
expandingObserved Number

2

6.90

4. DORSAL SCAR COUNT

indeterminate
few (0-2 scar facets)
moderate (3-5 scar facets)
Observed Number
5. DORSAL SCAR PATTERN
indeterminate
paraliel
parailel opposed
parallel truncation
p araUel convergin g
non-paraIlel
Observed Number

8.33
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Table 5.1 1: Cross-Tabulation of Platform Facet and Shape of Bulb
of the Formed Type Blanks.

1

[a: GRAND BANKS

Platforni Facet

1
indeterminate

indeterminate
singIe
dihedral
multip Ie
crushed
cortex

[b: LONE PINE

1

Platform Facet

Shape of Bulb
lipped
pointed

unhpped

1
1

4
14
2

5
17
3
1
6

2
1
1
6

1

1

1
indeterminate

Shape of Bulb
lipped
pointed

1O

unlipped
1

I
11

smgIe
dihedral
crushed
cortex
Combined

I

-

1
11

2
22

3

9
1
21

1

11

2
58

Table 5.12: Distributions of Dorsal Scar Count by Blank Size Grades
in the Formed Type Assemblages.
Dorsal Scar Count
indeterminate
few
moderate
Observed Number

-

GRAND BANKS
Small Sized Medium to Large
N
?40
N
?.40
O
0.00
O
0.00
2
20.00
4
19.05
5
50.00
11
52.38
i:

10

100.00

21

100.00

---

-

LONE PINE
SrnaIl Sized Medium to Large

N

%

N

%

1
10

5.26
52.63

2

5.56

4

21.05

6
17

16.67
37.22

19

100.00

36

100.00
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Table 5.13: Cross-Tabulation of Dorsal Scar Count and Scar Pattern
in the Formed Type Assemblages.
~:GRANDBANKS ]
Scar Pattern
O

4

(d

E

$-

Star Coun t

+
e:

.CI

indetedate

-

few

-

-

moderate

-u
Ii.

6
C

6

O

C

5

C

-

.E

-5

9

$

oD

E

&

-0

C'F
C

8
O

4

3

7

3

7

6
13

3

hiph
Combined

"

P

00

C
S

2
3
5

6
16
9
31

2
1

3

I

Scar Pattern

few
moderate
high
Cornbhed

1

2
4

13

9
6

9
24

6

2
6

1

1

9

9

3

2
1
3

1

16

22

O

16
58
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dorsal scar counts as demonstrated experimentally, 1 divided the blanks into two size grades:
small (length or width < 25 mm) and medium to large (length or width > 25 mm). With the

sire grade taken into account a clear pattern emerges (Table 5.12): for medium to large size
tools, the majority of blanks display higher dorsal scar counts. As for smail-sized blanks, 80
percent of them have moderate to high dorsai scar counts at Grand Banks. At Lone Pine,
although just about half of the srnall blanks exhibit few scar counts, there are stil142.1
percent of smdl blanks with dorsal scar counts over 3 removals (Table 5.12). This leads me to
believe that the blanks selected for modification into flake tools such as scrapers and
retouched pieces were those removed during later reduction stages. If this is indeed the case,
then one must ask whether they were intentionally produced as tool blanks? The distribution
of scar patterns (Table 5.10) suggests that over half of the selected blanks exhibit parallel and
parallel-opposed patterns of dorsal scarring. Parallel scar patterns may indicate prepared core
reduction at both sites. Very few blanks, if any, display non-parallel scar patterning. Bearing in
mind that the majority of blanks have a high dorsal scar count (Table 5.13), this could indicate
that these blanks were carefilly removed, through core preparation, during the later stages of
core reduction. Therefore, it appears that the selection of tool blanks may have been an
important procedure in tool production at Grand Banks.
Retouch Technique

The morphological appearance of retouch is indicative of the retouch technique which
Princess Point people chose to modifL tool blanks. Four retouch variables have been chosen
for firther observations: retouch type, retozrch orientalion, reio~rchshape, and retozrch

partent (Fig. 5 . 1 1). Their frequency distributions are presented in Table 5.14. It is interesting
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to ask whether these populations have the s m e statisticd distributions at the intersite and
intrasite levels. The Mann-Whitney U nonparametric test proved that there are no significant
dserences between the two areas at Grand Banks (Table 5.15) and between the two sites
(Table 5.16). On this basis, our data manipulations are mainiy drawn from Grand Banks.
1 have illustrated five types of retouch methods (Fig. 5.1 1:A); they are defined maidy

on the bais of angle and extent of retouch (Inizan et al. 1992:67-76).1consider them to be
indicative of stylistic preferences because al1 of the retouch methods aim at edge modification
with fewer technological inferences. The results show that n o d abrupt retouch is more
common in the assemblage (62.5%). This is followed by obverse or inverse semisteep retouch
(20.8%) and rnicro-edging retouch (1 1.5 %). AIternating retouch and backing retouch types

are present, but in very low frequencies at Grand Banks. Clearly, the normal abrupt retouch
technique was the method of retouch preferred at Grand Banks for further tool production.
The distribution of retouch scar appearance also indicates that the normal abrupt
retouch was preferred. Most retouch units have parallel retouch scar patternhg (50%),
followed by sub-parallel and scalar patterns. Parallel retouch scars are likely the result of
normal-abrupt retouching.
Retouch units occur most ofien on the dorsal side of the blanks (60%), while retouch

on the ventral side and alternating retouch are present in equally low percentages. Retouch
shape is dominated by straight retouch (43.33%), followed by convex (23 -33%) and notched
(10%) retouch. Al1 these retouch attributes point to a single dominance (Fig. 5-12), possibly

suggestive of stylistic preferences, that is, normal abrupt straight parallel retouch on the dorsal

B: Retouch Orientation

danai mly

C: Retouch Shapes

.&a&t

cmvm

amcavc

D: Rctouch FSttcrns

Fig 5 . 1 1: Diagram of Retouch Amibutes
161
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Table 5.14: Distributions of Four Retouch Attributes of Formed Type.
GRAND BANKS

LONE PINE

1. Retouch T y p e

indeterminate
normal abrupt
o b v e r s e h v e r s e semis teep
alternating semis teep
b ack
micro-retou c h
Observed Number

2. Retouch Orientation
indetedate
dorsal only
ventral only
altemated
Observed Number

5
31

16.13
100.00

1O
65

100.00

3. Retouch Shape
indetenninate
s traigh t
convex
concave
notched
denticulated
shoulderhosed
pointed
Observed Number

1
30

3.33
100.00

O
64

0.00
96.88

9.52
19.05
100.00

i5.38

4. Retouch Pattern

indetenninate
parallel
sub-parailel
stepped
scale
Observed Number

1

3.33

6

4
30

13.33

12

100.00

63
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Table 5.15: The M ann-Whitney U Test Results of Retouch Attributes
between Area A and Area B at Grand Banks.

i indicatcs sinnitkant diffcrcncc between the two

groups

Table 5.16: The M ann-Whitney U Test Results of Retouch Attributes
between the Two Sites.
-

Group 1: Grand Banks
Group 2: Lone ~ i n c
[~tatis
tics
l ~ a n sumiltank
k
suml
1

+

indicates significant diffcrcnce betwecn the two proups

1

1

1

-

-

-

1 Valid N 1 Vafid N 1
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I: indetumin&
3: obvasdinvase scmdœp
4: altcrartmg raaijttcp

Retouch Type

Rctouch Orientation

Retouch Shape

Retouch Pattern

Fig.5.12:Distriburions of Retouch Attributes of the Grand Banks Formed Types.
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side of the blanks. This analytic renilt is interesting and should be used in the cornparison of
this material with other Princess Point lithic assemblages in fÙture studies.
Although I have stressed the stylistic aspects of retouch techniques, this does not
necessady mean that retouch techniques are unaf5ected by technological and fùnctional
considerations. In fact, in addition to producing a general f o m for tools, there are other
reasons for retouching: (a) to shape specific portions for use; (2) to shape particular parts for
insenion; and (c) to blunt sharp protruding edges to facilitate grasping in the hand (Odell
1994b:77).To illustrate this, I have selected a11 retouched pieces as an example for

examination of both retouch and use-employed locations. Among 35 retouched pieces fiom
Grand Banks, 14 pieces carry employed units. Within this group, 7 pieces share the location
for modification and utilization. It is observed that the edges on three such pieces have been
modified for cutting or scraping, and that edges of the other four have been either altered for
hafting devices or blunted for hand-holding. It is worth noting, however, that modifications
for the purpose of use appear to be rare at Grand Banks. Nevertheless, this still represents
variability in the application of retouch techniques.

Grand Banks

Microscopie examination of al1 146 formed artifacts fiom Grand Banks indicates that
oniy one-third (N=44) show evidence of use. Table 5.17 indicates that morphologically shaped

scrapers, notches, drills, and retouched pieces, were efficiently utilized, however projectile
points and bifaces were not. Of the 62 projectile points from Grand Banks, only 12 (19.35%)
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display use traces andor prehensile Wear. A lower degree of utilization of bifaces is also
indicated.
The forty-four utilized pieces yield a total of 70 employed units, including 47 utilized
Wear units and 23 prehensile Wear units. Scrapingkhaving motions dominate the assemblage,

accounting for 38.3% of the total (Table 5.18). When scrapinglshaving motions are combined
with planing/whittling, transverse motions account for nearly haif the employed units.
Longitudinal motions, i.e.,, cutting/sawing, are well represented (19.2%) and projecting or
penetrating motions are present in small but fairly representative numbers (10.6%). Other tooi
motions such as graving, drilling, digging, and wedging are indicated in smail numbers.
If formed types are cross-tabulated with tool motions (Table 5.19), some variability in
the use of typed artifacts can be noted. Not surprisingiy, retouched pieces are the only group
of artifacts associated with a wide variety of activities. Half the retouched pieces, however,
have been used for scraping. Scrapers and drills at Grand Banks are finctionally consistent
with their rnorphological names; both tool types were used for transverse (scraping) and

rotation (drilling) motions, respectively. Three employed units observed on unifaces are
associated with scraping (2) and graving (1), as their morphoIogical shapes may indicate. Two
bifaces were used for cutting and scraping. An unexpected discovery is that most utilized
projectile points were not used for projecting or penetrating but rather for cutting and digging
(7 out of 13 EdUs).Only three projectile points show impact Wear on, or near, their tips. The

two notches employed at Grand Banks were used in transverse motions: shaving and planing.
The usewear analysis of formed type artifacts indicates that a variety of materials was
worked. Evidence of working of medium-soft vegetal(1M) is slightly more common than
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other material (Table 5.20). When this category is combined with the hard wood category
(2M), woodworking may be inferred to have been a relatively comrnon tool use. Other

substances are also represented, and there appears to have been an approximately equal
exploitation of hard material (lH, 2H),medium animai matenal (MA), and soft vegetal
matenai (SV). Evidence of use on inorganic substances was present on only three employed
units.
When artifact types were compared with contact materials (Table 5.21), 1 found that
both projectile points and retouched pieces were used on every resistance-grade of material.
Three projectile points were contacted with inorganic material such as soil and stone gravel.
One possible interpretation of this is that a small portion of projectile points was, accidentally
or expediently, used for digging soil or the like. Bifaces and unifaces were used on relatively
sofi material, such as fresh wood (1M) and plants or grass (SV), with the exception of one
uniface (identified as a graving tool) which was used on fresh bone or antler (1H). One third
of the scrapers were used for woodworking (1M). Another third of the scrapers were utilized

on animal substances (SA lH, 2H) suggesting that they may have been used in hide-working
or bonehtler-working. The notches, beanng steeply retouched indentations on the lateral

edges, show evidence of having been used in working hard materials like bone and antler,
whereas drills appear to have been utilized only for woodworking.
Another way to amve at use-tasks is to examine associations between tool motions
and contact materials. Table 5.22 suggests that most scraping/shaving activities were primanly
carried out on soft to medium resistance rnatenals like woods or plants and softer bones or
antlers. Since transverse motions comprise most of the EdUs fiom the Grand Banks typed
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artifact assemblage, it is unsurprising that scraping, shaving, and planing register their
manifestations on alrnost al1 kinds of contact materials. Projecting use-tasks are primarily
associated with medium resistance materials, possibly indicative of penetrating animal skins
and contacting bone. Cutting/sawing are aiso concentrated on sofi materiais, both animal and
vegetal. Due to the relatively small sample of utilized formed types, other associations

between activities and contact materials are poorly represented.
Twenty-three out of 44 utilized formed types exhibit clear prehensile wear, either
hand-held or hafted (Table 5.23). Tools with hafted devices account for 65.2% of the
prehensile wear. Three pieces have Wear which cannot be determined to be either a result of
hand held use or hafting, so they have been placed in a general prehensile Wear category
(13 .O4%). As expected, hafting Wear is primarily associated with projectile points (60%). but

it is also found on scrapers and retouched pieces (Table 5.24). When the relationship between
prehensile Wear and tool motions is examined (Table 5-25), it was found, not surpnsingly, that
one-third of hafted tools were used for projecting use-tasks. A quarter of them were utilized

on inorganic matenals, whereas another quarter of hafted tools were associated with scraping
activities.
In considering tool utilization patterns between Areas A and B, 1 observed that
although Area B has fewer formed types than Area 4 there is no statistical difference in the
distributionai fiequencies of tool utilization between the two areas (Chi-square=0.09,
dp1, pvaZue=0.7636). The Mann-Whitney U test also indicates that there are no significant

differences for employing tool motions and for contact materials between the two areas (for
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tool motion: +23 lg.OO,Z=- 1.26043, p-vahe=O.207525; for contact matenal: U=l2S3-00,
Z=-1.13270, p~alue=O.25349).

Lone Pine
Use-wear data generated for the Lone Pine foimed types are presented in a similar
manner to that of the Grand Banks data. 1will not give a detailed discussion of the results
since the tabulations (Tables 5.174.18, 5.20, 5.26-5.28) speak for themselves. However,
differences in tool utilization from this late-penod site should be highiighted. Statistical
analysis shows that there are no significant differences between the two sites in the application
of tool motions and the occurrences of contact materials. However, use-tasks at Lone Pine
were more diverse than those at Grand Banks. We see an approximately equal emphasis on
both transverse and longitudinal motions at Lone Pine (Table 5.18). Several use-tasks are
found in low numbers at Lone Pine, but are completely absent from Grand Banks.These
include chopping, slicing/caning, poundinglgrinding, and picking activities at Lone Pine. Also
in contrast to the Grand Banks assemblage, contact matenals from Lone Pine are equally
distributed within the eight resistance-grade categor-ies (Table 5.20). Woodworking (e.g.,
scraping, cuttingkawing, drilling, chopping), bone-working (e.g., scraping, drilling, graving),
butchenng (e.g., slicingkarving, penetrating), and soi1 digging, are a11 well represented at
Lone Pine (Table 5.28).
This general pattern in tool usage at Lone Pine can also be observed in crosstabulations between formed types and tool motions/contact materials (Tables 5.26 & 5.27).
The utilization of projectile points for a number of use-tasks is again witnessed at Lone Pine

(Fig. 5.13). Bifaces have relatively high rates of utilization, and were mostly used as knives for
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Table 5.17: Utiluation Rates o f Formed Types.
Formed Types

GRAND BANKS

LONE PiNE

total N used use rate (DAI

total N used
26
9

Projectile Point
Biface
24
2
8.3
Un iface
5
2
40.0
11
7
63.6
Scraper
35
17
48.6
Retouched Piece
Drill
4
2
50.0
Notch
2
2
100.0
Micmlith
Truncation
Burin
x
x
Perforator
x
x
Combined
146
44
30.1
x indicates that such types do not esist in the assemblage

2

1
1
55

1
122

Table 5.18: Tool Motion in the Formed Type Assemblages.
Tool Motion

GRAND BANKS
N
Y0

LONE PINE
N

'Y0

indeterminate

5

10.6

9

14.8

scrapelshave
planejwhittle
projection

18

38.3

21

34.4

3

6.4

1

1.6

O
47

0.0
100.0

1
61

100.0

grave
chop
h oeldig
poundlgrind
wedge
p ick
Total ernploy ed units

1.6

use rate (?h)
34.6

50.0
100.0
45.1
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Table 5.19: Formed Type by Tool Motion in the Grand Banks Assemblage.
Formed Type

Tool Motion

aideterminate
cut/saw
s lice/carve
scrapels have
planelwh ittle
projection
b O re/d ri11
grave
chop
hoe/dig
poundlgrind
wedge
pic k
Total e m ~ l o v e dunits

Table 5.20: Contact Material in the Formed Type Assemblages.
Contact Material
indeterminate
Soft animal (SA)
Soft vegetal (SV)
Medium-soft vegetal (IM)
Medium animal (MA)
Medium-hard vegetal(2M)
Hard animal (lH)
Very hard animal (2H)
Hard inorpanic (3H)
Total empIoyed un its

GRAND BANKS

6
1
12
7
5
7
1
3
47

12.8
2.1
25.5
14.9
10.6
14.9
2.1
6.4
100.0

*

LONE PINE

O

0.0

i

1.6
100.0

61
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Table 5.21: Formed Type by Contact Material in the Grand Banks Assemblage.

I

-

-

E

Contact Material

zE!

C

Indeterminate
Soft animal (SA)
Sofi vegetal (SV)
Medium-son vegetat (IM)
Medium animal ( M A )
Medium-hard vegetal(2M)
Hard animal (lH)
Very hard animal (2H)
Hard înorganic (3H)
Total Employed Units

B

U

--L

-a

.c

3.

.-

I

Formed Types

3

g
m

-

-&

3

1
1

2

55

O

2

3
1

-.

-

3
13

1

2

3

-

--

cut/saw

s lice/carve
scrapelshave
planefwhittle
projection
borefdriii
grave
chop
hoeldig
pound/grind
wedge
pick
total e m ~ l o v e dunits

1
4

3

1

4

2

1

2

3

9

Contact Material

indeterminate

c.

I

2
3
2

II

2

2

Table 5.22: Tool Motion by Contact Material in
the Grand Banks Formed Type Assemblage.
Tool Motion

-S

16
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Table 5.23: Prehensile W e a r in the Formed Type Assemblages.
GRAND BANKS
N
Yi

Prehensile Wear Type

LONE PINE

N

Y0

General prehensile wear

3

13.04

3

21.43

Haft wear
total e m ~ l o vunits

15

65.22

23

100.00

5
14

35.7 1
100.00

Table 5.24: Formed Type by Pre hensile Wear Type
in the Grand Banks Assemblage.
Prehensile W ear Type
General
Hand
Haft
1
9
1
3

Fomed Type
Projectile Point
Scraper
Drill
Retouched Piece
Total employed units

1
3
5

2
3

Combined
1O
4

1
8
23

3
15

Table 5.25: Formed Type by Prehens ile Wear Type
in the Grand Banks Assemblage.
Tool Motion
indeterminate
cutlsaw
planelwh ittle
projection
d ri11
hoefdig
to ta1 utilized ~ i e c e s

IPrehensile Wear Type
General
Hand
Haft

7

I

I

1

1

-

1

-

-

4

Co mb ined
2

1

2

I

l

4

4

3

3

12

19

1
3

1

1
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Table 5.26: Formed Type by Tool Motion in the Lone Pine Assemblage.
Formed Type

Tool Motion

indetenninate

scrapeis have
p hnelwhittle
projection
borefdriii
grave

wedge
pic k
Total employed units

Table 5.27: Formed Type by Contact M aterial in the Lone Pine Assemblage.
Formed Types

Con tact Matcrisl

Indeterminate

Sofl animal (SA)
Soflvcgctal (SV)
Medium-so ft vegetal (lM:
Medium animal (MA)
Mcdiumhard vegctal(2M
Hard animal (lH)
Vcry hard animal (2H)
Hard inorganic (3H)
Total ernplovcd Units
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Table 5.28: Tool Motion by Contact Material
in the Lone Pine Formed Type Assemblage.
Tool Motion

scrapels have
p hnejwhittle
projection
bordddi
grave

chop
hoeldig
poundjgrind
wedge
pick
total Functional units

Contact Material
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Fig. 5.13: Lone Pine Rojectile Points with UseWear Images.
a: point (#814) used as wood-cutting tool. noting medium sized feather and hinged scars. and heavy rounded edge. 17x
b: point (#372)used as meatcuting or butching tool. noting a mw of small feather scan and light polish. 13x

c: point (#G62) used as wooddrilling tool, noting strong polish. heavy rounded edge, and crushed scar patterns,
1ûx (lefi)and 28x (top)
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cutting/sawing (Table 5.26). Scrapers at Lone Pine have been used substantiaily on animal
hide or skin as well as bone or antler. Retouched pieces at Lone Pine are mainly associated
with woodworking (Table 5.27).
Very little prehensile Wear was detected in the Lone Pine formed type assemblage.
Among 14 prehensile units identified, hafting Wear accounts for only slightly over one-third
(35.71%) of total prehensile Wear; a feature that distinguishes this assemblage from the Grand

Banks assemblage (Table 5.23). The five hafted tools fiom Lone Pine are of various
morphological types.

Discussion and Summary
Formed types are defined in this study as objects with intentional modifications. These
pieces could be either surface modified or edge modified, although the latter may not greatly
change the form of blanks. The study of the morphology of fonned types in the Pnncess Point
can be used as a basis for characterizing the typology of the Princess Point lithic assemblage.
Typoiogically, surface modified artifacts dominate the formed type assemblage. Among these,
projectile points are the most cornmon and distinctive formed types. As previously observed
(Stothers 1977; Fox 1990; Bursey 1995), the Grand Banks projectile points consist primarily
of the tnangular-shaped type, some of which were made on flake blanks. Bifaces are produced

in moderate fiequency on-site. Edge modified formed types include mainly scrapers and
retouched pieces. Al1 of these flake tools were made on flakes removed from Onondaga chert
cores. Scrapers and retouched pieces comprise nearly one-third of the formed type
assemblage. Among them, simple endscrapers and unilateral-obverse retouched pieces are
predorninant types. Square-based drills and single notches also form part of Grand Banks
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flaked stone toolkits. Although occumng in fewer numbers microliths and tmncations are
present within the assemblage and appear to be distinguishable types of the Grand Banks lithic
typology.
Overall, the Grand Banks lithic typology demonstrates that the Princess Point lithic
industry represents a lesser degree of diversity and complexity of tool types as compared to
tool types of Pdeo-Indian and Archaic lithic industries. Diversity denotes the number of
distinct tool types or classes (Shott 1986:19), whereas complexity denotes the different
morphologicai forms of tool types or classes. It is obvious that flaked stone tools at Grand

Banks have not been intentionally modified into various forms to a great degree. Observations
of retouched flakes suggest that edge modifications made to the flake tools were primarily for
the purpose of facilitating the use of the tools: providing suitable edges for direct working,
hafiing?or hand-holding. Some authors argued that less diversity and complexity of tool types

may have occurred in response to increased mobility (e.g., Shott 1986; Torrence 1983). "The
response to constraints imposed by settlement mobility should involve a iimit on the size of the
tool inventory or even a reduction in its size if increasing mobility reduces the overall
transport capacity of the group" (Shott 1986:20).However, it is unlikely that the tools at
Grand Banks were rnodified to enhance their portability since evidence of highly mobile
settlement organization was not found at the site. The lesser diversity and complexity of tool
types at Grand Banks, as 1 argue here, is one of the characteristics of generalized stone tool
production which represents the Princess Point lithic industry.

The manufacture of formed types is characterized by several distinguishing features at
the Grand Banks site. Core tablets and unretouched flakes were selected for making these
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fonned artifaas, with the latter being used more fiequently. Production of both surface
modified and edge modified tools required the selection of difFerent sizes and forms of tool
blanks, as well as different retouch techniques. Bifaciai tool production, which I suggest was

an on-site activity at Grand Banks, produced a high percentage of triangular projectile points,
most of which do not bear evidence of use. The relatively high number of roughly made
produas and unfinished bifacial tools at Grand Banks rnay be interpreted as evidence of the
early stages of bifacial tool production. Finished bifacial products might be taken away fiom

habitation sites for use during the hunting seasons, and then discarded or lost off-site. If this
assumption is correct, we cm infer that Grand Banks must have functioned, in part, as a
location where tool manufactunng took place, and where tools were produced for special
events. Those projectile points or bifaces which remained at the site might have been
employed for a variety of use-tasks, as shown in the use-wear analysis.
However, an alternative explanation for the large quantity of unused projectile points
on site should be considered. I suggest that these unused projectile points could have been
produced for purposes other than hunting or something similar. This opens room for
discussion of the social relations that attain in tool production. Given the fact that most
unused points are often extremely well-fashioned on exotic raw materials, and that the points
used for cutting, scraping, and boring were made more casually from local raw matenals, it is
hypothesized that once people were settled in farming villages they continued to make
arrowheads that may have been produced as ornamental objects, for trade, or to pass on Stone
tool-making technology. This speculative hypothesis cannot be tested with the data currently
available, but it should be taken into account when discussing social dynamics in terms of
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lithic production. 1 do not imply that the use of arrowheads in hunting activities was not
important after the introduction of agriculture. In contrast, ethnohistoric data (Chapter 1)
suggests that proto- or historic Iroquian people depended to a large degree on deer hunting
with arrowheads. However, objects produced on exotic raw material through a standardized
and skillfùl procedure could also serve for purposes other than hunting. Recently, Neusius
(n.d.) re-analyzed a large sarnple of projectile points collected by Arthur Parker in 1906, and
suggests that technological input of these projectile points may iikely point to "the creation of
somewhat stylized points which were never used and perhaps never intended for use." He
further hypothesizes that those points found in cemeteries probably served as grave goods.
The manufacture of edge modified tools involved two important stages: producing or
selecting blanks and secondary retouching. The results of formed type analysis suggest that
blanks for ff ake tools were carefully removed using soft-hamrner percussion during later
stages of core reduction, perhaps using prepared core reduction techniques. A few blanks
were also selected from those produced using bipolar core reduction. This result is in contrast
with my earlier conclusion, in which I suggested that Lone Pine tool blanks were selected

from flakes removed during the early stages of core reduction (Shen 1995:149). Normal
abmpt retouch techniques were the most prevalent method of modification at Grand Banks.
Most object modification was done through straightening edges and retouching dorsal sides.
Utilization of formed types is relatively low (30.1%) in the Grand Banks assemblage.
It has been assurned that formed types should bear a relatively high occurrence of usewear
because these pieces were modified with great interest, design, and energy. However, this low
rate of formed type utilization does not seem inappropriate when the large quantity of unused
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projectile points are taken into account. Other special formed tools such as scrapers, drills,
and notches, have much higher use rates, and they present a functional consistence with their
type narnes in this study. Retouched pieces, on the other hand, were employed in a variety of
use-tasks.

In general, fonned type tool use at Grand Banks represents a relatively specialized
mode1 of use-tasks. Tools with evidence of having been hafted are primarily associated with
either projecting, digging, or scraping. Transverse motions on wood and other sofk substances
are common at Grand Banks, and are indicative of limited use-tasks. Formed type tool use at
Lone Pine, in contrast, represents a greater range of inhabitant use-tasks.
Not surprisingly, use-wear evidence detected from projectile points suggest that most

of those items were possibly used for various activities, rather than as hunting weapons. At
Grand Banks, only three projectile points show tip impact evidence, suggesting that they were
used as projectiles. However, the use-patternhg of projectile points for digging, drilling,
cutting, or sawing, does not mean that they were intended to be made for such activities.
These items, worked well as supplementary tools, could have been occasionally selected for
multi-purpose by inhabitants at the sites. These use-wear evidence of projectile points also
imply that Grand Banks inhabitants engaged in a great vanety of activities on site.
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Analysis of Unretouched Flakes
The objectives of this chapter are: (1) to describe the proportional occurrences of flake
types; (2) to reconstruct on-site core reduction strategies; (3) to explore technologid
variability; and (4) to interpret the utilization of unretouched flakes.
Unretouched flakes comprise about one-third of the total lithic assemblages at the
three sites (Table 4.1). However, by weight, unretouched flakes make up over two-thirds of
each assemblage (Table 4.2). A total of 1,617 pieces has been selected for the analysis from
the three lithic assemblages (see chapter 3). Only the complete flakes selected were subject to
both metric and categorical measurements, while both complete and incomplete flakes were
exarnined for edge Wear variables. The incomplete unretouched flakes sampled comprise
24.5 1% of the total sampled assemblage from Grand Banks, 38.48% from Lone Pine, and

33.08% fiom Young 1. Al1 imcomplete unretouch flakes were examined microscopically for

potentid use traces.

Typo-Techological Analysis
Proportional Occurrences of Unretouched flakes
Eight types of unretouched flakes were identified, as shown in Table 6.1. The detailed
descriptions for these eight types are given in Chapter 3. Of al1 the byproducts from core
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reductions, plain flakes are more common. The occurrence of plain flakes is slightly higher at
Grand Banks (8 1.2%), compared to the other two sites. Biface thinning flakes are the next
most common type of unretouched flakes in al1 assemblages. Together, plain flakes and biface
thinning flakes comprise over 95 percent of the unretouched flakes at al1 three sites.
The ratio of plain flakes to cores is very high: at Grand Banks there are 108 plain
flakes per core. The possibility that cores might be extensively utilized on-site during flake
production exists. Despite this, the following explanations could also account for the high
flake to core ratio: (1) the ratio is skewed by the inclusion of a very large number of
fiagmentary flakes (Table 6.1); (2) totally reduced cores are unrecognizable as such; (3) cores
fiom which these flakes were removed were re-deposited elsewhere; and (4) cores fiom which
their flakes were removed were fashioned into bifacial formed types.
The Grand Banks assemblage presents a relatively high occurrence of bladehladelets
(3.O%) compared to the Lone Pine (0.9%) and Young 1 (0.6%) assemblages. Overall, the low

frequencies of bladehladelet could represent the accidentai production of blades, rather than
specialized production. However, at Grand Banks the ratio of bladeslbladelets to prepared
cores is relatively high: 23 :1. Although we can not assume that al1 blades/bladelets were
produced from the prepared cores recovered at the site, it is reasonable to state that ihe
presence of blades or blade-like flakes at Grand Banks probably represents a designated flake
removal through the prepared core reduction mode for blank production (see below).
However, a true blade production industry is not evidenced at the Princess Point site, because
(1) blades do not present a substantial proportion of unretouched flakes and (2) there are no

true blade cores which indicate that a series of blades were removed consecutively.
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Prirnary flakes and core tnmming flakes are present at dl sites in very low frequencies.
Their existence indicates, however, that initial core reduction processes took place on site.
Core trirnming flakes, as they are defined, are by-products of core preparation. At Grand
Banks, the ratios of primary flakes to cores is 1.3 and core trimming flakes to the prepared
cores is 4.5. Moa primary flakes and core trimming flakes are complete (Table 6.1).
Bipolar flakes represent less than 0.2 percent of the assemblages fiom both Grand

Banks and Lone Pine. This reflects the fact that bipolar core reduction produces few classic
bipolar flakes, as demonstrated by Casey's experiment (Casey 1993). According to Casey,
most flake byproduas produced through bipolar core reduction exhibit hinge or snap distal
termination (Casey 1993: 223). I examined the distal termination (Fig. 6.1) of plain flakes, and
discovered about 20 percent of plain flakes having hinged or snap terminations (Table 6.2).
This may imply that a small proportion of plain flakes were probably byproducts of bipolar
core reduction. The low proportions of bipolar flakes in the unretouched flakes assemblages,
however, are consistent with the low occurrences of the bipolar cores in the core class.
Findly the unretouched flake assemblages From Grand Banks and Lone Pine include
two types not normally found in Woodland assemblages from Ontario: burins spalls and

rnicroburins. A few burin spalls appear at Grand Banks and Lone Pine, indicating the
production of burins. A single microburin fiom Lone Pine does not necessarily indicate the use
of the microbunn technique to manufacture rnicroliths, instead of simply being fonuitous.
Core Reduction Strategies

Proportional occurrences of unretouched flakes indicate that the on-site core reduction
arategies are dominated by flake core reduction, followed by bifacial reduction. As we have
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Table 6.1 Unmtouched Fiake Types.
Unretouched Flake Type

GRAND BANKS

N
Primaxy Fhke
complete
fragmentary
Core Tnmming Flake
complete
hgmentary
Bifacial Thinning Fiake
complete
fragmentary
Bip O iar Fiake
complete
fragmentary
Piam Flake
complete
fragmentary
Blade/Bladelet
complete
fragmentary
Burin Spaii
Micro burin
Total

LONE PINE
Y0

YOUNG 1

N

Yo

13

0.16

81

0.98

2690

32.41

15

0.18

5418

65.27

78

0.94

5

0.06

8301

100.00

12
1
69
12

1519
1171
15
O
1 974
3505
44
34
O
6252

0.00
100.00

Table 6.2: Distribution of DistaI Termination o f Plain Flakes.
Dis ta1 Termination

GRAND BANKS

N
feather
hinge
s tep
snap
TotaI

223
42

O?
'

LONE PINE

N

80.5 1
15.17

273

6

1-16

6
277

2.16
1O0

7
30
377

67

'?40
72.4 1
17.77
1.86
7.96
1 O0

632

100.00
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Fig. 6.1 : Diagram of Distal Termination of Unret ouched-Flakes.

Fig. 6.2: Diagram of Dorsal Perimeter Sc&g
of Unretouched-Flakes.
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seen fiom the results of the core analysis, flake core reduction consists of amorphous flake
production, bipolar flake production, and possibly blade production (or precisely blade-like

Bake production through prepared cores). Although the morphological characteristics of
unretouched flakes and cores can provide preliminary evidence on these on-site core reduction
strategies, verification from other attribute observations is necessary.
Odeii's experiment (l989a) demonstrates that appropriate attributes for discrirninating

flake core reduction frorn bifacial reduction include the dorsal perimeter scarring, the platform
facet, and the rnidsection thickness. The donal perimeter scarring measures the coverage of
scaming darnage to the dorsal surface just below its juncture with the striking platfonn (Fig.
6.2). It is reported by Ode11 (1989a) that flakes removed during bifaciai reduction have a

greater degree of dorsal perimeter scarring than the ones removed during flake core reduction.
This is because scarring darnage might be caused by platform preparation or edge abrasion.

Four intervals of this variable are used, and their distributions are presented in Table 6.3.
Overall, flakes with scaning over half of the perimeter are present in very low frequencies at
ail sites. In cornparison, there is a lower degree of such scarring at Grand Banks flakes than at

Lone Pine. This pattern corresponds to the lower frequency of biface thinning flakes at Grand
Banks. It by no rneans suggests that the flakes with a greater coverage of dorsal perimeter

scarring must be produced through bifacial reduction. However, the distribution pattern of this
attribute does support the observation that the predominant core reduction strategy at Grand

Banks was flake core reduction, not bifacial reduction.
The similar distribution pattern of platform modification types (Table 6.4) also
suppons the above statement. Bifacial reduction is more likely to produce flakes with multiple
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faceted platforms. Flakes with multiple faceted platforms fiom the unretouched flake
assemblages comprise a small proportion of the analyzed samples, around 15 percent at both
Grand Banks and Lone Pine. About half of the samples have a single platfonn facet.
Midsection thickness was measured on plain flakes and biface thinning flakes, and
measurements from both flake types were statistically compared (Table 6.5). At Lone Pine
there is a clearly significant difference between the two groups in the rnean of midsection
thickness at Lone Pine. This may be a result of the two dEerent reduction strategies.
Although the midsection thickness of plain flakes and biface thinning flakes from Grand Banks
are not significantly different at S=0.05level, there is some indication of a slight difference in
midsection thickness as indicated by the low p-value (0.050693).
There are also significant differences in platfom sizes of biface thinning flakes and
plain flakes from Lone Pine (Table 6.6). As expected, flakes produced during bifacial
reduction have smaller platforms. At Grand Banks, there is no clear difference between the
two flake types in platfonn sizes. These t-test results may suggest that bifacial reduction was

probably more prevalent at Lone Pine than at Grand Banks.
Despite the above indications that bifacial reduction took place at Grand Banks and
Lone Pine, flake core reduction undoubtedly was the predominant strategy at both sites. As
we have seen, there are three different byproducts of flake core reduction: plain flakes, bipolar
flakes, and blades/bladelets. In order to determine whether these three products were
produced separately fiom the different flake core reductions, metnc data from three flake

types are considered and cornpared.
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Twelve metnc measurements (Fig. 6.3) were taken of the three flakes types and
compared (Table 6.7 - 6.9). At Grand Banks most plain flakes, presumably produced through
amorphous flake production, are relatively short and broad in shape, with a rnean L N ratio of
1.41. Blades/bladelets are more elongated and narrower in form, with a mean LIW ratio at

2.48 for blades and at 2.67 for bladelets. Only 4 bipolar flakes were selected for the analysis;

their mean L/W ratio is rnoderate at 1.61. The dimensional dserences between plain flakes
and blades may be a reflection of their respective definitions: blades are those flakes at least 2
times as long as they are wide. When length or width alone is considered, plain flakes and
blades rnay be similar. Therefore, to enhance the dimensional cornparison of plain flakes and
blades, the width and thickness at quarterly lengths is aiso considered. In the Grand Banks
assemblage, blades statistically differ from plain flakes and bipolar flakes in most, if not dl,
dimensions (Table 6.10). The t-test results show that blades dif5er significantly from plain
flakes in al1 mean measurements except 1M-length thickness. The differences in width and

thickness at quarterly lengths betwesn blades and flakes are significant, because they indicate
that blades must have been produced using a specially designated procedure different from
that used for amorphous flake production. These differences can be also illustrated using
Scatterplots (Fig. 6.4): the majority of blades are 25-30 mm long and 10- 15 mm wide with
strictly limited ranges, while the majority of flakes are 20-25 mm long and 15-20 mm wide
with very extended ranges. The restricted ranges of blade dimensions suggest that the blades
or blade-like flakes may not be simply accidental products at Grand Banks.
Bipolar flakes resemble plain flakes in their dimensions, but the length and width
ranges of bipolar flakes are more restricted than those of plain flakes (Fig. 6.4). However, this
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Table 6.3: Don al Perimeter S c a m n g in the Unretouched Flake Assemblages.
Dorsal Perimeter Scarring
mdetermnlate
absent
iess than haif
more than half
entirely
Combmed

GRAND BANKS
N
Yo
19
356
44

4.18
78.24
9.67

26
10
455

2.20
100.00

5.7 1

LONE PINE

N

Vo

28
254
45
33
17
377

7.43
67.37
11.94
8.75
4.5 1
100.00

YOUNG 1
N
2
71
3
4
5
85

Yo
2.35
83.53
3.53
3.71
5.88
100.00

Table 6.4: Platform Facet Presented in the Unretouched Flake Assemblages
Platform Facet
indeterminate
single facet
dihedral facet
multiple facet
crushed facet
cortical facet
Combincd

GRAND BANKS
N
%

LONE PINE
N
vo

27

7.03

34

12.14

YOUNG 1
N
Y0
O
0.00

63
51
38

16.41
13.28
9.90
100.00

44

15.71
13.93
3.93
IO0.00

1
2
O
16

384

39
11
280

6.25
12.50
0.00
100.00
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Table 6.5: T-test Results of Midsection Thickness of Biface Thiming Flakes
and Plain Flakes from the Grand Banks and Lone Pine Assemblages*
Group 1: Biface Thinning Flake
Group 2:Plain Flake
S.D.
Statistics
Mean Mean
S.D.
t-tes t
Gmup 1 Group 2 Group I Group2 t-value
Grand Banks
Midsection Thickness 2.89
3.60
1.53
-1.96441
1.83
*Lone Pme
3.75
2.06
1.69
Midsection Thickness 2.70
-3.792
8 indicates significant difference between two groups

df

Vaiid N Vaiid N
p-vsiue Group 1 .Group 2

229

0.050693

28

203

302

0.00018

65

239

Table 6.6: T-test Results o f Platfonn Dimensions of Biface Thinning Flakes
and Plain Flakes fmm the Grand Banks and Lone Pine Assemblages.
Piam Flake

indicates significant difference between two groups

t-value

df

p-value

-1.76287

246

0.079 164

0.020297

306

0.98382

-3.93277

256

0.0001O8

-3.36589

336

0.00085 I
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Fig. 6.3:Diagram of Metric Variables of Unmodified-Flakes.

Table 6.7: M etric Data on Unretouched Flakes h m the Grand Banks Assemblage by Flake Type.
plain flake

Metric Variables

N

Max Length
Max.Width
M a x Thickness

uw Ratio

-

114-lenglh W idth
IM-length Thicknes s
1/2-length W idrh
I/2-length Thickness
3/4-length W idth
3/4-length Thickness
Natform Lcngth
Plutfom Width

276
276
276
276
204
203
203
203
203
203
214
271

x
22.12
17.15
4.21
1.42
14.49
2.96
15.65
3.60

sd
7.57
6.54
2.00
0.74
6.07
1.67
5.77
1.83

13.70 4.43

3.70 1.66
7.89 3.83
2.63 1.40

blade

N
59
59
59
59
58
58
58
58
58
5n

57
58

x
28.20
11.48
3.66
2.48
9.38
2.59
10.40
2.87
9.76
2.98
6.03
2.20

bipolar flake

biface thinning

core trimming

fla ke

fla ke

sd

N

x

sJ

N

x

sd

N

5.59
2.47
1.17
0.31
2.07
0.95
2.43
0.93
2.30

4
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3

18.73
13.92
3.05
1.46
13.74
2.35
14.71
2.89
12.26

7.83
7.24
2.17
0.49
6.58
1.04
6.70
1.53
5.44

29

29

4

4,18

3.41
5.41
3.65
0.37
5.78
1.91
4.99
1.81
3.25
3.43
4.34
3.96

65
65
65
65
28
28
28
28
28

3

24.68
16.20
6.98
1.61
13.60
3.99
14.80
5.47
13.40
6.67
8.38

3.1 1 2.39
6.67 3.21
2.64 2.24

1.05

1.89
0.96

34

37

29

x

sd

28.79 14.47
17.70 7.67
8.07
1.87
12.38
6.20

primary flake
iV
36

x

sd

36

22.09 9.28
17.10 7.28

29
29
24
24
24
24
24

3,21
1.01
6.19
2.81
13.59 5.25
6.96 3.17
12.86 5.45

36
36
31

5.95 2-91
1.45 0.63
12.76 7.33

31
29
29
29

3.68
14.27
4.78
13.30

24
27
28

7.24 3.50
8.81 5-13
4.47 2.31

29

5.34 2.54
7.13 3.41
3.47 1.57

33

36

2.01
5.91

2.15
5.41

V)

w

Table 6.8: Metric Data on Unretouched Flakes from the Lone Pine Assemblage by Flake Type.
plain flake

Metric Variables

N
Max Length

Max. Width
Max Thickness
Uw Ratio
114-kngth W idth
1/4-length Thicknes s
112-kngth W idth
112-length 'i'hickncs s
314-lengih W idth
3/4-length Thickness
Platfom Length
Plaiforni W idth

.r

sd

288 22.80 8.33

287 19.19 7.59
4.42 2.54
286 1.28 0.45

287

blade

N
19
18
18

18

x
29.81
13.93
3.76
2.42

bipolar flake
sJ
8.45
4.45
1.29
0.78

N

x

4
4
4
4

24.74
13.78
3.94
2.28

sd
5.52
8.26
1.76
1.26

biface thinning
fla ke

N
x
sd
115 17.50 3.90
114 12.35 4.80
114 2.63 1.26
114 1.65 1.35

core trimming
fia ke
N
x
sd
33
34
34
33

27.26
19.04
7.82
1.74

priniiiry flake

N

x

sd

8.58

9

24.68 8.13

9.12
3.44
0.90

10

22.77 4.27
7.47 3.63
1.10 0.25

10
9
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Tnbk 6.9: Mctric Data on Unretouche d Flake i fmm the Young 1 Assemblage by Flake Type.
Mctric Variables

phin flakc

N
M a x Length
Max Width
Max Thickness
UW Ratio
114-lcng th W idth
114-length Thicimcss
112-length W idth
112-lcngth Thickncss
314-lcngth W idth
3/4-length Thiclcncss
Platfonn Length
Platfornt W idth

x

sd

bladc

N

x

CO te

sd

N

trirnmin g
&kt
x
sd

79

21.11 10.54

5

19.25 13.01

I

22.00

79

15.30 8.03
4.09 2.98

5

10.87 4.97

I

13.32

79

5

2.53

1.47

4.30

79

1.49

0.59

5

1.68

0.33

1
1

9

14.64 3.09

O

9

3.98

1.55

0

9

17.57 5.26

O

9

4.68

2.27

O

9

15.92 4.90

O

10

4.89

3.00

0

14

9.19

3.36

O

-

75

2.92

2.70

J

1.71

-

O

-

0
0

O
O

-

-

-

1

2.70

sd

25.70 14.62

2
2

10.51 2.56

0
O

24.70 0.42

1.04

-

0.57

-

O

-

1

11.81

-

2

6.45

1.48

0

-

x

2
2

O

-

O

N

O

-

O
1.22

1.65

-

primary flakt
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Table 6.10: T-test Resuits of Metric Data between Plan Flake and Blade
from the Grand Banks Un retouched FIake Assemblage.

914lqchT h i c b
.PlabamL ~ g l b
.PhbarnWi&h

3.70
7.89
2.63

-

2.98
6.03
2.20

1 66
3.83

1.05
1.89

1.40

O.%

3.10456
3.54875
2.23801

.

259
269
327

0.00211716
0.00045662
0.02589295

203
214
271

indicatcs sianificant diffaence beturctn the two prouos

Table 6.11: T-test Resuits of Metric Data between Plain Flake and Blade
from the Loue Pine Unretouched Flake Assemblage.

' indicatcs sinnificant differcnct ù c h c c n the twa nrauas

58
57
Si?
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Max. Width

a: Bipolar Flakes

O

1O

20

30

40

50

60

40

50

60

Max. Width

b: Plain Flakes

O

1O

20

30

Max. Width
c: Blades

Fig. 6.4: Scatterplot Cornparisons of Selected
Unretouched Flake Types fiom Grand Banks.
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Max. Width

a: Bipolar Flakes

Max. Width

b: Plain Flakes

O

1O

20

3O

40

Max. Width
c: Blades

Fig. 6.5: Scatterplot Cornparisons of Selected
Unretouched Flake Types from Lone Pine.

50

60
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is likely biased by the small sample of bipolar flakes. Nevertheless, there are significant
differences in the means of maximum thickness and platform sites between bipolar and plain
flakes. This may reflect the fact that bipolar techniques may produce relatively thicker flakes
At Lone Pine, the dimensions of blades are similar to those of bipolar flakes but differ
fiom amorphous plain flakes. The t-test suggests that blades have statistically different
lengths and widths from plain flakes (Table 6.1 1, Fig. 6.5). But unlike at Grand Banks. the
Lone Pine blades and flakes have similar striking platfonn dimensions. Furthemore, compared
to the Grand Banks blades, Lone Pine blades have a relatively greater range in length and
width (Fig. 6.6). This may indicate that more variety in blade-like flake production existed at
Lone Pine than at Grand Banks, or it may simply suggest that blades were indeed accidental
products.
Technologieal Variability of the Core Reductions
Three major stages are, in general, recognized in the process of core reduction (prior
to tool production): (1) acquisition or selection of raw materials; (2) pnmary processing. and
(3) blank production. The technological aspects of these core reduction stages are discussrd in

this section, in conjunction with available data, in order to determine vanability in thesr
processes.
Table 6.12 shows the types of raw material utilized in the unretouched flake
assemblages at the three sites. It suggests that nearly 90 percent of the unretouched flakes are
of local Onondaga chert, while other locally available raw materials (Haldimand and Ancaster
chert) were present too. Very low quantities of unknown or non-local chert materials are also
found in unretouched flake assemblages. This pattern is identical to the sarne pattern of raw
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matenal utilization seen in the core and formed type assemblages discussed earlier. When the
raw materiai type is cross-tabulated with unretouched flake type (Table 6-13)?no distinctive

distribution of raw material utilization for different core reduction strategies is apparent. Al1
samples of biface thinning flakes and bipolar flakes are restricted to the Onondaga chert.
Although the fiequencies of primary flakes and core thinning flakes is very low, the
presence of these two flake types is indicative of primary processing. A srnail percentage of
primary flakes and core trirnming flakes made on Haldimand and Ancaster chert has been

found at the Grand Banks site, indicating that a few such raw materials, in addition to
Onondaga chert, were exploited and brought to the site for tool production. Most of these
flakes have 30% to 50% cortical coverage on the dorsal surface (Table 6.14). Primary flakes
with full cortical coverage comprise a very small percent of the sampled assemblage: 12.07%
of primary flakes. This strongly suggests that primary processing took place off-site.
Combined with data from core sizes, this suggests that the inhabitants likely trirnrned the
cortex frorn nodules or reduced cores to a manageable size and weight at quames before the
cores were brought back to Grand Banks and Lone Pine for blank production. This is
supported by the evidence from core trirnrning flakes, indicative of core preparation in blank
production. Airnost al1 core trimming flakes with conex, at both sites, have less than 30%
cortical coverage on the dorsal surface. Core trirnming flakes with no cortex are predominant.
Data from the analysis of cores and forrned types suggest that the predominant blank
production strategy at Grand Banks was to produce arnorphous plain flakes and blade-like
flakes. Here, I have exarnined the dorsal scar counts of plain flakes greater than 25 mm in
length. Table 6.15 indicates that, at both Grand Banks and Lone Pine over 50 percent of plain
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flakes have a dorsal scar count of over 3. At Young 1, about 70 percent of plain flakes have a
low dorsal scar count (under 3), but this could be dected by the srnall sample (N=7). The
majority of blades not surprisingly, are characterized by a low dorsai scar count (Table 6.16).
However, representative percentages of blades have a moderate number of dorsal scars
(between 3 and 5 scars): 29.3% at Grand Banks and 36.4% at Lone Pine. These patterns may
indicate that most blades and arnorphous flakes were produced during the later stages of core
reduction.
The lengths and widths of the early stage unretouched flakes (pnmary flakes and core
trirnming flakes) and later stage unretouched flakes (plain flakes and blades) were cornpared,
it was found that although the mean length of pnmary flakes is shorter than that of blades, the
dimensionai ranges of both primary flakes and core trimming flakes are wider than those of
both flakes and blades (Tables 6.7-6.9, Fig 6.7). At Grand Banks we see a reduction in the
size of unretouched flakes through the reduction process. This points to a rationally
consecutive core reduction process: primary flakes and core trirnming flakes are larger in size
than plain flakes and blades. The same pattern does not exist at Lone Pine (Fig. 6.8). The
small size of primary flakes at Lone Pine might be explained by the use of small-sized core
nodules for blank production. However, the two diagrams also exhibit dimensional evidence
to suggest the possibility that core tnrnming flakes were the by-products of blade-blank
production. The ranges of lengths and widths of core tnmrning flakes exceed those of blades,
suggesting presumably that larger core trimming flakes were removed prior to blades.
Observations of platform attributes can suggest the types of loading techniques used in
core reduction (hard- or soft-hamrner percussion, punch, and pressure). The platform type and
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bulb shape are cross-tabulated. I first compared these among the unretouched flakes produced
during the later stages of reduction: biface thinning flakes, plain flakes, and blades. These
three flake types are assumed to indicate three different core reduction sequences. The pattem
of the paired attributes is very interesting (Table 6.17). Within the category of biface thinning
flakes, flakes with a lipped bulb and a multiple-faceted platfonn dominate. Single platform
flakes with a lipped bulb dominate for the blades assemblage. This is also the case for plain
flakes, followed by single platform flakes with unlipped bulbs. Plain fiakes are also associated
with other types of platform facet patterns and bulb shapes. In short, the evidence implies that
biface thinning flakes were produced mostly through soft-hammer percussion or pressure
flaking, while blades were removed predominantly by soft-hamrner percussion. Amorphous
plain flakes were probably produced through application of both soft-hammer and hardhammer percussion, although the fonner was likely applied more frequently. This suggests
that sofi-harnrner percussion is dominant in the later stages of blank production which
contrasts with the pattem suggested for the primary reduction process. 1 combined primary
flakes and core trimrning flakes and observed the distribution of cross-tabulating platform and
bulb shapes (Table 6.18). The relatively high frequency of cmshed platforrns and unlipped
bulbs suggests that the hard-hammer percussion was employed during the early stages of core
reduction. This clearly indicates that technological variability existed during the core reduction
process.
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Table 6.12: Distribution of Raw Material
in the Unretouched Flake Assemblages.
Chert Types

LONE PiNE

GRAND BANKS
N
Yo
543
87.16

Onondaga
Haldimand
Ancaster
Others
Total

44
18
18
623

N

7.06
2.89
2.89
100

YOUNG 1

630

%
86.78

32

4.4 1

29
35

3.99
4.82
100

726

N

'?40
94.74
5.26

126
7
O
O

0.00
0.00
100.00

133

Table 6.13: Unretouched Flake Type by Raw Material
in the Grand Banks Assemblage.

1

Debitage Type

Prirnay Flake
Core Trimming Flake
Bipo tar Flake
Bifacial Thinning Flake
Plain Flake
Blade
Bladelets
Comb ined

Raw M atenal
Onondaga Haldimand Ancaster
52
4
2

2

21
543

1

Others

1

3

44

18

1

17

58

26
622

Table 6.14: CoriicaI Distribution on Primary Flake and Core Trimming Flake.
CorticaI Coverage

GRAND BANKS

YOUNG 1

N
1
O
2

33.33
0.00
66.67

O
O

0.00
0.00
100.00

N

vo

N

7
11
40

12.07
18.97
68.97

2

Primary
F la ke

100% coverage
50%-99% coverage
30-50% coverage

15

'?40
10.00
15.00
75.00

30-50% coverage
1%-30% coverage
no coverage

O

Co re Trimrning
F la ke

0.00
14.71
85.29

1
6
39

2.17
13.04
84.78

5
29

-

LONE P M E

3

1

%
'O

"

O

15

Max. Width

60

b: Core Tnrnming Flakes

O

c: Plain Flakes

45

Max. Width

a: Pnmary Flakes

Max. Widih

3O

15

3O

45

Max. Width

d: Blades

Fig. 6.7: Scatterplot Compansons of Selected Unretouched Flake Types from Grand Banks.
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Table 6.15: Dorsal Scar Count Distribution on Plain Flakes (over 25 cm in length).
Dorsal Scar Count
indetenninate

Few (0-2)
Moderate (3-5)
High (>5)
Total

GRAND BANKS
N
Yo
3
26
39
20
88

3.41
29.55
44.32
22.73
100.00

LONE P M E

YOUNG 1

N

Yo

N

Yo

6
29

7.14
34.52
40.48
17.86
100.00

O

O
71.43
14.29
14.29
100.00

34
15
84

5
1

1
7

Table 6.16: Dorsal Scar Count Distribution on Blade.
Dorsal Scar Count
indeterminate

Few (0-2)
Moderate (3-5)
High (>5)
Total

GRAND BANKS
N
?O
'
O
28
12
1
41

LONE PINE

N

O .O0

O

68.29
29.27
2.44

7

4

100.00

11

O

O?
'

O -00
63.64
36.36
0.00
100.00

N

YOUNG 1
Y0

O

O .O0
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Table 6.17: Cross-Tabulation of Platform Facet and Shape of Bulb of
Major Unretouched Fiake Types from the Grand Banks Assemblage.
la: Plain Flake
Platform Facet

1
1
2

Shape of Bulb
lipped
pointed
1
1
75
12
5
22
3
2
2
5
6

indeterminate

Shape of BuIb
lipped
pointed

indetenninate

Shape of Bulb
lipped
pointed

indeterminate
indetenninate
single
dihedral
muIt ip le
crushed
cortex
Combined
c e Thinning Flake
PIatform Facet

unlipped
10
20
4

14
25
5

unlipped

indeterminate
single
dihedral
mu ltip le
crushed
cortex
Combined
c : Blades
Platfonn Facet

-

indetenninate
single
d ihedral
multiple
crushed
CO rtes
Combined

1

22
3

2

5

4

1

1
2
7

1
1

1
unlipped
2

5

2

35

5

3
29
4

7
8

7
17

58

Table 6.18: Cross-Tabulation of Platform Facet and Shape of Bulb of
both Primary Flake and Core Trirnming Flake Combined
from the Grand Banks Assemblage.
Platform Facet
indetedate
single
dihedral
mult ip le
crushed
cortex
Combined

1
indeterminate
8

1

Shape of BuIb
lipped
pointed

unlipped
3

14

2
11

22

1
4

7
59

11

1

14
10
%
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Use-Wear Anabsis
Grand Banks
A total of 622 unretouched flakes fiom Grand Banks were examined for use-wear.

The results of this analysis indicate a relatively low utilkation of unretouched flakes. Ninetyeight flakes were determined to have use Wear, accounting for 15.8% (with +/- factors) of the
total analyzed sample. This figure is lower than a previous estimate (22.2%) in a preliminary
report (Shen 1995: 152) when a smaller sample (N=178) was used. This low utilization of
unretouched flakes at Grand Banks may upset the previous conclusion that the Princess Point
people relied heavily on "expedient" flake tools. The low rate of utilized flakes, of course,
could also be affected by the relatively large nurnber of flake fragments included in the
analyzed sample (N=161). Normally, fragmentary flakes are less likely to display usewear due
to their breakage. It should also be kept in mind that not al1 of the utilized flake tools retain
use traces that allow us to ascertain use-tasks, especially if the pieces were used lightly.
Nevertheless, this analysis suggests a loaer fiequency of use of unretouched flakes than
previously thought .
In general, "utilized flakes" in the following discussion refers ody to those
unretouched flakes with evidence of use Wear, not categorized "type" artifacts. When utilized

flakes are exarnined by fiake type (Table 6.19), 1 find that blanks from both amorphous flake
production and blade production, as well as byproducts of biface production, were utilized to
about the same extent. In al1 case, utilized flakes comprise slightly less than 20% of the
sample. Flakes from the early stages of blank production were also utilized, but to a lesser
degree, as would be expected (8.62% of primary flakes and 5.88% of core trirnrning flakes).
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Of 25 bladelets examined, ody one was determined to have been utilized. Given the small
sarnple, it is not surprising that four analyzed bipolar flakes were found to have been unused.
Of the 98 utilized pieces, 12 unretouched flakes (12.2%) bear more than one employed
unit of non-prehensile Wear.

Six pieces have 2 EdUs, four have 3 EdUs, and two have 5

EdUs. Ail together, a total of 120 employed units involved in use-tasks was found in the
exarnined assemblage.
The Grand Banks unretouched Bake assemblage exhibits a preponderance of
scrapinglshaving tool motions (42.5%), followed by cutting/sawing tool motions (26.7%)
(Table 6.20). This pattern resernbles that of utiiization of formed type artifacts. However,
differences in the utilization of the two groups do exist. A number of the unretouched flakes
were used in slicing/carving and planinglwhittling, which were uncornmon applications for the
formed type artifacts. In total, transverse tool motions are slightly more frequent than
longitudinal motions. Penetration or projection Wear and boring and graving Wear are found in
low frequencies. Rare tool motions such as wedging and picking, are primanly associated with
plain flakes. Use-wear found on blades indicates the use of these anifacts for cutting/sawing,
scraping/shaving, and planing/whittIing, exclusively. Most prirnary flakes and core trimming
flakes were used in scraping tool motions.

Animal substances were likely the dominant materials worked by the unretouched
flakes found at Grand Banks. These range from soft animal skin, meat, hide (SA, 25%), to
moderately hard fiesh bones or dned skin and hide (MA, 13.3%), to hard bones or antlers (1H
and 2H, 18.3%) (Table 6.21). Wood substances, including materials of both medium-soft and
medium-hard resistance, account for 20.83% of the contact material. Amorphous flakes were
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used on each resistance category in approximately the sarne frequency. Blades however, were
more Likely to have been used on sofi to moderate animal substances rather than on wood.

Primary flakes were used predominantly on wood.
When tool motions are compared with contact materials (Table 6-22)>we see a pattern
that dflers fiom the one seen for utilization of formed types. Unretouched flakes were
primarily used for cutting/sawing and scraping/shaving of soft and moderate animal
substances. The secondary emphasis on wood substances involves mainiy cutting/sawing and
scrapingkhaving. Cutting/sawing motions were also carried out on bonelantler material. Other
tool motions such as penetrating, bonng, and graving are only associated with materials of
hard resistance such as dned wood and bonefantler.

The utilized flakes were then examined by flake size in order to determine preferred
blank sizes. Over half of the utilized flakes are of moderate size, between 25 mm and 50 mm
in length or width (Table 6.23). The rernaining utilized pieces are divided nearly equally
between small flakes (less than 25 mm) and large flakes (over 50 mm). The t-test shows there

is significance in the correlation of utilized flakes and their sizes. Complete utilized flakes

(N=69)were tested against the unused flakes to determine the statistical difference of the
means. Results (Table 6.24) show that there are significant differences between the two
populations in maximum length, width, and thickness, but not in platform length and width.
This implies that technological variability was not a consideration in selecting items for
utilization. However, size attributes were a consideration. The Grand Banks inhabitants
carefblly selected appropnately sized blanks for use. The illustrations (Fig. 6.9) demonstrate
that the blanks selected for utilization were longer and wider than the average unretouched
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Table 6.19: Utilization Rates of Unretouched Flake.
GRAND BANKS

Unretouched Flakes

totalN used use rate (%)

Primary Flake
Core Trimming . Fhke
Bipolar Fiake
Bifacial Thinnmg Flake
Phin Flake
Blade

58
34
4

36
370
95

5
2
O
6
67
17
1
98

8.62
5.88
0.00
16.67
18.11
17.89

LONE fINE
totalN used use rate (%)
20
46

5
27
569
42

BladeIet
25
4.00
14
Combmed
622
15.76
723
x indicates that such types do not exist m the assemblage

4

10
1
5
147
17
1
185

20 .OO
21.74
20.00
18.52
25.83
40.48
7.14
25.59

Table 6.20: Tool Motions in the Grand Banks
Unretouched Flake Assemblage.
Unretouched Flake Type

Tool Motion

indeterminate
s licelcarve
scrapdshave
p lan e/wh itt le
projection
b O re/d ri11
grave
chop
hO e/d ig
wedge

~ick

Young 1
totalN used se rate (%
3

1
x
2
117
7
2

132

O
O

0.00

O
20
2
1
23

0.00
17.09
28.57

0.00

50.00
17.42
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Table 6.21: Contact Material in the Grand Banks
Unre touched Flake Assemblage.
Unmodified-Fiake Types

Contact Material

Indeterminate
Soft animal (SA)
Soft vegetaI (SV)
Medium-soft vegetal (IM)
Medium animal (MA)
Hard animal (lm
Very hard animal (2H)
Hard inorganic (3H)
Total Employed Units

Table 6.22: Tool Motion by Contact Material in the
Grand Banks Unm touche d Flake Assemblage.
Tool Motion

I

I

Contact Material

indeterminate
cutlsaw

s licé/carve
scrapels have
p lanelwhitt ie
projection
bo re/drill
grave

chop
hoeldig
poundlgrind
wedge
pick
total employed units

1
18

30

-

9

20

16

5

18

4

O

1
120
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Table 6.23: FIake Size Grade o f the Used Flakes
in the Uni- touche d Flake Assemblages.
S i , Grade

LONE P M E
N
Yo

GRAND BANKS

Smaii (10-25cm in kng th)
Medium (25-50cm in length)
Large (>50cm in length)

Co mbined

N

Yo

24
53
20
97

24.74
54.64
20.62

50
68

11
129

100.00

YOUNG 1
N
Yo
(no sufficient data)

38.76
52.71
8.53
100.00

-

Table 6.24: T-Test Results of Flake Sizes Between Unused and Used Flakes
from the Grand Banks Unretouched Flake Assemblage.

1

Group 1:Unused FIake
Statis tics
t-test
*Max Length
*Max W idth

*Max Thickness

Group 2: Used FIake
S. D. 1 S. D. 1
1
Group 1 Group 2 Group 1 Group 2 t-value

1

Mean

22.39
15.54
4-30
7.31
2.71

1

Mean

26.82
18.38
5.12
7.52
2.76

1

7.94
6.20
2.25
3.68
1.58

7.54
8.19
2.79
3.61
1.92

Platfonn Length
Platform W idth
+ indicates significant difference between the two groups

-4.29123
-3.31601
-2.64728
-0.37366
-0.22562

1
df
443

443
443
369
433

1 valid N I Valid N
p-value Group 1 Group 2
2.18E-05
0.000988
0.008404
0.708872
0.821604

376
376
376
317
369

A

1

69
69
69
54
66

Table 6.25: The M ann-Whitney U Test Results of Fracture Attributes
Between Unused and Used Flakes from Grand Banks.
Group 1: Unuscd Flakc
Group 2: Used Flakc
Statis tics
Rank Surn R a n k Sum
Valid N Valid N
Z
the Mann-Whitney Group 1 Group 2
Z
U
p-levcl adjusted p-lcvel Group 1 Group 2
'Dorsal Scar Count 306939
714
178
91339
51684 -3.85713 0.000115 -3.10913 0.000040
*Dorsal Scar Pattcr , 312642
57387 -2.0027 0.045218 -2.08574 0.037010 714 1 178
85636
* indicates sipnificant differencc bctwetn the two groups

l
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Table 6.26: Dorsal Scar Count Presented in the Grand Banks Unretouched Flakes.
Dorsal Scar Count

-

Unused Flake

N

%

41

10.88

Used Flake
N
Yo
2
2.90

45
377

11.94
100.00

15
69

mdeterminate

To ta1

N

Yo

43

9.64

60
446

100.00

few

moderate

high
Combined

21.74
100.00

13.45

Table 6.27: Dorsal Scar Pattern Pmsented in the Grand Banks Unretouched Flakes.
Donal Scar Pattern
indetenninate
paraiiel
paniiel-opposed
parailel-txuncated
paraliel-converg ing
non-paralle1
Combined

Unused Flake
N
Y0
68
144
45
47
34

39
377

18 .O4
38.20
1 1.94
12.47
9.02
10.34
100.00

Used Flake

Total

N

Y0

N

Y0

5
30
1O
1O
12
2
69

7.25
43.48

73
174
55
57
46
41
446

16.37
39.01
12.33
12.78
10.3 1
9.19
100.00

14.49
14.49
17.39

2.90

100.00
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Unuscd nakc

Unuscd Fïaltc

Utilinxi Ffakc

Utitizcd Flakc

Box bt Whiskn Ploc: Max. lhickncss

01

U n d Flakc

UtilidM c

Fig. 6.9: Box & Whisker Cornparisons of Blank S k s between
Unused Flakes and Utilized Flakes fiom Grand Banks.
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flakes. The limited ranges in maximum length and width, as compared with the unused
unretouched flakes, also suggest the deliberate selection of blanks with certain dimensions.
Utilized blanks also have a greater thickness than unused flakes, and the range in thickness of
utilized flakes exceeds that of discarded flakes.
Preferred selection of certain blanks for utilization cm also be explicated by
examination of the dorsal scar counts and scar patterns of both used and unused flakes.The
Mann-Whitney U test suggests that there are significant differences between the two kinds of
flakes (Table 6.25). Utilized flakes predorninantly exhibit higher scar counts (over 3) on dorsal
surfaces than the unused ones (Table 6.26), suggesting clearly that the blanks selected were

rnainly removed during the later stages of core reduaion. Examination of the dorsal scar
pattern indicates that there is a slightly higher rate of unused flakes (10.34%) showing a nonparalle1 dorsal scar pattern than exists in the sample of utilized flakes (2.90%) (Table 6.27).
The predominant blanks fiom both used and unused flakes, however, have parallel-opposed,
parallei-tmncated, and parallel-converging dorsal scar patteming.
Lone Pine and Young 1
A total of 723 unretouched tlakes from Lone Pine and 133 pieces From Young 1 were

subjected to rnicroscopic analysis, and the utilization rates at both sites are slightly higher than
that at Grand Banks (Table 6.19). While the sarnple of btades fiom Lone Pine is smaller
(N=42) that that from Grand Banks (N=95), there is evidence of greater utilization of blades

at Lone Pine (40.5%) compared to Grand Banks (17.9%). Prirnary flakes and core trimming
flakes show relatively higher rates of utilization compared with the sample from Grand Banks.

In accordance with the data from Grand Banks, we find extremely low rates of utilization of
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bladelets and bipolar flakes fiom Lone Pine. Utilized flakes fiom the Young 1 simple are
limited to 20 plain flakes, 2 blades and 1 bladelet.
Similar to the pattern of flake utilization at Grand Banks, the used flakes from the
unretouched flake assemblages from Lone Pine and Young 1 indicate an emphasis on
cutting/sawing and scraping/shaving (Table 6.28). The utilized flakes fiorn Lone Pine were
also used equally in other tool motions (projecting, slicing/carving, boring, graving).
Pounding/grhding, wedging, and picking tool motions are also present at Lone Pine, but not
in abundance.
The unretouched flakes from Lone Pine were used primarily in woodworking (38.2%
for both 1M and ZM),followed by soft to rnoderately resistant animal materials (27.4% for

SA and MA) (Table 6.29). The Young 1 flakes exhibit utilization on restricted materials, with
emphasis on soft animal substances and medium-soft vegetal substances.
Cross-tabulating the tool motions with contact materials from Lone Pine (Tables
6.30),we find that cuttinglsawing and scraping/shaving are primanly associated with both sofi

and hard woods, a pattem which differs from that of the Grand Banks utilized flakes. There is
also abundant evidence of use-tasks involving butchering on-site, given the relatively higher
rate of cutting, slicing, and carving of sofi to moderately hard animal substances. Impact Wear

on animal substances found on flakes fiom Lone Pine may indicate use as projectile points.
Such flakes normally show hafiing Wear, indicating the stated tool use. This implies that
during this later penod, hunting or butchering was also one of the activities camed out at the
site. While boring is associated with woodworking, graving is concentrated with bone-
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working or working with other hard rnaterials. Pounding on Stone or other inorganic materials
is present but not in abundance. The same is true for the wedging of hard wood.
Much of the wear on the Young 1 unretouched flakes is difficult to determine (Table
6.3 1). The recognkable Wear indicates flakes that were mostly used for cutting/sawing of

animal meats or skins, scraping/shaving of skins or hides, sawing and scraping/shaving of
medium-soft woods, and cutting/sawing of hard bones or antlers.
As far as the size of utilized flakes is concemed, at both sites, more small flakes (Iess

than 25 mm) were chosen for use (Table 6.25) than at Grand Banks. There appear to be
indications, here as well, that utilized flakes were also selected according to certain ideal
dimensions. Evidence for this can be found in the fact that at both sites the used flakes have
significantly different lengths compared with the unused ones (f-value=-4.5 7882, dp3 59, pvahe=0.000006 for Lone Pine; i-value=-2.083 13, df-85, p-value=0.040244 for Young l ).
The diagrarns showing the dimensional cornparisons between the two kinds of unretouched
flakes from the both sites are presented in Figures 6.10 and 6.11.

Prehensile Wear and the Use of Individual Tools
Over half of the prehensile Wear identified from the Grand Banks unretouched flakes
assemblages are attributable to hand grasping (Table 6.32). Only about a quarter of the
prehensile units are identified as hafling wear, in contrast to the formal type assemblage. At
Lone Pine a slightly greater number of utilized flakes were used with a hafling device: haft
Wear accounts for about one-third of the Lone Pine assemblage. This higher kequency of

hafting Wear may be related to the higher fiequency of flake tools used for projection at Lone
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Pine. It is interesting to note that a certain amount of recognizable prehensile Wear is well
developed on flake tools with evidence of multiple-utilization.
As 1 have rnentioned in Chapter 4, one core tool fiom Grand Banks was used

repeatedly for a single task. Arnongst the unretouched flakes, the same pattern is oflen
observed. Most flakes with multiple use-tasks show evidence of utilization in the same tool
motions on sirnilar materids. For instance, al1 five employed units on Grand Banks flake
#3 131 were identified as scraping motions on hard bone. The Lone Pine flake #2 163 has four

employed units, al1 showing use in planing of fresh wood. It is interesting to note that most of
the tools with multiple EdUs show that the sarne actions were primarily associated with
woodworking. One may attnbute this to the longer duration of work required to carry out a
single task on a hard substance, such as wood or bone, than on a softer substance like meat,

skin, or sofi plant material.
A small flake fiom Grand Banks (#645.2) possesses two cutting edges, A and B,

which were assessed as having been employed for cutting fiesh wood (Fig. 6.12a). Exhibiting
little polish, the two edges feature a row of denticulated scarring with a rolled-over pattern.
Due to the surfacial topography, most medium-sized feather scars are distributed on the dorsal
side, though a few can still be observed o n the ventral side. Moderate rounding is clearly
indicated on the two employed units, even though they rnight be used lightly. A possible
employed unit is detected at location C,where a few scar fractures may be attributed to hand
grasping.
An unretouched blade from Grand Banks (#5353.1) was intensively employed in

various use-tasks, possessing five employed units along its entire lateral margin except for the
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Table 6.28: Tool Motion in the Unretouched Flake Assemblages.
Tool Motion

LONE PINE

indeterminate

26
63

CU t/s aw

s lice/carve
scrapelshave
p lane/whittle
projection
bore/drill
grave
chop
hoe/dig
pound/grind
wedge
pick
Total employed units

14
63
12
21
7
4
O
O
1
1
O
212

YOUNG 1

12.3
29.7
6.6
29.7
5.7
9.9
3.3

25.0

6
10
O
7
O
O

41.7
0.0

29.2
0.0
0.0
4.2
O. 0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
O. 0
100.0

1
O
O
O
O
O
O
24

1.9
0.0
0.0
O. 5
0.5
0.0
100.0

Table 6.29: Contact Material in the Unretouched-Flake Assemblages.
Contact Material
Indeterminate
Soft animal (SA)
Soft vegetal (SV)
Medium-soft vegetal(1M)
Medium animal ( M A )
Medium-hard vegetal(2M)
Hard animal (lH)
Very hard animal (2H)
Hard inorganic (3H)
Total employed units

LONE PINE
N
%
41
19.34
34
16.04
8
3.77
50
23.58
25
1 1.79
31
14.62
17
8.02
5
2.36
1
212

YOUNG 1

N

%

8

33.33
29.17

7

0.47

O

100.00

24

0.00
100.00
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Table 6.30: TooI Motion by Contact Material in
the Lone Pine Unre touched Flake Assemblage.
Too l Motion
indeterminate
cut/saw

s lice/carve
s crape/s have
pianelwhittle
projection
b O re/d ri11

grave
chop
hoe/d ig
pound/gtind
wedge
t o t a i i i i ~ l o v e dunits

Table 6.3 1: Tool M otion by Contact M aterial in
the Young 1 Unretouched FIake Assemblage.
TooI Motion
indeterminate
cut/saw
slice/carve
scrape/s have
piane/whittle
projection
b ore/drill
grave
chop
hoefdig
poundfgrind
wedge

pick
total ernployed units

Contact Material
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- Min-Max
i225%-75%
Median value

Fig. 6.10: Box & Whisker Comparisons of Blank Sues between
Unused Flakes and Utilized FIakes fkom Lone Pine.
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-

- Min-Max
25Yw75K
i Modh value

U n d Flakc

U t i l i d Flakt

Fig. 6.11: Box & Whisker Compansons of Blank Sizes between
Unused Flakes and Utilized Flakes from Young 1.
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Table 6.32: Prehensile Wear in the U n ~ t o u c h e dFIake Assemblages.
Prehensile Wear Type

General prehens ile wear
Hand-held wear
HaA wear
total employed units

GRAND BANKS
N
%
4

23
8
35

1 1.33
65.71
22.86
100.00

LONE PINE
N
vo
27
36
28

91

29.67
39.56
30.77
100.00

LONE PINE
'?40
0.00
3
t 00.00
O
0.00
3
100.00

N
O

-

O

Fig. 6.12:Artifaa Illustration of Utilized Unmodifïed-Flake; a: AfGx-3 :64S. 1;
b: AfGx-35353.1; c: A£&-3:6886.l; d. AfGx-113:1252.1;e:AfGx-113.862.2

Zcm
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broken distal end (Fig. 6.12b). Four of the five EdUs were employed as scraping edges (4 C,
D, E), while the EdU at location B is assessed as having been employed for cutting mediumsoft wood (Plate 28-30). The wood-cutting edge exhibits features identical to those that we
observed on the piece above (Grand Banks #645.2). Wear at locations C and E show similar
patterns: heavily rounded edges and bright polishes on the contacted surface (ventral side in
this case). The two employed units were possibly employed in scraping animal skins or hides.
Use traces at location A are characterized by light rounding, incipient polish on the ventral
side, and stepped and feather scarring. 1 have determined that this employed unit was used to
scrape medium resistance animal substances such as dned hide or soft bone. A row of crushed
scarring on edge D represents contact with some sort of hard material. Edge rounding and
polish may indicate scraping of hard bone. Judging from the functional emphasis on scraping
of animal substances, this piece was possibly used by a single user who might have carried out

part of a butchering activity and used the tool rnostly to fulfill the scraping requirements. This
blade was also probably re-used and employed in different activities such as cuttinghawing

wood by either the same user or a different user. The extensive use of such a tool is evidenced
by the broken tip, which, as 1 observed, was caused by scraping activity either on A or E.
Another example of an individual tool presumably used by a single individual, is a large
flake tool from Grand Banks (#6886.1). Transverse tool motions on fresh wood (lM) were
detected on three EdUs on the lefi margin (Fig. 6 . 1 2 ~ )While
.
locations A and B were
employed for planing wood (Plate 3 1-32), location C was used to scrape wood. Very bnght
polish cm be seen on the ventral side, concentrated on the margin but moving towards the
center of the piece. Unifacially distnbuted scamng on the ventral side exhibits rolled-over
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patterns. Differences in scar fractures arnong the three EdUs exist enabling me to distinguish
planing activities fi-om scraping activities. Planing scars at locations A and B are relatively
larger and shallower than those caused by scraping at location C. Also, planing scars may
possess more stepped terminations compared to the ill-defined, feather terminations found on
scraping edges. A projecting part of the nght margin was employed for holding the piece,
indicating prehensile Wear found at location D.
The next two examples illustrate the importance of prehensile Wear in assessing the
function of flake tools. A large flake from Lone Pine ($1252.1) possesses macro-fractures on
its distal end. The distal end of this piece has a convex shape in a plain view (Fig. 6.12d). Due
to this curvature, conventionally this piece would be catalogued as a "utilized flake." and
assessed as a scraping tool with a working edge at location B. However, microscopic analysis
shows that the distal end (B) was intentionally blunted by micro-retouch, likely to duIl the
edge for hand-holding (Plate 35). The actual working edge is at location 4 the entire lateral
edge of which was employed for cutting or slicing meat with bone contact (Plate 33-34).
Prehensile Wear is also found at location C, which was possibly pressed by the mid-finger

while canying out this butchering activity. The other flake From Lone Pine (M62.2) could
have been mistakenly considered as a cutting tool, judging from the edge damage on the
lateral rnargins (Fig. 6.12e). However, microscopic examination indicates evidence of fracture
scarring on both lateral edges B and C attnbutable to hafting (Plate 36). This postulation is
confirmed by the use traces on the distal end 4 which was used for wood scraping.
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Discussion and Summary
The data available do not make it possible to make precise cultural inferences
regarding aU aspects of our interest in the reconstruction of core reduction strategies. Through
the examination of quantitative and qualitative parameters of unretouched flakes, however, 1
have been able to reach some conclusions regarding core reduction strategies and the
utilization of flake tooIs.
Technologically, the reconstmction of core reduction strategies at the Princess Point
sites, through the unretouched flakes analysis, is consistent wit h the implications derived from
core analysis (Chapter 4). The Princess Point reduction strategy, represented by the
"transfonned" reduction sequence, contrasts markedly with the biface reduction strategy
which was extensively used by earlier inhabitants (Paieo-Indian or Archaic). Biface
production, which produced both flakes and, at the end of the sequence, a biface tool fkom the
core "residue," is weakly witnessed on site. Bipolar production is not cornmon, but the
presence of bipolar cores and bipolar flakes indicates that there was at least a minimal use of
this reduction strategy on-site.
It is determined that blades or some flakes at Grand Banks were likely produced as
tool blanks d u h g the early phase of the "transformed" reduction sequence. Although the
occurrence of blades is much lower than amorphous flakes and biface thinning flakes, they
were prirnarily removed through the careful preparation of core platforms. The restricted
dimensions of blades, which differ fiom those of plain flakes, suggests that blades should not
be considered accidentai products at Grand Banks, although blade production did exist .
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Tool manufacture involves primary processing and blank production. Technological
variability exias in blank production (production of blades, arnorphous flakes, and bipolar
flakes). I also observed that there is variability in the core reduction strategy as it has been
reconstmcted for Grand Banks and Lone Pine. Further, as fhr as utilized flakes are concemed,
it appears that there are definite preferences in the sizes of flakes chosen for utilization.

The utilization of unretouched flakes at Grand Banks represents a pattern that differs
slightly fiom those obsenred fiom the formed type and core assemblages. Utilized pieces in
the latter assemblages were employed largely in woodworking, while unretouched flakes were
employed largely in butchering and bone-working activities. In general, the utilized flakes
were used in a much wider range of activities than the formed types and cores both in tems of
tool motions and in terms of contact material.

Based on the above surnrnary of core reduction strategy, two implications are
apparent. Firstly, the amorphous reduction mode at Grand Banks does not represent an
"expedient" technology. Secondly, use of transformed core reduction at Grand Banks may
reasonably be considered as a raw material economizing strategy.
There has been a great deal made out of the relationship between core technology and
settlement patterns on the North Arnencan continent (Johnson and Morrow 1987). Parry and
Kelly (1987) clearly demonstrate the correlation between increased sedentism and a decline in
the use of prepared cores at most archaeological sites in North Amerka. Arnorphous cores, as
defined by Johnson (1987:2), are those that "show minimum platform preparation and little
regard for setting up subsequent flake removals." These authors argue that the relationship
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between sedentism and amorphous core technology reflects the importance of labor costs
versus material costs in lithic production systems. They suggest that, for most sedentary
people, "curated" or portable stone tool-kits were no longer required, and that, instead,
villagen produced simple fiake tools oniy when needed ( F b q and Kelly 1987). The residents
of sedentary settlements c m obtain large quantities of raw materials through exchange and

direct access. "In these cases, it will not be necessary to spend the extra time and labor needed
to produce prepared cores and standardized bifaces, even if the prepared core and biface
technologies are more efficient in their use of raw matenals" (Yerkes 1989:184). According to
these authors, the amorphous core technology is thus regarded as time and labor efficient, or
"expedient" technology.
However, the first problem that this mode1 encountered is the availability of raw
matenais. If the "expedient" core technology was considered as a wasteful strategy in tenns of
raw material conservation, the use of such technology must rely on the ready availability of
raw matenal. Parry and Kelly themselves also realize that highly mobile hunter-gatherers also
made and used "expedient" flake tools in cases in which abundant raw material resources were
available (Pany and Kelly 1987:301).In the regions where suitable lithic materiais are difficult
to obtain, either mobile or sedentary groups would adopt economized lithic production
systems, that is, the prepared core or biface technologies, as the above authors argue.
Therefore, the production of "expedient" flake tools is not exclusively linked to the lithic
production of a sedentary population.
Secondly, stone tools produced by standardized core technology could also be used as
"expedient" tools. Blade production, of course, may be considered a highly standardized core
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reduction technique (Nelson 1991:68). Within the area including Ohio, Illinois, and the lower
Missouri River, HopeweU blades are present in a similar fonn, produced on conicd cores by
indirect percussion (Greber et ai. 1981;Hofman 1987; Reid 1976; Sanger 1970; White 1963;
Morrow 1988). Yerkes (1983, 1994) and Odell(1985, 1994a) discovered interesting use
patterns by applying high-power and lower-power use-wear analysis, respectively, to examine
these blade implements. Yerkes found, in examining three Ohio Hopewell assemblages

(Murphy, LIC-79,and Marietta), that the blades were used for a variety of tasks, and on
materials ranging from plants to Stone. Funher, he proposed that given evidence of weaklydeveloped rnicrowear traces on most such tools, these blades were used as erpedient tools
(Yerkes 1994:123). Odell compared three assemblages from the Smiling Dan settlement and
two Napoleon Hollow mortuary sites of southem Illinois, and concluded that different uses of
blades were apparent: at the habitation site, blades were used as generalized tools, whereas at
moriuary sites they were likely only used for meat cutting or scraping, presumably in ritual
ceremonies (Odell 1994a). These observations suggest that blades, which were produced
using standardized core technologies, could also be used as expedient tools.
The study of the Grand Banks lithic industry demonstrates that the use of flakeproducing reduction rnight not be expedient. Although the production of amorphous flakes
was prevalent at the Pnncess Point site, the making and use of flake tools first required a
carefùl procedure of blank production and selection.
The Grand Banks lithic assemblages present relatively higher proportions of
amorphous flakes and cores, however. One explanation of this is that the amorphous cores
and flakes found at the Princess Point sites represent discarded or end products. Since only a
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certain amount of small core nodules or reduced cores were brought back to site, people
needed to mawimize flake production on-site. The amorphous core reduction mode at Grand
Banks represents the late phase of the "transfonned" reduction sequence, necessary to obtain
whatever they could produce from the last striking. Thus, the arnorphous core technology at

Grand Banks likely transfonned the prepared core "residues" into arnorphous cores. This
resulted in predominantly amorphous cores and flakes, left at the site as end products. From
this point of view, Patterson (19875 1) correctly observe that amorphous core reduction may
be related to situations in which the population did not want specialized stone tools (e-g.,,
bifacial tools or blade tools) and occun-ed at places where there were limitations regarding
raw material sizes, shapes, or quality.

In their study of the lithic industries of the Keatley Creek site in the Intenor Plateau of
British Columbia, Hayden and his colleagues demonstrate that the amorphous core technology
represents an economizing strategy and is "the most efficient use of raw material in terms of
procurement, reduction, and the employrnent of minimal arnounts of raw material in any given
task" (Hayden et al. 1996:38). Among the variables that they used to indicate such
economizing behavior, Hayden et al. mentione two significant factors: (1) the remarkably
small size of many of the flake tools and cores and (2) the high rate of breakage. The same
economizing behavior, employing the amorphous core technology, is recognized at prehistoric
sites in the Lower Illinois Valley (Odell 1996a:202-209, 198913). Odell suggests that the
breakage pattern of flakes could be the best indicator of prehistoric tool economizing behavior
(Odell 1989b). The reason for this, as Odell points out, is that "if tasks such as cutting and
scraping are necessary but the stone for them is lacking, then one obvious strategy is to
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fashion new tools out of whatever is currently available (Le.,, cores, old tools, debris, etc.) by
splintering them fbrthef' (Ode11 1996a:202). If this is correct, the data fkom Grand Banks
point to a similar pattern of economiPng raw materiai.
Metnc data presented earlier suggest that most of the various reduction flakes fiom

Grand Banks are small. The average lengths of complete flakes range fiom 20 to 30 mm.
Flakes, even primary flakes and core trimming flakes, in excess of 50 mm in length are very
rare. The two common flake tool types, scrapers and retouched pieces, have an average length
of about 27 cm. This may imply either that most flakes are rernoved from small shed cores or
that large flakes could have been reshaped into smail sized flake tools if they were broken
during initial use.
The breakage rate of various reduction flakes at Grand Banks is presented in Table 6.1
and Figure 6.13. It makes sense that the relatively high breakage rates are found only in plain
flake (60.6%) and blade (3 1.1%) categories since these two types of flakes are found to be the
most likely tool blanks. In contrast, very low rates of breakage are found in pnrnary flakes
(13%) and core trirnming flakes (0%) because the two types would have been discarded

during the initial processing prior to blank production. It also makes sense that only 16.4
percent of bifacial reduction flakes are fkagrnentary since only a small proportion of this type

of flake would have been selected as tool blanks. Only nine bipolar flakes are identified and al1
are complete. The identification of classic bipolar flakes is based on the overall characteristics
of bipolar reduction and thus only complete ones can be recognized with confidence. It should
be noted, of course, that there are some other agencies (human trarnpling, the flintknapping
process, etc.) that could have caused the breakage of the flakes as well. Bearing this in mind,
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Biface Tnirming Fiakc

C m Trimming Fhkc

Bipolar Flakc

Main Flake Types

Fig. 6.13: Breakage Rate of Grand Banks Flakes.
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the breakage pattern points to the possibly intensive use of flake tools at Grand Banks in order
to economize on raw materids. That is, one way to maxirnize the utilization of raw materials
on-site is to repeatedly use still-useable flake tools. The more ofien flake tools were
repeatedly used, the higher the chance that flakes could have been broken.
Furthemore, the small size and the breakage of cores at Grand Banks, are dso
indications of economization of raw materiai. Almost al1 of the amorphous cores at the site

were used to produce fiee-held flakes until their extreme exhaustion. The exhausted cores, as
indicated by the small size of core facets and by their battered platforrns, suggests that the tool
makers at Grand Banks could not af'Eord to throw away their cores before the cores became
entirely useless. After these cores had become unusable for producing free-held flakes, they
could have been smashed into bits to retneve every last morse1 of usable tool material. The
relatively high fiequency (55.3%) and small sizes of core fragments in the Grand Banks core
assemblage points to such an econornizing scenario. The use-wear analysis demonstrates that
such small core fragments were often directly used as tools (Chapter 4).
Traditionally, it is assumed that bifacial or blade production represents an econornizing
reduction strategy since bifaces could have served as multi-purpose tools and rnight, therefore,
have been regarded as "curated" or durable tools (Kelly 1988; Shott 1986, 1989. Moreover,
because blades can provide elongated employable units, they have a high ratio of usable edge
to total materia1 (Nelson 1991; Clark 1987; Hofinan 1987; MacDonald 1968;Sheets 1978;
Morrow 1987). Why did people at Grand Banks choose the amorphous flake production to
economke on raw materiais, instead of bifacial or blade production? There are probably two
explmations for this. First, for some tool makers blade or bifacial production could have been
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wastefùl (Hayden et al. 1996). Hayden et al. (1996) propose that most prepared cores, such as
Levailois cores and especially blade cores, are actually wasteful of raw material because of the

high risk of failure at all stages, the initial need to shape cores, and the need for specific sises,
shapes, and high quality of raw materiais. Analysis of cores (Chapter 4) demonstrates that
most prepared cores at Grand Banks are not found in their exhausted conditions. By contrat,
the amorphous core technology would have provided maximum flexibility in terms of the
production of different sizes and shapes of blanks for most flake tools, including scrapers,
retouched pieces, notches, and drills (Hayden et al. 1996:37).
A second explanation is that during the Princess Point period, the amorphous core

technology at Grand Banks may be ernployed as a f o m of generalized tool production. With
this strategy of stone tool production, various simplified and unstandardized flake tools were
produced and used in a wide range of use-tasks as a response to a series of social changes
during the transition to food production. 1 will return to this later.
Whichever was the case, the amorphous core reduction at Grand Banks most likely
represents an economizing behavior. I do not intend to refute the recognition that amorphous
core technology cm be a wastefûl raw material strategy. Discussion of economizing behavior
should be on the basis of case-by-case situation. Naturally, the amorphous core reduction
could have been employed in resource-rich areas as an "expedient" technology in a general
sense (Parry and Kelly 1987;Johnson 1989). What I suggest here, however, is that other
inferences, and the significance of this core technology, should not be overlooked. Amorphous
core technology should never be subjectively considered as exclusively wasteful and
"expedient." Fonunately, the notion that amorphous core technology can represent an
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economiPng behavior has been gradually accepted by some of the above mentioned authors.
It would be significant in any further study to test this hypothesis by considering the overall
Iithic production (which may be studied along with re-fitting techniques), rather than core
morphology alone. This undoubtedly would provide an insight into our understanding of core
technology, settlement organization, and economizing behavior.
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Analysis of Flaking Debris
The objectives of this chapter are: (1) to present spatial distributions of flaking debris,
fiom which (2) a spatial pattern of lithic production loci at Grand Banks can be derived and
interpreted.
As stated in Chapter 3, flaking debris is defined as the waste of flaked stone

production. Waste products are identified on the basis of two criteria: (a) their extremely small
size, which makes utilization or fùrther modification (of chips) impossible, and @) their
angular or irregular shapes produced through knapping blowoffs (for chunks). In order to
verify that flaking debris were in fact discarded as unusable items, I selected a srna11 sample of
flaking debris and examined these pieces under the microscope for use-wear. Out of 56 pieces

examined, only two show ambiguous traces of edge fractures and light polish. These are not
significant enough for me to assess them according to any use-wear categories rather than
indeterminate ones. It should be noted that fragments of unretouched flakes may fa11 into the
defined dimensions of flaking debris (cl0 mm in length or width). However, during Our
sorting process we carefully excluded unretouched flake fragments fiom flaking debris uniess
no clear distinction between flaking debris and such small flake fragments could be drawn.
The counts of the flaked stone artifacts recovered fiom the three sites indicate that
flaking debris makes up the majority of each lithic assemblage: 63.58% at Grand Banks (Table
4.1). More than 11,000 pieces of flaking debns were recovered fiom 35 m2 at Grand Banks.
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Such higher numbers are in geat part attnbutable to the fan that flotation was employed in
the recovery of a signifiant portion of the artifact assemblage. Chips smaller than 2 mm in
size were frequently coUected from flotation soil samples. It was observed during Our
cataloguing process that smaller chips (< 5 mm in size) are predominant although no
systematic size distributions of the flaking debris have been recorded due to tirne constraints.
By contrat, the mass of flaking debris accounts for 17.7% of total mass of the Grand Banks

lithic assemblage, and nearly 25% of both the Lone Pine and Young 1 assemblages (Table
4.2). The average mass of flaking debris at Grand Banks is 0.12g per piece, pointing to the

veiy small size of flaking debris.

Given the nature of flaking debris, no fomal analysis is necessary for individual pieces.
However, the spatial patterning of daking debris may be informative. It is believed, on the
basis of flintknapping experirnents, that flaking debns is refuse resulting from any type of
reduction mode, or from any stage of core reduction. However, most chips were likeiy
produced from pressure flaking during biface production or tool modification ( c g . ,
resharpening), whereas chunks are byproducts produced from hard- or soft-hamrner
percussion modes. These small pieces, mostly found in soil samples, were unlikely to be redeposited post-depositionally so that their distributions may reflect the spatial patteming of
lithic production. Although unretouched flakes could have been re-deposited on site during
the process of modification and utilization, their spatial association with flaking debris may
also be informative when reconstmcting the lithic production process. As our initial
investigation of the Grand Banks site formation process indicates the stability of the fioodplain
site during the Princess Point occupation, the spatial analysis 1 present here will be based on
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the assumption that secondary deposition of flaked stone artifacts has been minimal.
Therefore, the following presentation focuses on data of flaking debris fkom two excavation
areas of the Grand Banks site, as well as the association of debris with unretouched flakes. A

complete list of the flaked stone artifact distribution by excavation square is presented in Table
7.1.

Spatial Distribution of Fiaking Debris

Flaking debris counts are used for the examination of spatial patteming. Because the
culturai deposits of Area A and B where fiaking debris were recovered are about equal in
thickness (IOcm), counts are approximately proportional to densities. Due to the different
nature of chips and chunks, 1 first present their spatial distributions by counts, consecutively
(Fig. 7.1 and Fig. 7.2). They both illustrate a similar pattern with slight differentiation. Area A
has a complete coverage of flaking debris, displaying higher density in its center part. It
appears that for both types of flaking debns, the highest density is located in one southem
square of the area, where most waste products were concentrated. This square (728-669), of
course, is surrounded by other squares with relatively high occurrences of both chips and
chunks. However, chips are also concentrated on the western side of the area (Fig. 7. l),
whereas chunks are concentrated in the southeastem corner of Area A (Fig. 7.2).

In Area B, the spatial pattern is clearly presented. In general, waste products have a
lower concentration in Area B than in Area A. They are unevenly distributed in the southem
and northem areas, separated by a zone of low density. However, chunks have a relatively
higher concentration in the northem pan, although one square (730-688) presents a significant
decrease of chunk presence between the two higher density squares.
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Table 7.1: Dis tribution of Grand Banks Lithic Artif'act by Excavation Squares.
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Distribution of the two kinds of debris combined is illustrated in Figure 7.3. From this
distribution, six localities where there are concentrations of flaking debris are clearly shown.

This spatial distnbution may indicate a possible spatial patteming of on-site lithic production
since the definition and the recovery method of flaking debris reinforce the notion that these
waste products are lithic production micro-refuse whose presence in situ would provide a

rational pattern of lithic production loci on-site. Therefore, I define six lithic production loci at
Grand Banks, as shown on Figure 7.3.

Spatial Pattern of Lithic Production
As compared to Area B, Area A exhibits a higher probability of being an area of major

lithic production. The three production loci in Area A (Al, A2, and A3) are not separated by
clear boundaries. Locus A2 is the largest and has the highest density of production refuse. 1
infer that this area was used t o a greater degree dunng core reduction and tool production.
This could mean that the area was used for a longer duration or that it was used more
intensively.

By contrast, Asea B does not appear to have been an area of major lithic production
dthough 3 loci may be defined in Area B. These are small compared to the loci in Area 4 and
are clearly separated frorn one another. Based on this, I infer that Area B does not represent
an overall production sector of the settlement, and that these production loci represent places
which were probably occupied for a short penod dunng lithic production.

This spatial patterning of lithic production inferred from data regarding flaking debis
is confirmed by the distribution of unretouched flakes (Fig. 7.4). The unretouched flakes
distnbution is similar to that of flaking debris in Area B; the three production loci encornpass
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the areas of the highest density of unretouched flakes. Some difEerences may be noted at Area
A. Unretouched flakes are not well presented at Locus A3 and are only concentrated in the

northem part of Locus Al. The highest density of unretouched flakes is found at Locus A2
where the highest density of debris is also recognized.
Bearing in mind that unretouched flakes may possibly be removed from their original
location, it is interesting to note that their spatial patterns are generally correlated with the
distribution of fiaking debris. These production loci derived fiom spatial distribution of flaking
debris, therefore, can be rationally accepted.
1will now examine these loci on the basis of the types of unretouched flakes in order

to generate probable functions for each production locus. A detailed distribution for each type
of unretouched flake is listed in Table 7.1. Given the massive presence of plain flakes, the
distributions are in accordance with the general spatial patterns of unretouched flakes shown
on Fig. 7.4. On this basis, we can assume al1 six production loci represent places for
amorphous flake production or tool blank production.
Primary flakes and core trimming flakes are mainly concentrated at Locus A2 and at
Locus A3. A few of them are present at the margin of area between Loci A l and A2. These
products of core reduction are rarely, if ever, present at Area B loci (Table 7.1). As these two
kinds of unretouched flakes are considered to result from the early stages of core reduction, it
is reasonable to regard Al and A2 as production loci where the early stage production took
place. Such activities are rarely seen at Area B.
Biface thinning flakes are predominant at Loci Al and A3, and especially at Locus B2
(Table 7.1). At Locus B2, plain flakes have a comparatively lower incidence, with lower
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presence of cores and the occurrence of some bifacial tools. Locus B2, therefore, can be
referred to as a production place where, probably, the later stage of bifacial tool production
took place. The same holds true for Locus A l where a clear decrease of plain flakes is
observed and a few cores and some bifacial tools are present.

While the population of blades and bladelets is small, an uneven distribution in their
spatial patteming can still be seen. Blades are pnmady associated with flaking debns at Loci

B 1, A3, and A 2 Interestingly, the two prepared cores are also found within Locus B 1, while
the majority of prepared cores are in Locus A2. This may indicate that blades or blade-like
blanks were produced, although rarely, at Loci A2, A3, and B 1. Such production loci could
be interpreted as on-site blank production areas.
Given the unrepresentative data on bipolar flakes, the spatial patteming of bipolar
reduction connot be reconstmcted. However, four out of five bipolar cores were found at
Locus B 1, presumably indicating the concentration of bipolar production at the southem part

of Area B.
According to the above interpretations, the spatial pattern of lithic production is
reconstmcted as shown on Fig. 7.5. To sum up, Locus A2 is regarded as the main production

area, where almost al1 the processes involved in core reduction and tool production were
camed out. Flake production, as a predorninant core reduction strategy at Grand Banks, took
place at al1 loci. Some early stage reduction processes may have been camed out in the
southem part of Area A. Biface production took place mainly at Area 4 but some also in the
central part of Area B. In the central southem to eastern part of Area A and the southern part
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of Area B, some blade-flakes were removed through prepared core reduction. There is a

possibility that the southern part of Area A might also be used for bipolar production.
It may be argued that this spatial pattem of lithic production is intuitive. This model of

spatial patteniing of production, however, is ngorously based on flaking debris distribution.
However, because of the limited excavation area, the production clusters iderred above may
weli be affected by edge effeas. Area B, for instance, could represent the margins of another

main production locus. In addition, it may be argued that the three production loci in Area A
should not be separated because the artifact densities in the bounding squares are relatively
higher as compared to that of Area B. It would not be surprising that the six inferred clusters
would change shape considerably, or that some of them could disappear, if future
exacavations continue exposing surrounding areas. With these problems in mind, this spatial
pattem of lithic production is prelirninary. Nevertheless, the results, based on data available to
date, suggest that there is indeed potential patterning of lithic production at the Grand Banks
site. At Ieast production activity in Area A is different fkom that in Area B. Although this
spatial pattem may be altered through integration of new data, this picture provides a model
to improve building our understanding of the lithic production and a guidance for Our future
fieldwork.
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Discussions and Cornparisons
The previous four chapters have presented analytical results from each class of flaked
stone artifacts. The lithic assemblages have been characterized nom a number of perspectives
in an effort to fulfill the first goal of this study: the description of the Grand Banks lithic
industry. In this chapter, 1will first consider the variability of tool use patterning at the Grand

Banks site through an intrasite cornpanson. A second objective of this chapter is to provide an
intersite comparison in order to interpret the transformation of lithic production during the
Princess Point period.
In this study, tool use is regarded as a component of the lithic production system
(Chapter 1). In the previous chapters, 1 have made general intersite and the intrasite
cornparisons of aspects of lithic typo-technology. Thus, the intrasite cornpanson at Grand

Banks presented here will focus on stone tool use. The sarne emphasis will also be given to
the intersite comparison. The results of use-wear analysis of a lithic assemblage from. the HH
site will also be summarized in this chapter.

Use-Tmks and Use-RelatedActivity
Clarification of the terminology used in the interpretations of stone tool use is needed.
Most use-wear analysts advocate the use of the terms "activity," "action," "woodworking," or

"butchenng," etc,, to interpret tool use as derived from observations of use traces. As I
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mentioned earlier, activities such as woodworking or bonehtler-working represent a series of
components of human behavior. A single aspect of tool motion or contact material is not
sufficient to give a hiIl pichire of an activity (Kleindienst pers. comrn.). A tool used for slicing
soi? animal substances, as determined by microscopic analysis, might also have been employed
in bone-working-related activities such as cleaning bone. Similarly, it is impossible to link a
tool that has been worked on wood to a specific activity; for example, making a wooden spear

as tool-mahg or making wood-craft artifacts as househoid manufacture. In short, there are
serious limitations applying use-wear results to spece or detemine dynarnic activities in the
past.
However, this certainly does not mean that interpretations of tool use cannot go
beyond presentations of "tool motion" and "contact material.yyAt present, carefùl microscopic
analysis of use traces on stone tools can ascertain the physical action used (tool motion) on
the worked object (contact matenal). The tool use-task has been defined to assist an
understanding of such use-related activities. A use-task is an action directly involved between

a specific tool and worked object. Use-related activity represents a series of sirnilar use-tasks
for a possibly sirnilar purpose. With this definition of use-related activity in rnind, the defined

tems below have specific meanings only, rather than serving as broad definitions of activity.

The category of "butchering/meat-preparation" is inferred from use-tasks related to actions
executed on soft to medium animal substances. Unfortunately, hide-working is difficult to
distinguish from this category and is therefore included within "butchering/meat-preparation"
use-related activity. "Woodworking" is limited to any actions on wood materials, and
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"bone/antler-working" to any actions on bone or antler materials as determined by
microscopic examination. "Plant-working" refers to use-tasks involving plant substances.

Assurning an understanding of activity dynamics, this terminology is used in the
following discussion to help in the cornparison of general tool use patterns among the lithic
assemblages. These use-related activities, as combined use-tasks, are used to draw a picture of
how a cluster of flaked stone tools have been employed in a particular lithic production
system. However, it should be noted again, at present the interpretation of use-tasks through
the microscopic examination of flaked stone toois is still subject to error. Therefore, the
discussion of flaked stone tool use pattern below should be considered as an exploratory
exercise, rather then as a conclusive result.

Tool Use at Grand Banks: an Intrasite Compatison
In this section, 1combine al1 the utilized pieces fkom formed types, cores, and
unretouched flakes, and refer to them by the general terni "tool~."One hundred and forty-nine
wom tools out of nearly 1,000 samples yield a total of 230 employed units. Interestingly, two
areas possess about equal numbers of employed units (1 16 EdUs in Area A and 1 14 EdUs in

Area B). However, given a much lower density of artifacts in Area B (Chapter 7), tool use at
this part of the site should be considered to be relatively intensive.

A senes of drawings are presented here to illustrate the variation between the two
areas. In general, tool motions present a similar pattern between the two areas although slight
differences in tool use are observed (Fig. 8.1). Tools were commonly used for
scrapinglshaving and cutting/sawing at both areas. Scraping/shaving tool motions are more
frequently present in Area A than in Area B, whereas cutting/sawing motions display about
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equal fkequencies in both areas (Fig. 8.1). Area B has a greater emphasis on slicing/carving
than Area 4 perhaps implying that Area B possesses more tools used for butchering/meatpreparation use-related activities. Planing/whittling tool motions were used more often in Area
B than in Area A. However, projectingfpenetrating and graving tool motions took place more

oRen in Area A than in Area B. Finally hoeing/digging and picking tool motions are found
only in Area 4 while chopping and wedging are seen only in Area B.
The next step was to compare tool motions in forms of more general categories.
Figure 8.2 clearly shows that the predorninant tool motions at both areas are transverse
motions, secondarily followed by longitudinal motions. Tipping tools, used for ddling,
projection, and graving, are also present at both areas in moderate Erequencies. The
dissimilarity of tool use between the two areas is also reflected in this graphic. The majority of
transverse motion tools are found in Area 4 whereas more longitudinal and tipping motion
tools are found in Area B than in Area A. Although other combined tool motions (chopping,
hoeing/digging, wedging, picking) are essentially equally present at both areas, individually
each particular tool motion is strongly present in each of the two areas (refer to Fig. 8.1).
Inter-area variations of contact materials also existed, as is shown in Figure 8.3. Both
areas have high proportions of soft animal substances (meat, skin, hide, etc.). However, hard
boneslantlers are limited to Area 4 despite some occurrences of fresh bondantler-working in
Area B. Moderately resistant animal substances (MA) (Le.,, hard skinfide or meat processing
with bone contact), occur with greater frequency in Area B. As far as wood material is
concemed, a concentration on Fresh wood-working (1M)is observed in Area B. In Area A
woodworking focuses roughly on both fresh wood (IM) and hard wood (2M). Plant contact
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Fig. 8.3: Contact Material Comparisons of TooI Use between
Area A and Ares B at Grand Banks.

Fig. 8.4: Use-Related Activity Comparisons of Tool Use between
Area A and Afea B at Grand Banks.
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materials are present in both areas, though in low percentages. Only at Area A were very hard
materials and inorganic contact materials found.
A general pattern of tool use at Grand Banks could be reconstmcted in terms of

inferred use-related activities. The most cornmon use-tasks at Grand Banks were the scraping
of sofi animal substances. Secondary use-task emphases were scraping/shaving of fresh wood
or of fiesh bone. Cutting and sawing were primarily associated with sof&animal and fiesh
wood substances. Therefore, it cm be inferred that both butchering/meat-preparation and
woodworking are the major use-related activities at Grand Banks,regardless of area. Area
however, has roughly equal proponions of activities: butchenng/meat-preparation,
woodworking, and bondantler-working (Fig. 8.4). Area B. on the other hand, seems to
represent, to some degree, a specialized place for butchering/meat-preparation, although a
significant arnount of woodworking was also undertaken. Bonhtler-working is also present
in Area B, but much less than in Area A. Plant-working was undertaken equally at both areas,
whereas use-tasks involving inorganic materials such as soi1 or Stones took place only at Area
A.

Toul Use of HH, a Late Middle Woodland Sire
In Chapter 3, 1 have briefly discussed the reasoning for including the HH site in this
study. A collection of 204 pieces were examined microscopically from the HH lithic
assemblage, a late Middle Woodland site from the study region. The samples were chosen
only from the artifacts catalogued as "utilized flakes." According to the typology put forth in

this study, the analyzed "utilized flakes" are fbrther identified as retouched pieces and
unretouched flakes. Of the 204 pieces exarnined, 16 retouched pieces and 67 unretouched
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flakes were determined to have been used (Table 8.1). Tools at HH comprise just less than
half of the anaiyzed sample (40.68%). However, this figure could be skewed, because the
higher proportion of used pieces may be due to the sample being drawn from the conventional
"utilized flakes" category. The pieces in the "utilized flakes7'category show a greater tendency
towards being used as tools.
The common tool motions at HH are scraping/shaWi& cutting/sawing, and
slicing/carving, in that order (Table 8.2). Impact Wear, which represents traces of projecting
forces, is also well preserved at this site. In combination, longitudinal tool motions dominate
the tool use at W comprising nearly haft of ail tool motions (38.9%). Soft animal substances
(SA) are the most substantiai of contact materials (28.89%) at the site, followed by the less
hard bondantler substances (1H)(18.9%). By contrast, combined wood materials (1M and

2M) are comparatively poorly preserved, accounting for oniy 17.8% of total contact matenals.
According to Wear types, the most comrnon use-tasks were the cutting or slicing/carving
presumably of fish. However, butchering small game animals or meat-preparation was also an
important activity at this late Middle Woodland site. Scraping and shaving of wood are more
comrnon than cutting and sawing of wood. Drilling7pounding and wedging use-tasks are
rnainiy restricted to hard wood (2M), but drilling bondantler (1Hand 2H) also occurred.
The results suggest that the tool use at this late Middle Woodland site represents a
possible specialization in butcherindmeat-preparation use-related activities. In comparison,
woodworking occurred a: a lower frequency. Plant-working was extremely rare; only three
episodes of cutting grass or other soft plants occurred at the site. According to prehensile
Wear, 5 out of 26 prehensile Wear units show hafting Wear types. Hafked tools are thus poorly
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Table 8.1 : " Utilized Flakes " from the HH Lithic S ample.
Refmed Category
Retouched Pieces
Unretouched Flakes

Combmed

Unused

Used

N

N

38
83
121

16
67
83

Used Rate
Yo
30.2
44.3
40.7

To ta1

N
54
150

204

Table 8.2: Tool Motion by Contact Matenal in the HH Assemblage.
Tool Motion

cut/saw

s lice/carve
scrape/s have
planelwhittle
projection
b O re/d rili
grave
chop
hoe/dig
poundlgrind
wedge

total emuloved units

Contact Material
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represented. However, those tools with identifiable hafted Wear were primarily utilized for
projecting. Given the relatively small sample size, this conclusion regarding the HH flaked
stone tool use is prelirninary.

An intersite comparison was then undertaken to detemine a general trend in tool use
patteming fiom a late Middle Woodtand site 0,
through two transitional sites (Grand

Banks and Young l), to an early Late Woodland site (Lone Pine). The results are presented
here through a series of bar-chart graphics in which four aspects of stone tool use pattern are
examined: tool type, tool use, use-related activities, and intensity of tool use.
The intersite comparison is based on an assumption that dl sites in the discussion
represent similar ecological adaptations. However, data from Young 1 should be regarded as
exceptional. It may be skewed either by its unrepresentative samples or by its possible site
function as a short-terni campsite (Chapter 2, also see Stothers 1974a). Nthough Young 1
data are also included in the graphics, interpretation of Young 1 data should be made with
caution.
The HH, Grand Banks, and Lone Pine sites are considered to be long-term
occupations (either year-round or seasonal with regular retums). In chapter 2, I note that
Lone Pine and Grand Banks represent nverine habitation sites, with a possible year-round
settlement. However, interpretations of precise site function are not available because of a
lack of integrated botanical and faunal analysis (Smith and Crawford n.d.). Based upon lirnited
faunal and botanical evidence, HH was interpreted to be "a single occupation macroband
encampment" with late summer and fa11 occupation (Woodley 1996: 13 8):
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Of the recovered floral and faunal material, most of the identified species
should have been available year round. Exceptions to this are the turtle and bullfiog,
the passenger pigeon bone, and the beny seeds, ail of which indicate a mid to Iate
sumrner occupation. Nut collection and nut processing wou1d definitely have been a
f
U activiîy. This presents a mixed picture of the inferred season of occupation but
with good evidcnce for a late summer and fidl occupation (Woodley 1 996: 13 7).

However, variability of site function may exist among the discussed sites for a number
of reasons. First of d l , the time span frorn A.D. 300 to A.D. 1,000 was a critical period that
witnessed the emergence of food production in the Northeast. Such a major subsistence shift,
of course, rnay affect the site function in subsistence/settlement adaptations fi-omthe early to
later periods. Second, the location of the sites is also a factor that may have influenced the
differentiation in site function. Grand Banks is a flood plain occupation, while Lone Pine is an
upland forest occupation. Although the two are close enough to have shared the same
surrounding resources, the different physical settings could entail slightly different strategies in
food procurement that in tum influenced tool production. Unfominately, because of lirnited
excavations at Lone Pine, detailed information on spatial patternïng of lithic production is not
yet available. The HH site is located at the western end of Lake Ontario, 30 km from Lone
Pine and Grand Banks (see Fig. 1.1). This difference in locations directly affects the use of
raw matenal sources. Apparently, the HH site is far from Onondaga chert sources (ranging
from 30 km to 50 km), but closer to Ancaster chen sources (less then 10 km) (see Eley and
von Bitter 1989). As a result, Ancaster chert is emphasized at HH (Woodley 1996). To what
degree the procurement of different raw material rnight affect lithic production at HH and
Grand Banks is unclear because of the lack of a regional study. However, the HH site is, so

far, the only Middle Woodland site representing a probable long-term occupation, and it also
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imrnediately precedes Princess Point in the study region. It was for this reason that this study
includes the HH site in the intersite comparison.
With this in mind, the interpretations of temporal trends in lithic production discussed
below reflect a prelirninary outline for changes in lithic technology in the study region. Much
more work is needed, however, to dari@ these tentative trends in lithic production.

Tool Types
A comparison of tool types indicates that there was a shift fiom the manufacture and

use of bifacial tools to flake tools during the Princess Point penod (Fig. 8.5). Considering the
modification of tool blanks into formed types as a process of tool manufacture, three general
types of tools c m be determined according to a manufacturing trajectory: bifacial tools, flake
tools, and other tools. Bifacial tools are those made mainly on core nodules through
retouching or thinning the surfaces into formed types such as projectile points, bifaces, and
unifaces. Flake tools are those primanly made on flakes (or blades) through retouching or
sharpening of the edges. Formed types of flake tools include scrapers, drills, tmncations,
retouched pieces, and notches, etc. "Other" tools are those not falling into the above two
categories, or those that are made using special techniques. Burins and rnicroliths are "other"
types of tools according to this definition.
According to the artifact types of the HH lithic assemblage presented in the original
report (Woodley 1996:62,Table 1 1). 1combined the projectile points and bifaces into the
bifacial tool class, and lumped scrapers, drills, and the 54 retouched pieces that I had identified
fiom the "utilized flakes" category into the fiake tool class. The other tool class fiom the HH
site includes the onginally defined "wedges" and "knives." These tool classes were then
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cornpared with the ones nom Grand Banks and Lone Pine. The Young 1 tool types were
excluded fiom this cornparison because sample size is too small (N=4). The results are
presented in Figure 8.5.
It is clearly shown in this illustration that the earlier assemblages are dominated by
bifacial tools. A dramatic decrease in the presençe of bifacial tools took place between Grand

Banks and Lone Pine. However, flake tools show a consistent increase fiom the late Middle
Woodland, through the transitional period, to the early Late Woodland. Fiake tools dominate
in the Lone Pine assemblage, as bifaciai tools do in the HH assemblage. The "other" tool
category has also decreased throughout time.
It has been noted in the analysis of formed types and unretouched flakes, however,
that the evidence of bifacial production at Lone Pine is greater than at Grand Banks. A higher
percentage of biface thinning flakes and higher fiequencies of technological attributes
indicative of bifacial core reduction have been noted in the Lone Pine assemblage. Two
possible explanations exist for this. The first possibility is that the Lone Pine bifacial tool
assemblages have not yet been fully recovered in the limited test excavations. The other
possibility is that, at Grand Banks, substantial biface production loci, where biface core
reduction byproducts would be found, have yet to be exposed. The testing of these hypotheses
will require extensive data fiorn further investigations. At present, however, the second
hypothesis is more likely, given that the Grand Banks lithic production occurs within discrete
production loci on site. Nevertheless, it is significant to note the tendency towards an increase
in flake tools during the transitional period.
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Fig. 8.5:Tool Type Cornparison by Sites.
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Tool Use
A trend in tool motions is represented among the four lithic assemblages (Fig. 8.6):

except for the Young 1 tools,which present less variation of tool motions, the later tool
assemblages (Lone Pine) present a greater variety of tool motions than the earliest assemblage
@El).
In general, cutting/sawing and scrapinghhaving were common tool motions in al1 lithic

assemblages. However, apparently slicing/carving, which likely involved butchering/meatpreparation activities, undenvent a dramatic decrease frorn early to later periods. On the other
hand, an increase in planing/whittling tool motions, most of which were presumably associated
with woodworking, can be obseked throughout time. For these reasons, the graphic of
combined tool motions does not display significant changes in either longitudinal or transverse
tool motions. However, tool motions for which tip areas are used, such as projection, dnlling,
and graving, occurred at a much higher fiequency at the early Late Woodland site Gone
Pine).
Another aspect of tool use is contact materials. The comparative graphic (Fig. 8.7) of
the 8 resistance-grades exhibits a clear trend toward the increase of both fiesh wood (1M) and

hard wood (2M) use-wear over time. Corresponding to this change, both sofi animal
substances (SA) and hard animal substances (lH) demonstrate a clear decrease. The HH
assemblage has the Iowest fiequency of plant contact material (SV) (Le., grass and crops etc.).
The plant contact rnaterial has the highest occurrence in the Grand Banks tool assemblage,
and is moderate in the Lone Pine assemblage. Only at the later assemblages (Grand Banks and
Lone Pine) are inorganic contact materials such as soi1 and Stone detected from the anaiyzed
samples.
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Use-Related Activities

At this point 1 will surmise on site use-related activities from the tool use. Such
activities are inferred from the examination of use-tasks, as 1 have presented above.
Cutting/sawing, slicing/carving, and penetrating of sofl animal substances (SA) as well as
meat processing with bone contact (MA), are indicative of butche~glrneat-preparation
activities. In addition, the scraping of animal skin or hide would also be considered as a part of

butcheringlmeat-preparation activities. Projecting into animai skins with bone contact would
normally represent hunting activities. However, since only a few incidences of this occurred, I
have included these types of activities within butchering/meat-preparation.The various tool
motions employed on wood substances (1M and 2M) will be considered here as
woodworking, as will tool motions on bondantler be considered bondantler-working. Thus a
general trend in use-related activities at the four sites can be deterrnined (Fig. 8.8).
A clear-cut increase in woodworking is observed. Correspondingly with this, a

noticeable decrease in butcherindmeat-preparation activities was undertaken from the Middle
Woodland period, through the transitional period, to the Late Woodland period. A decrease
of bondantler-working is also apparent. Plant-working occuned substantially more at late
sites (Grand Banks and Lone Pine) than at the earliest one (HK), although Lone Pine did have
less plant-working than Grand Banks. Tools used for other purposes, as represented in the
"inorganic-reiated" category, may be related to ceramic manufacture, house construction, or
pit-digging. Tools employed for soi1 digging or that corne in contact with stone or other hard
inorganic materials are observed at Grand Banks and Lone Pine, but not at HH and Young 1.
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Intensity of TooI Use

Intensity of tool use is measured in this study through the number of employed units
per tool and the quantity of hafled tools. According to OdeIl's model (Ode11 1996:194-201,
1994), sedentary people would not only use hafted tools more ofien than the mobile groups,
but would aiso utilize them more intensively by employing more employed units. The logic
underlying this model is that with increased risk of failure for local resources, tool users would
have been more likely to optimize the tools. Whether the Lower Grand Banks Valley case
would fit into this model is unknown yet because of lirnited data. Whatever the case, general
trends in the use of hafled tools and multiple-use tools are observed.
Previously, 1 have introduced some individual tools with multiple employed units
(Chapters 4 and 6), that may suggest some degree of intensive tool use. Here 1have compared
the average employed units per tool among the four assemblages (Fig. 8.9). It should be noted
that no great diversity in employed units per tool is seen among the analyzed assemblages.
However, fiom early to later penods, there is a consistent increase in average of employed
units per tool fiom 1.43 at HH,through 1.54 at Grand Banks, to 1.60 at Lone Pine. The
lowest employed units per tool at Young 1 is, again, considered as an exception.
In addition, there is also a dramatic increase in the number of hafted tools over time
(Fig. 8.10). Hafted tools were determined according to utilized pieces with hafting Wear.
Although the Late Woodland site (Lone Pine) has fewer hafted tools than the Pnncess Point
site (Grand Banks), both assemblages present significantly higher frequencies of hafted tools
compared to the HH assemblage. 1 have observed that most of the hafled implements at the
Pnncess Point site are formed type tools that were employed primarily for scraping or shaving
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Fig. 8.9: Comparison of Average Employed Units per Tool by Sites.
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Chapter 8
woods (Chapter 6). Some of the hafted tools at Lone Pine are unretouched flakes that were
used as projectile points in hunting activities. It is apparent that an increase in intensity of tool
use was occumng during this transitional period.

From the above discussion, the temporal trends in lithic production, fiom late Middle
Woodland to early Late Woodland in the study region, can be surnmarizecl as foliows: (a)
decrease in use of bifacial tools and a corresponding increase in use of flake tools; @) increase
in variations of tool use-tasks; (c) decrease in proportion of butcheringheat-preparation
activities and bondantler-working, and correspondingly increase in proportion of
woodworking and possible plant-working; and (d) increase in the use of haft tools. As 1
mentioned earlier, because of a lack of clear understanding of site function, the determined
trends should be considered a prelirninary outline for changes in lithic production during the
transition fiom the Middle to Late Woodland in Ontario. Confirmation of these trends is much
needed as cornprehensive data become available.
A fùrther explanation of these changes is also needed. Because only isolated site cases

are available for intersite cornparison at present, it could be argued that the differentiation of
tool use patterns at the investigated sites is attnbutable to possible difl'erent site functions. If
this is the case, we can see that at HH, and probably at Young 1 as well, inhabitants employed
more bifacial tools in relatively restricted range of use-tasks, concentrating on butchering/meat
preparation and bone/antler-working activities. Use-wear analysis points to a possible
specialization of tool use at HH in fish processing and presumably small game butchering. In
contrast, bifacial tools at Grand Banks and Lone Pine were replaced by Bake tools. The
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occupants of these two sites employed their tools for a great variety of activities on-sites.
Although 1 stressed earlier that an increase in woodworking at these two sites is apparent,
both butchering/meat-preparation and bonehtler-working were stiU essential to the
inhabitants. The butcherindmeat-preparation activities at Grand Banks and Lone Pine
continue to comprise nearly 25%-35% of total tool use-tasks, as compared to about 42% at

HH. While about 20% of tool use-tasks at HH involved bonehntler-working, at Grand Banks
these constitute use-tasks present about 15% and at Lone Pine about 10% (Fig. 8.8). In
addition, other use-tasks that are not seen in HH and Young 1 are present at Grand Banks and
Lone Pine. This variability of tool-use patterning implies that the two earlier sites (HH and
possibly Young I ) rnay represent a pattern of specialized on-site tool use, while the two later
sites (Grand Banks and Lone Pine) may represent a generalized pattern of on-site tool use.
Whether the variability of tool-use pattem is attributed to different strategies of
resource procurement, the seasonality of settlements, or the area's palaeoecology, remains
unknown. What seems clear, however, is the change in food procurement strategies during the
penod fiom HH, through Grand Banks, to Lone Pine. At this time, intensive corn-based
agriculture became established (Smith and Crawford 1997; Crawford et al. 1997; Crawford et
ai. in press). The different site fùnctions rnight be related to such changes in the subsiktence

strategy, which in tum influenced settlement. Thus the transition to agriculture may, although
not in al1 cases, cause a generalized pattem of Stone tool use in the food-producing societies,

as seen at Grand Banks and Lone Pine. Taking into account the emergence of food production
dunng this period, it is not surprising to see the increase in plant-working, woodworking, and
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other activities and reduction in meat-focused activities. Discussion on this topic will appear in
some detail in the next chapter.
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Interpretation and Conclusion
Two essentid goals to be achieved in this study are: (1) to characterize the pattern of
Princess Point Lithic production; and (2) to examine and explain the transformation of lithic
production during the Princess Point penod. Following the research design outlined for an
archaeological sîudy of lithic production systems (Fig. 1.2), the interpretations of the pattem
and transformation of the Princess Point lithic production in relation to the emergence of food
production in the study region are the objectives of this concluding chapter.
This study is based on the plausible assurnption that during the Princess Point penod
intensified horticulture, based on corn production, was introduced to the lower Great Lake
region. The mixed economy (horticulture, hunting, gathering, and fishing) brought changes to
the social and economic structures of prehistoric societies in the Lower Grand River Valley.

Lithic artifacts recovered from the Grand Banks site have been systematicaiiy studied,
and the results provide for the first time a regional manifestation of the Princess Point lithic
technology in this area. The Grand Banks Iithic industry is now better understood through the
reconstmction of core reduction strategy and Stone tool use patteniing: the two aspects of
lithic production. On this basis, the fact that there are clear changes in lithic manufacture and
use dunng the transition ffom the late Middle to early Late Woodland cultures is evident
through an intenite cornparison (Chapter 8). The general trend in the study region involves by
a shiR from a specialized to a generalized pattem of lithic production. In the following
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discussion, I first address certain issues concerning the pattern of lithic production that may be
significant in terms of the introduction of food production. This is followed by an extensive
discussion of how the transformation of lithic production took place during the Princess Point
period, and why. Although interpretations in this preliminary research may be limited by the
data available to date, 1 provide plausible models and suggea new lines for future research.

The Pattern of Lithic Production
The basic traits of the Princess Point lithic industry have been descnbed in some detail
in the preceding chapters. In this section, 1focus on three issues: the adoption of bow-and-

arrow technology, the economizing behavior of flake tool production, and generalized Stone
tool production. These issues, developed from an understanding of the new lithic data
presented earlier, desenre serious consideration, and are explored in the context of the shift in
subsistence patterns to a mixed econorny in the study region.

(0 n e Adoption of Bow-and-Arrow Tech~zdogy
Adoption of bow-and-arrow technology is traditionally regarded as one of the major
changes in lithic technology during the Middle to Late Woodland transformation (e.g., Ford
1974; Hall 1980; Muller 1986). Muller (1986, l987), for example, suggests that this new

technology "may have led to the dispersa1 of Middle Woodland peoples into upland areas and
may have lessened their interdependence by, in effect, creating a circumstance of
superabundance'' (Muller 1987:266). To Muller, the consequence of adoption of bow-andzzow technology could entail major econornic changes, including the introduction of maize

production. However, others also hold the view that the changes in the subsistence economy
during this period could be responsible for the adoption of bow-and-arrow technology (e-g.,
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Christenson 1986; Shott 1989, 1996). Using an offshoot of Optimal Foraging Theory - the
Diet Breadth Mode1 (Winterhalder 1981), Shott (1 996b) suggests that the adoption of the
bow-and-arrow hunting practice seems to have been a response to the decrease in diet breadth
caused by a geater dependence on starchy seed crops, especidy maize. Hunters rnight have
concentrated on a lhited number of prey species in order to decrease pursuit t h e . One way
to accomplish this effort was to increase the range and accuracy of weapons.
In most of eastem North Arnerica, replacement of large notched or stemmed projectile
points with small triangular points occurred around A.D. 200 to 700 (Justice 1987; Ritchie
1961). This shift is commonly linked to the introduction of bow-and-arrow technology to the

region (Shott 1993; Blitz 1988; Christenson 1986; Griffin 1983; Hall 1980; Kelly et al. 1984;
Morse and Morse 1990; Muller 1986). Ethnographie sources document that historic or protoIroquoians employed the bow-and-arrow technology in hunting. Archaeologically, this study
demonstrates that most projectile points i ecovered fiom Grand Banks were small triangular
points, representing a remarkable change in projectile point manufacture in the region (Ellis
and Fems 1990; Ritchie 1961). Therefore, a question arises as to whether or not the Princess
Point people employed the bow-and-arrow in their hunting practices.
Answenng this question, however, is not an easy task. First of all, it is difficult to
distinguish arrow points fiom dart/spear points by their forms. Recent studies of the
morphological form and size of projectile points in relation to their fùnction suggest that there
is no simple positive association between large notched or stemmed points and darts or
between small tnangular points and arrowheads (Thomas 1978; Odell 1988; Patterson 1985;
Shott 1993, 1996, 1997). In an attempt to define arrowheads, some analyists apply
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discriminant fûnction analyses for identification of projection points (Thomas 1978; Patterson
1985; Knight and Keyser 1983; Shott 1997). These studies indicate that morphological forms

of triangular projectile points could be identified either arrow or dadspear points, according
to suggested finaion formulas. The traditional view of srnall triangular points as arrowheads
is now open to question.
Second, arrowhead status may not be appropriately judged by the fom of a projectile
point. A recent study by Odell(1988) implies that unretouched flakes and blades can fùnction
as arrow points as long as their sizes and shapes are appropnate. He demonstrated that there
is a clear size bimodality for the archaeological specimens showing projection use-wear. The
small-sized group (arrow points) is mainly cornposed of unretouched flakes and blades as well

as small-sized morphological projectile points, while the large-sized group (dart points) is
entirely made up of morphological projectile points (Ode11 1988:248-349). Examples of
asymmetric pointed, retouched or unretouched flakes (or microliths) that were used as arrow
points are cornmody found in the Old World (Clark et al. 1978; Henry 1995). In the Grand
Banks data, there are 2 retouched pieces and 3 unretouched flakes which show use-wear
evidence indicating use as projectile points. These pieces undoubtedly fâll into Odell's small
shed group, and presumably function as arrow points.

Third, debates on the timing of the introduction of bow-and-arrow technology remain.
Traditionally the development of the bow-and -arrow technology is assumed to have occurred
Ca. A.D. 200 to 700 in most areas of North America (Hester 1973; Blitz 1988; Seeman 1992;
Shott 1993). However, the fact that srna11 notched or sternrned points could have been
employed as arrow points suggests that the bow-and-arrow technology could have been
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adopted in prehistory earlier than previously thought (Shott 1993, 1996b). Relying on
nontypologicai data, some authors push early bow-and-arrow technology back to 1,000-2,000

B.C. (Aikens 1970; Webster 1980; Odell 1988; Patterson 1993). Shott (1993, 1996b)
proposes a continuous model instead of the sudden replacement mode1 and suggests that the
hunting toolkit may have changed by expansion and that hunting tools rnay have been reduced

in size over time. Based on his extensive use-wear anaiysis, Odell(1988) suggests that the first
bow-and-arrow technology could have occurred as early as in the Late Archaic/Early
Woodland in the Lower Illinois Valley, and that the Middle Woodland seems to have been a
transitional penod for such technological change, a tirne during which both bow-and-arrow
and spear-and-dart forms of hunting were practiced. He explains:
The existenw of such a perid would account for the stylistic differences:
spearpoints were rnanufactured to traditional, standardizeû f o m including fiuniliar
point types (Snyders, Gibson, Manker, Steuben); arrowpoints were manufactureci
primarily on wistandardized flakes. blades, and blocky fragments, which frequently
were not even modifiecl for the purpose. Accordmg to this mode1 it took a few hundred
years, until the late Late Woodland period of the Lower Illinois Valley starting ca
A.D. 700, for missile tips to have become standardzed to the familiar Klunk, Koster,
Madison, and Schild points that are easily recognizable to the archaeologist as
arrowheads (Ode11 1988:350).

If this model is correct, I suggest that we should carefùlly examine archaeological data
from the Middle Woodland of southwestern Ontario for evidence of this possible

technological change. If unretouched flakes or blades played an important role in the transition
from the spear-and-dart to bow-and-arrow forms of hunting, then the Grand Banks data rnay
point to the Princess Point penod as the probable end of such a transition in the study region,
since retouched and unretouched flakes were infiequently empioyed as mowheads at Grand

Banks.Further work is needed to test this hypothesis.
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Given the faas discussed above, the high frequency of triangular projectile points at
Grand Banks may not simply indicate the use or introduction of bow-and-arrow technology
during the Princess Point period. While it is still plausible that the adoption of the bow-andarrow may provide a more efficient hunting technology in a mixed economy, questions still
remain as to whether or not the subsistence change is responsible for such techological
change in southwestern Ontario.

(2) The Economzring Behavior in Flake Tool Production

A unique reduction sequence has been recognized in the Grand Banks lithic industry:

the "transformed" core reduction (Chapter 4 and 6j. With this strategy, people at Grand

Banks applied an arnorphous core reduction mode dunng the later phase of the reduction
sequence in order to maximize the flake production. This raw material economizing behavior
is therefore indicated dunng the Princess Point period. However, due to a lack of systematic
study of lithic artifacts fiom the Middle Woodland in the region, whether this kind of
economizing strategy was employed at archaeological sites prior to the Princess Point penod

is unhown. Nevertheless, the question is prompted: why did people at Grand Banks employ
the raw material economizing strategy when raw matenai resources were abundant?
There are not yet satisfactory answers to this dificult question since there are few
studies addressing the issue. It is likely that tool users might have economized their resources
under specific circumstances or local conditions. In both independent case studies by Hayden
(Hayden et al. 1996) and Odell(1996a), the arnorphous core technology was ostensibly
adopted as an economizing strategy at sites that were located at nch raw material areas. At
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Elizabeth blufftop mounds in the Lower Illinois Vailey, Odell(1996a) suggests that it would
have been a struggle for these Middle-Archaic people to have procured suitable materiai once
they had run out of supplies, because high-quaiity chert was probably not readily available on
the blufftop and it would have required an inconvenientjoumey down into the nearby creek

bottom (Ode1 l996a:2 14-2 15). At Keatley Creek in British Columbia, there would have been
considerable constraints on the amount of raw material that could have been brought to the
winter villages due to the need to transport large quantities of food and supplies from the
mountains to the winter village. Thus "stone was therefore used in an extremely economical
fashion" (Hayden et al. 1996:39).
The constraints on the amount of raw material transported per trip and the number of
trips to the sourcing areas likely existed at Grand Banks as well. As 1 pointed out earlier,
results from core analysis suggest that only small core nodules were probably brought back to
the site. If there are constraints on the limitation of trips to the sourcing sites dong the north
shore of Lake Erie, then people at Grand Banks may have maximized the raw material on
hand. It is reasonable to assume that tool users at Grand Banks faced such constraints because
the intensive field labor of food production (Le., corn) may restrict the number of trips to the
chen sources. People would have saved as much time as possible fiom traveling to the
quarries in order to invest more time and energy on field cleanng, planting, and harvesting of
corn. One strategy to reduce the number of trips and to transport maximum amount of
material in one trip is to trim off excess parts of the core nodules at the quarry and to bring
back only the reduced cores ready for further production (Henry 1989b). This is clearly
evidenced in the Grand Banks lithic assemblage (Chapter 4 and 6).
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This "time-stress" explanation daims that the introduction of field horticulture might
have affected the fonn of core reduction. However, Huron Iroquoian societies developed a
clear division of labor, with women working in the fields near or at homes and men traveling a
great deai in hunting, fishing, and trading pursuits (Trigger 1987:32-45; Heidenreich
1971:158-218). Given this division of labor, "time-stress" may not have been a significant

factor, although 1 still consider that the amount of chert matends brought back to the villages
by men could have been restricted, since large quantities of food and supplies need to be
transported. Other explanations for such economizing behavior should also be considered.
One possibility would be that Princess Point horticulture or other subsistence activities took
people away from the chext quames (Storck pers. comm.), but venfjmg this model requires a
regional catchment study. Seasonal mobility is another possibility; Princess Point people
perhaps only occupied the Grand Banks site for a limited time of the year. However, Grand

Banks was unlikely to have been only a winter occupation (see Chapter 2). At present, lithic
data more likely pnint to the "time-stress" model, which is proposed based on the assumption
that the intensified core-field horticulture took place at the year-round base camp of Grand
Banks. Further work is needed to evaluate this model.

(3) The GeneraZized Stone Tool Prodirctiorz

Lithic production is defined in this study as a form or pattem of lithic material
modification process in terms of both manufacture and use. Thus, 1 define generalized stone
tool production as an expressjon of a cultural system in which people predominantly produce
simple and unformalized flake tools for their general needs. This pattern of lithic production is
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in contrast with the lithic production based primarily on bifacial reduction and emphasizing a
multiple-purpose use of bifaciai tools (see below). The generalized stone tool production at
Princess Point is characterized by the following traits, according to the analytical results
presented earlier:
Typologically, the Grand Banks lithic assemblage displays less diversity and complexity of
tool types. The intentional modification into certain formed types is minimal.
Although bifacial tools at Grand Banks slightly outnumber edge-modified flake tools in
ffequency, the use-wear analysis suggests that Grand Banks people preferred edgemodified flake tools over bifacial tools as far as utilization is concerned. Flake tools were
utilized to a great extent.
Core reduction strategy at Grand Banks aimed at producing flake tools. This pattern of
tool production is significantly different from that employed in Paleo-Indian and Archaic
assemblages, which were normally characterized by bifacial tool production through
standardized procedures (Deller and Ellis 1992; Storck 1983, 1984; Ellis et al. 1990).
Flake tools (including modified and unretouched flakes) were produced through careful

blank production and selection. The early phase of the "transfomed" core reduction was
likely used to fùlfill this process of blank production, while the late phase of the reduction
sequence was camed out to maximize flake production.
The flake tool use-pattern suggests that unretouched flake tools were employed in general
use-tasks, while modified flake tools were likely employed for certain kinds of specialpurpose use -tasks (i.e., scraping wood). Blades appear to have the specialized use-tasks

of cutting, slicing, and caMng soft animal substances.
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In general, flake tools in the Grand Banks assemblages appear to have been engaged in a

wider variety of use-related activities, ranging fiom butchenng/meat-preparation,
woodworking, bone-working, to plant-working, as compared to the assemblages fiom an
earlier penod (Le.,

m.1will return to tRis point later.

The presence of the generdized lithic production during the Princess Point penod

raises the question of how the shifi to generaiized stone tool production occurred in the study
region. In the next section 1 offer an exploratory account, instead of a definite explmation, for
this change in lithic technology during the transition to food production.

Transformation of litliic Production During the Princess Point Period
Lithic technology in prehistory can be defined as the production of stone tools to meet
human needs, this definition extending to include most subsistence needs (Binford 1977, 1978;
Nelson 1991; Torrence 1989; Schiffer 1992; Ode11 1993). Changes in lithic technology
throughout time did not occur without reasons; the causes of the changes are of primary
interest to archaeologists.
Technological Variability and Lithic Production

It has been generally agreed that there is a great diversity of lithic technology among
hunter-gatherer groups. Such technological vanability is to some degree represented by the
different organization of lithic production. That is to Say, in a given society the decisionmaking of tool makers conceming the manufacture and use of stone tools (e.g., tool design,
tool use-pattern, tool use-life, tool discard, etc.) depends largely on their physical environment
and social constraints. Explanations of technological vanability and its socio-economic impact
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on hunter-gatherer groups have concentrated on settlement mobility (Binford 1977, 1979,
1980; Shott 1986; Kelly 1983; Ebert 1979), raw material availability (Barnforth 1986, 1991;
Andrefsky 1994), time-stress (Torrence l983), and subsistence diversification (Vierra 1995)

Because mobility has traditionally been regarded as a strong characteristic of huntergatherer societies, their settlement organization has long been presumed to have affected the
nature of lithic technology. Binford (1977, 1979, 1980) sumarized the two types of
settlement organization: residential mobility and logistical mobility, and considered
"curationai" and "expedient" technology in relation to the different forms of settlement
mobility. The "curational" technology is represented by the production of reliable tools and
toolkits that "cm include advanced manufacture, transport, reshaping, and caching or storage"
(Nelson 1991:62).This technology is focused on preparing for the use of tools under
unpredictable conditions. Binford (1977:35) claim that this type of technology is commonly
associated with logistical mobility; people (collectors) would have occupied regular base
camps From which smaller groups would have been sent out to exploit the surrounding
resources. In contrast, the "expedient" technology is represented by the production of stone
tools and toolkits that are "technologically simpler and formaliy l e s pattemed because tool
manufacture is an imrnediate response to the specific task at hand (Bamfonh 1986:38;see
also Binford 1979; Nelson 1991). Residential mobility, a system by which people (foragers)
would have regularly moved fiom one area to another, is generally associated with
"expedient" technology. Given that the nature of this exploitation is restricted to the resources
in the irnrnediate area, foragers are expected to have responded with a limited range of tool
foms accomplishing a wide range of tasks (Shott 1986, 1989). Shott (1986), for exarnple,
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suggests that more highly mobile hunter-gatherers would have produced fewer kinds of tools
for a wider range of tasks than hunter-gatherers who did not move around a lot. This would
have reduced the amount of material that they would have to carry. As a result, more
generaiized tool produaior? should be expected f?om more highly mobile groups.
B d o r t h (1986, 1991), in disagreement with Binford and Shott, argues plausibly that
the adoption of "curational" technology should be attributed to a lithic raw material shonage.
It is likely that the rate of tool maintenance and recycling, two f o m s of curation, will increase

when localized tesources are not available so that the "cost" of replacing worn tools is
therefore high (Bamf'orth 1989:40). By contrat, a simple flake-tool technology cm be used by
both foraging and collecting societies as long as appropriate local conditions (including raw
matenal abundance) exist (Bamforth 1991). According to the mode1 of raw material
availability, Jeske (1989) claims that as access to raw material resources became more
cornpetitive, people would ernploy curated strategies. These strategies would result in
standardization of artifact fom, reduction of tool size, and extension of tool use-life. The
same observation is also made by Ode11 (1994b. 1994c), who notices that an increase in hafted
tools -- presurnably a method of use-extension -- existed among archaeological assemblages in
response to a lack of locally available raw matenal resources. These authors suggest that
biface or Made production, as well as employment of hafied tools, developed in response to
raw matenal scarcity. Based on these assumptions, one would expect that adoption of flake

tool production would be dependent on the abundance of lithic materials in the locality.
An alternative explanation of technological variability is proposed by Torrence (1 983,

1989). Drawing from principles in evolutionary ecology, she suggests that adoption of a
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favorable technology should be based on the efficient use of time by reducing resource
acquisition and processing coas. Torrence introduces the concept of "time-stress" to explain
the relationship between the length of tirne in resource exploitation and the cost for the retum,
and discusses curation in association with the production of tools in advance of use. She sees

these aspects of curation as the results of time-stress and the problem-solving complexities of
scheduling different activities around one another.
More recently, Vierra (1995) proposes that there is a strong correlation between
technological varîability and subsistence diversification. This model, supported by a crosscultural sample of hunting-gathering societies, predicts increasing technological diversity and
complexity with increasing subsistence diversification. It suggests that, as the number of
subsistence foods increase, one can expect a corresponding increase in the number of tool
types (Vierra 1W5:2 17).
While these explanatory hypotheses of technological variability within huntinggathering societies are plausible and arguable on the basis of case-by-case situations, the
debate continues. To test each model discussed above using the Princess Point data is not
possible, and in any case, beyond the scope of this study. My primary concem here is not to
clanfy the technological variability among mobile hunter-gatherers, but to examine whether
there is a general trend in the technological change from mobile hunter-gatherers to relatively
sedentary horticultunsts over time, since the Pnncess Point lithic industry represents such a
transitional manifestation. Since the settlement organization between early horticulturists and
collectors is similar, the former would be expected to adopt "curated" strategies in lithic
production according to the "mobility model." However, due to relatively high sedentism and
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probably localized resources, the "expedient" technology is also argued as a feature of lithic
production in early farming societies (Parry and Kelly 1987). Before proceeding further, there
is a need for clarification of these two concepts.
Curation, since its introduction by Binford (1977, 1979), has been defined in several
ways, but al1 of these definitions focus on special use or care of certain tools or on special tool
designs (Barnforth 1986; Bleed 1986; Nelson 1991). Recent cnticism of the term suggests that
there have never been clear relationships between curation and mobility or raw material
availability (OdeIl 1996b; Hayden et al. 1996;Nash 1996; Barnforth 1991; Bleed 1986).
Nelson clearly confirmed that "curation" and "expediency" are not mutually exclusive systems,
but planning options (Nelson 1991:65).Therefore either curation or expediency is
"multifaceted, containing elernents that may or may not be employed, depending upon
situation and need" (Ode11 l996c:48). It is suggested that the use of the terms "curation" and
"expediency" may not be very helpfui in the study of technological variability.

If in some societies, regardless of settlement organization, people have special needs
that require a high degree of use and care of specialized tools or toolkits, then such specialized
lithic production would likely be represented by a high degree of tool type diversity and
complexity, manufactunng standardization, or multiple-purposed and portable tool designs.
Nelson (1 99 1) mentions that bifacial or blade technology affords the great advantage of
reliability for such special needs. Blade or bifacial products, produced through standardized
core reduction, are dependable when needed. Kelly (1988) suggests that bifaces are also
multiple-purposed and portable tools, preferred by most mobile hunter-gatherers. On the other
hand, the need for overdesigned products could result in a great diversity and cornplexity of
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toolkits (Bleed 1986). In addition, the need for tools with long use lives can be satisfied by the
specialized production of highly standardized bifaces (Shott 1989).

On the other hand, generalized lithic production is represented by a preponderance of

flake tools rather than bifacial tools and by unformalized instead of standardized production.
The results of such generalized stone tool production in an archaeological context should be

reflected in the foilowing indices:

hi@ percentage of flake tools relative to bifacial tools;
less diversity and complexity of tool types;
higher percentage of utilized flake tools than utilized bifacial toois;
greater variety of use-tasks in association with flake tools.

Thus, the generalization of lithic production means that people produce simplified and
unstandardized stone tools (flake-tools) to perforrn a wide range of use-tasks that likel~
correspond to subsistence diversification.
It rnay be argued that the use of specialized vs. generalized lithic production may not
differ from the use of "curated" vs. "expedient" technology. However, as stated earlier, lithic
production is reflected by human decision-making concerning the ways in which stone tools

are manufactured and used, while "curation" or "expediency" refers to strategic technology
that may influence, or be infiuenced by, lithic production. Therefore, distinguishing
generalized fiom specialized stone tool production is mainly based on the forms or patterns of

how stone tools are manufactured and used, not why.The choice to standardize lithic products
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or not is a matter of whether people have different (special or general) needs for tools or
toolkits' .
Importantly, either this specialized or generalized lithic production could require
"curated" or "expedient" strategies under different conditions. The specialized lithic
production can represent the "expedient" strategy when blades, "standardized" products, are
used as "expedient" tools for immediate and general needs (e-g., Yerkes 1994; Odell 1994a).
Likewise, the generdized lithic production can not always be equated with "expediency," but
can represent a planned strategy in manufacturing flake tools in advance of use, prepbng for

unpredicted circumstances. Archaeologically, distinguishing generalized from specialized lithic
production by using the aforementioned indices (presence of fiake vs. biface tools; degree of
tool type diversity and cornplexity; utilization of flake vs. biface tools; number of use-tasks
represented by flake vs. biface tools) is a relatively straightforward way to present and
compare technological variability among different cultural systems throughout time.
It is generally agreed that from approximately A.i.1. 500 onwards, a dramatic change in

lithic technology from standardized biface technology to unformalized core reduction
occurred in the Eastern Woodlands (Johnson and Morrow 1987; Pany and Kelly 1987;
Yerkes 1987; Jeske 1990; Odell 1996). There was a decline in the diversity and cornplexity of
stone tool assemblages from archaeological sites in the Northeast (Fitting 1975; Griffin 1983;
Mason 1981; Ritchie 1965; Ellis and Fems 1990). The comparative study presented in the last
chapter clearly indicates that in our study region, changes in stone tool production dunng the

There is an instant dinerence between specialization of lithic production and lithic craft specialization. The
former refers to an organized system of lithic production. while the latter refers to craft skills pertaining to the
production of lithic products by craftsrnen.
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Princess Point penod resulted in an increase in the use of flake tools and a corresponding
decrease of bifaciai tool use.

This study clearly demonstrates that, during the Princess Point period, lithic
production in the Lower Grand River Valley represents generalired lithic production. Stone
tool production of hunter-gatherers in earlier periods of southem Ontario's prehistory is
characterized by highly standardized manufacture, represented by the high fiequency of
bifacial tools. Various authors often comment on the standardization of reduction sequences
as an aspects of Paieo-Indian lithic production in southem Ontario (Storck 1983, 1984; Deller
and Ellis 1992; Ellis and Deller 1990). In addition to coping with resource constraints, "a need
for flexibility in the transponed tool blanks such that each blank could be potentially made into
various cornplex tool type configurations away from quamies may have favored this
standardization" (Deller and Ellis 1992:135 italics original; see also Ellis 1984). Besides the
standardization of tool production, there has been a greater diversity and complexity of stone
tool types in early rather than later penods (e-g.,Ellis and Fems 1990). So far, there is no

evicience indicating that generalized lithic production took place in the Middle Woodland or
earlier in southwestern Ontario (see Ellis and Ferris 1990), although Fox (198 1) states that
there was possibly a decrease in the frequency of bifacial tools afler the onset of the Middle
Woodland period. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that a change from specialized to
generalized lithic production occurred dunng the Princess Point period, which, not
surprisingly, corresponds to the global shift from standardized to unformalized core
technology in most areas of eastem North Arnericz.
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Explanations for such changes of core reduction technology Vary a great deal. Again,
the prevailing models have focused on two variables: mobility and raw material availability,
although they differ in which variable is considered to be the deterrnining factor. The mobility
model suggeas that the replacement of "prepared core" technology by "arnorphous core"
technology was caused by increased sedentism (Parry and Kelly 1987; Johnson and Morrow
1987). The raw materid availability model claims that the use of "amorphous core"

technology should depend on locally available, stockpiled raw materials since this core
technology is regarded, sometimes subjectively, as a wasteful strategy of raw material
utilization. It seems that both increased sedentism and locally abundant, high quality raw
materials are two simple factors that rnay partially explain the change in the Grand Banks case.
However, I argue that the appearance of generalized lithic production in Princess Point was

much more complicated than can be explained by mobility or availability of raw matenai
alone, because the Pnncess Point culture was the first compiex society to be engaged in a
rnixed economy of horticulture and hunting-gathering in the Lower Grand River Valley.
Before 1consider the factors that may influence the transfomation of lithic production, let me
first examine the relationship between food production and lithic production.
Relationship between Food Production and Lithic Production

The evidence for the first corn horticulture in southwestern Ontario is now dated as
early as A.D. 550 (Crawford and Smith 1996; Crawford et al. 1997; Smith and Crawford in
press), and Pnncess Point people were responsible for the emergence of food production in
the study area (Chapter 2). The study of the Pnncess Point lithic production system has shed

new light on the relationship between lithic production and food production. Focusing on the
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role of subsistence in the changes in lithic technology (Davis 1978; Vierra 1995), 1consider
the variability in lithic technology to be a direct response to the change in subsistence
strategies. It is hypothesized here that, based upon the lithic data from Grand Banks,
subsistence diversification may be associated with a pattern of generalized lithic production in
the study region. Changes in subsistence strategy appear to affect rnobility. Raw material
availability may act as an extemal factor that influences the form of lithic production, but it is
not sigruficant enough to cause a dynamic change in lithic technology. In this sense, 1agree
with Sassaman's contention that lithic technology is sociaily constructed (Sassaman 1994).

Tool production and design embrace econornic decisions in social strategies. It is "not only
about access to raw materials, portability, and tool efficiency, but also access to social
resources, that is, access to people" (Sassaman 1994: 100). Introduction of agriculture has
brought in technological, econornic, and ideological changes within the early fanning societies,
although overall social organization sometimes may have remained the sarne. Before 1 offer an
alternative explanation, let me first examine the relationship between the emergence of food
production and the change in lithic technology Frorn a comparative viewpoint.
Food production is the deliberate manipulation or management of resources for human
use or consumption. The switching of strategies fiom food collection to food production
occurred throughout the world, although not universally, beginning Ca. 11,000 years ago.
During this transition, settlement patterns, demography, and social organization undenvent
dramatic changes corresponding with the subsistence shift; so, too, did lithic technology.
Archaeologicai examples of such changes in lithic technology can be drawn from studies in
both the Old and New World.
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The Levant of the ancient Near East is the earliest dated center for the origin of
agriculture (13,000-10,500 BP). The Nanifian complex is regarded as a stage of transition
between mobile foraging groups, such as the Geometric Kebarian and Mushabian complexes,
and temtorid farming cornmunities: the PPNA (Henry 1989, 1995; Bar-Yosefand BelferCohen 1989, 1991, 1992; Bar-Yosef and Meadow 1995; Bar-Yosef and Valla 1991). The
Natufian Iithic technology covers the time penod of the development of plant food
production. Intensification of labor in plant-food processing, as Wright (199 1, 1992, 1994)
suggests, is refleaed by the development of ground-stone tools and the increased use of these
stationary implements (e.g., grinding slabs and handstones, pounding tools, mortars and
pestles). New types of flaked Stone tools, such as sickle blades and elongated picks, also
appeared and continued to be used dunng Neolithic times. Use-wear studies on sickle blades
and picks indicate that they were used for harvesting cereals (Unger-Hamilton 1991). The
sickle blades and elongated picks developed in response to farming activities. The most
striking aspect of the Natufian lithic technology, as Henry points out (1989: 192-193), is its
standardization in producing broad and short blades and bladelets from "prepared" cores.
These broad and short blades and bladelets were later modified into sickles or microliths. On
the one hand, the diversity and complexity of Natufian tool-type composition is no greater
than that of the preceding, more mobile, foraging groups. On the other hand, evidence for
more complex social organization and a higher degree of sedentism dunng the Natufian are
ovenvhelming (e-g., Henry 1985, Bar-Yosef and Valla 1991).
Another center for indigenous agricultural origins in the Oid World is the eastem
Coast of China. Unlike the Levant, where wheat, bariey, and other wild cereals were grown,
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rice was the primary plant species domesticated in the Lake Taihu region. The earliest
domesticated nce dates to 7000 BP in this region (You 1994; Crawford 1993)' . The cultural
history of the Lake Taihu region is briefly discussed in Chang's volume (Chang 1986:192208). Three consecutive cultural complexes, the Majiabang (7,100-5,900 BP), the Songze

(5,900--4,800 BP), and the Liangchu culture (4,700--3,900 BP), represent the developmental
stages from simple forager, through complex foragerdearly farmers, to agriculturists. The
second period is the transition fiom foragers to complete food producers. Three changes
represent the development of lithic technology through time. First, there was a shift fiom tool
kits that emphasized food gathering to those that emphasized food production; tools for

hunting and fishing decreased sharply, while stone implements related to cultivation increased
in number and type. Second, there was the drarnatic appearance of ground stone tools such as

hoes, axes, adzes, chisels, knives, sickles, and grinding and pounding implements designed for
agricultural practices. Third, different spatial distributions of stone tools became obvious over
time. Burial evidence shows that a set of productive tools is found in rnost individual burials,
cspecially male burials, from the Songze Complex, and in every single burial of the Liangchu
Complex; in contrast, tools were rarely included as burial goods in the Majiaban Complex
(Shanghai 1987).
Early agriculture in Mesoamenca was developed independently fiom the Old World
(MacNeish 1967; Flannery 1968). Two recent syntheses give a more complete discussion of
this topic (de Tapia 1993; Blake et al. 1992). In the highland regions such as the Valley of
Oaxaca and the Tehuacan Valley, the transition to maize-based agriculture took place during

New evidence for earlien date of rire domestication now is from the Middle Changjiang Valley (Cheng and
Hedges 1994), but detailed palaeoethnobatonical and biological research are not yet ur.dertaken.
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the Early Formative period (CO. 3,500-3,000 BP) (nannery 1973, 1986). Lithic studies of the
Early Formative in this region (Parry 1987, Hole 1986) indicate a trend towards simplification
(less diversity and complexity) in lithic techno-typology. Flaked stone tool assemblages are
dorninated by flakes that are, in Parry's own words, "little better than handfuls of gravel"

(Pany 1987:1). Although there is a lack of quantitative and qualitative cornparisons of lithic
technology between the Late Archaic and Early Formative periods, observations can be made
from tabulations of Hole's presentations of flaked stone assemblages from Guiia Naquitr in
the Oaxaca Valley (Hole 1986). It is of note that there is a consistent decrease in biface
production, and an increase in arnorphous flake tools. Pany's analysis (1987) based on
household units shows that, although both bifacial and arnorphous Bake production existed in
the Early/Middle Formative villages, bifacial production was restricted to one or a few

households. Flake production was organized in each household. The implications of this
observation are that the individualized production represented by a household economic unit
played an important role in lithic production dunng the transition to agriculture.
Sirnilar changes in North American lithic technology took place in the U.S. Southwest
as well as in the U.S. Southeast, where there are manifestations of "secondary" origins for
maize-based agriculture. It is not surprising to see that a shift from prepared to arnorphous
core technology appeared here nearly 2,000 years afler it first happened in Mesoamerica. This
was about A.D. 500 when intensified field agriculture spread through al1 parts of the
Southwest and Southeast, &er the introduction of corn from the south (Smith 1989, 1992,
1993, 1995). At this time the sociopolitical structure in Southwestern villages (from
Basketmaker III onwards) undenvent changes towards cultural complexity (Upham et al.
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1989; Minnis and Redman 1990; Wills 199 1, 1995). The change in lithic technology can be

exemplified from the lithic assemblages of Black Mesa (Parry and Christenson 1986) and the
Lower Chaco River (Chapman 1977). My point here is that, although such changes in lithic
technology appear to be consistent in North American prehistory, they did not develop
without reasons. I think Parry and Kelly are correct in stating that sedentism was a factor
associated with this change. However, they ignore the fact that a pnmary factor driving this
change in lithic technology could have been the shifk in pnmary subsistence strategy; that is,
the economic foundation that affected the degree of sedentism. The two cases fiom the Old
World, however, show that sedentism does not necessarily cause the de-standardization of
prepared cure technology or simplification of flaked stone tool typo-technology. In fact destandardizing lithic production has been a gradua1 process in the Levant. The generalized flake
technology was fully adopted in the Late Neolithic, "when settlement pattern and importance
of agriculture and herding al1 probably differed markedly from the PPNB" (Banning 1994:161;
see also Banning and Siggers in press; Siggers n-d.)
The cross-cultural cornparisons presented here are ofTered as a leaming experience
that posits a logical relationship between food production and lithic production, rather than as
test cases of a model. The cornparisons of the Old and New World case studies suggest that
changes in lithic technology during the transition to food production were associated with the
shifis in subsistence. However, a great disparity exists between the Old and New worlds in the

type of, and direction of, the change in lithic technology as it relates to the cultural change in
subsistence strategy. It is still possible to generalize two aspects of the corresponding changes:
(1) the innovation of new impleents; and (2) the generalization of stone tool production. It
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appears that the Natufian and the Lake Taihu region cultures emphasized the former, while the
New World focused on the latter. But both the innovation of new implements and the
generaiization of stone tool production were developed for the needs of a wide range of usetasks in tool use as a response to the emergence of food production.

Evaluation of the Model
The mode1 I propose here indicates that in the Lower Grand River Valley, in
association with the emergence of food production, is a generalization of stone tool
production during the Pnncess Point period. With subsistence diversification (a rnixed
economy of honiculture, hunting, fishing, gathering, etc.) lithic production tends toward
generalized patterns. People in early farming (mixed economy, to be precise) societies of
southem Ontario, as seen at Grand Banks, adopted a non-standardized core reduction strategy
and predominantly produced, and used, flake tools for the requirements of mixed economic
activities.
It is difficult, however, to explain the mechanism for such changes here, since the
inception of this technology is closely related to the origins of agriculture. In their reviews of
agncultural origins, Gebauer and Price (1992:3) note that there is no single, accepted, general
theory for the origins of agriculture. Advocating a multifactorial approach, Crawford and
Smith (Crawford et al. in press; Smith and Crawford in press) suggest that the emergence of
food production in southwestern Ontario should be considered to incorporate sedentism,
population increase, and cornpetition over localized resources, arnong other issues.
Unquestionably, econornic and social life of early farmers has been largely conditioned by the
introduction of corn-based horticulture. The occurrence of generalized stone tool production
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at Princess Point, as one of a series of consequences arising from the ongins of agriculture.
could have been caused by a combination of extemal factors (e-g., sedentism, population
increase, availability of raw matenais) and internai factors (time-stress, productive
organization, land-use), rather than by any single factor. Ifthese elements are enabled by the
emergence of food production, patterns of lithic production are aiso likely affected.
Sedentism and the Use of Localized Resources

Introduction of food-producing technology may lead to a greater degree of sedentism
and an increased use of local resources (e-g., Muller 1987). Under such circumstances,
unformalized production of flake tools is more likely favored than standardized bifacial

reduction, as Parry and Kelly note:
For relatively sedentary peoples who do not move long distances residentially
or logistically, stone tools must ody insure that some amount of useable done be
available at the locations where it is needed. If raw material is abundant, and readily
yields edges of adequate sharpness and durability for the task at hand, then there is no
need to nianufacture portable lithic tools. In such cases, there is no temporal or spatial
difference in the location of raw material and the location of tool use, so portable stone
tooIs are not required to bridge this distance. Instead, the tools merely have to fiilfil1 a
specific short-term task, and their finction and raw material are the only hctors
afEecting their shapes. Expedient flake tmls are quite adequate in those circurnstances
(Parry and Kelly 1987:300).
This explanation of generalized lithic production based on increased sedentism and
availability of raw material is rational, but, as 1argued earlier, oversimplified. First, settlement
organization of early farming societies is not so very different from that of large, cornplex,
logistical-mobile collectors (e-g., Song and Shen in press). Seasonal hunting or gathering was
still an important event for early famers as a supplementary economic strategy. Stone tools
were aiso much needed for prepanng for such events, in some cases, under unpredictable

conditions. In other words, the curational strategy would have been much needed as a
planning option. Use of "expediency" to describe the technological organization in most
sedentary villages, therefore, appears inappropriate. The study of the Grand Banks lithic
industry demonstrates that the flake tool production also implies a curated technology; caring
for tool designs and use. For example, flake tools were carefuliy removed through the
prepared core reduction mode. Modified flake tools were most Likely hafted and employed
primarily for woodworking, while unmodified fiake tools were used for various activities.
Second, although there is high-quality local supply of raw materials (Onondaga chert)
available, the generaiiied Stone tool production at Grand Banks represents a raw material
economizing strategy, rather than an "expedient7' technology as argued above. 1 suspect that
the constraints that people faced, which forced the adoption of economizing raw material
procurement, developed fiom the intensified agriculture to which the Princess Point people
were committed.

My argument, however, does not refute the notion that, under certain circumstances,
increased sedentisrn and the use of local resources have been major extemal factors acting as
the cataiyst in the shift corn specialized production to generalized production in the late
prehistory of the Eastern Woodland. Mobility and raw matenal availability are undoubtedly
important in the organization of lithic technology. However, they would not be the only
factors in the transformation of lithic production, especially when greater sedentism and the
use of local resources could have been consequence of agricultural origins.
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lncreesed Localtzed Population

An increase in localized population is commonly associated with the ernergence of

food production. Increased population likely resulted in a segregation of lithic production. It is
reasonable to assume that standardized manufacture of stone tools can be easily and well
controlled by a small group if the need for relatively high mobility exists. Once people settled
down on a permanent or semi-permanent basis, the socio-econornic structure and productive
organization would have been re-organized in tems of an increased population. Within a
relatively iarge population, labor allocation and division are to be expected, especially when
pottery manufacture or other craft production is a part of the daily production. As a
consequence, standardized lithic production may not be favored by the whole population of
such extended societies. Production of specialized stone tools (bifacial tools) may remain
under the control of a few, while most of the populations would favor unforrnalized
production. Ethnographic evidence supports this. Heidenreich (1978:383)mentioned that the
Huron-Iroquoians rnay not have been full-time specialists in "manufactunng or econornic
pursuits," but "it is obvious that some individuals were more adept at making pottery, pipes,
or flint items than others." Evidently, simplified tool manufacture, as represented by
amorphous core reduction, placed everyone in these communities in a position ensuring easy
access to a means of production able to deal with a wide range of activities.
It is not possible at present to test this hypothesis with the Grand Banks data, since the
data regarding population pressure are not available. However, settlement organization at
Grand Banks is considered to be a permanent or semi-permanent occupation, thus a significant
density of population is expected (Smith and Crawford in press). Whether these assumptions
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are truly reflected in the study region is unclear. Much more work is required to assess the
role of increased population as one of the factors in the de-standardization of Stone tool

manufacture.
"Tirne Stress"

Time stress, according to Torrence (1983, 1989), can be defined as constraints that
limit an individual's ability to exploit subsistence resources and thereby restrain the
individual's ability to produce or reproduce other economic and social products. Torrence
(1983) argued that among hunter-gatherers, people who depended on subsistence resources

that are seasonal and less accessible (e.g., mobile animals) have higher time-stress than people
who relied on less-seasonal or non-seasonal and more accessible resources (e.g., immobile
plants). Her hypothesis predicts that more sedentary ccllectors or early fanners would be
expected to employ more generalized technologies with less tool diversity and complexity
whereas highly mobile foragers would be expected to employ more specialized technologies
with greater tool diversity and complexity. Therefore, Torrence's hypothesis may imply that
generalization of tool production took place in early farming societies due to a less degree of
time-stress. The mixed econorny in sedentary farming societies would have provided yearround food supplies.
While Torrence's time stress refers mainiy to the "window" of opportunity of resource
procurement, I have to point out that there is an other kind of time constraint: arnount of time
and energy investing subsistence activities. 1 argue that intensive farming could lead to higher

time-stress and energy costs with higher risks for less retums than simple foraging (e.g., Lee
1979). Foragers did not have to work hard al1 day to feed themselves. On the contrary,
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farmers did, and they even possibly faced the possibility of crop failure. Time-stress should
therefore be considered one of the characteristics of early farming.

If people have to work hard at farming, and invest more time and energy in cropgrowing, then their investment of time and energy in other aspects of economic or social
production would be reduced (Kleindienst pers. comm.). Generalized lithic production may
have resulted fiom such time- or energy-saving strategies. The specialized production (e.g.,
bifacial or blade production) would have required people with high skill and energy to
produce standardized items, which to some extent wastes more raw materials (Hayden et al.
1996; or see chapter 6 for discussion). If raw materials were not handy on site, this would

have required people to make more trips to sourcing areas for acquisition. Under the
constraints of time-stress, it would be expected that the number of people traveling to chert
sources would be minimal. As a result, people at Grand Banks likely adopted the
"transfomed" core reduction as an economizing strategy for raw material conservation of onsite use.
Although Torrence has attempted to test her hypothesis using Oswalt's (1976) data,
she is aware that her hypothesis has never tmly been directly tested (Torrence 1983: 14).
Moreover, it is not possible to directly test the positive correiation between high time-stress
and generalized production in the earlier farming societies in the study region. However, the
notion that constraints on time and energy would have caused simplified procedures in lithic
manufacture and a generalized use of flake tools in diversified economic activities, deserves
serious consideration in tiiture studies.

Chapter 9
Productive Organization

If there are reasons to assume that generalired stone tool production relates to
increased population and tirne-stress, then some aspects of social relations aiso need to be
taken into account. 1 suggest that changes in the means of production and econornic
organization during the transition to food production may aiso influence the pattern of lithic
production in the Eastern Woodland as a long-tenn change. Land-use and individudized
production

- two aspects of productive organization deterrnined by changes in subsistence,

are likely the interna1 factors responsible for any changes in lithic production.

First, the shift to food production, especially field agriculture, causes a fundamental
change in the use of land (Wolf 1982; Southall 1988; Woodbum 1982). Land in huntergatherer societies may be an object of labor, which means that people use the resources of the
land, not the land itself. In a food-producing society, land as such becomes a means of
production. Temtorialized fm-land is the center of food production, as higher energy input
is involved in clearing cultivated land.
Second, "a change from comrnunity to household levels of economic organization may
have accompanied the transition to agriculture, including a shift from communal shanng to
familial or individual accumulation" (Price and Gebauer 1995:8).The appearance of
individualized farming at this time rnay result from the higher labor costs invested in the landuse, which would increase the value of land and perpetuate ideas about land-ownership. Of
course, land-ownership and individualized production are relativist phenornena in a society
whose economy was mixed horticulture and hunting-gathering. However, such changes in
social relations related to food production have been observed ethnographicaily.
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In his description of Huron horticulture7Trigger (1969:28) noted: "any man could
clear as much land as he wished, and this land remained in the possession of his family
mernbers as long as they wished to cultivate it. Once abandond, however, a field could be
planted by anyone who wished to do so." Exaaly the sarne situation is found in the Dulong
society of southwestern China,which represents a smali-scale farming and hunting-gathering
society (Song and Shen in press).
1 have noted eariier that there is similady between foraging collectors and early

f m e r s in senlement organization and resource procurement. However, the major difference
between the two is probably the productive organization. With the emergence of field
horticulture, households in the farming societies became basic economic units and started
developing the ownership of land and setting productive boundaries between and within their
societies. This phenornenon unlikely existed in the foraging (collectors) societies. The
individualized production (household econorrjc activity) could be responsible for different
requirements of stone tool designs and use.
This is not to Say that generalized lithic production can only be achieved through
individualized production. Nor do 1suggest that early foragers did not produce specialized
tools individually; stone tool production is in fact a matter of individual performance. Lithic
production by individuals and individualized production have completely difTerent meanings;
the former is a form of stone tool manufacture whereas the latter refers to econornic
organization in food procurement. While hunting or gathering took place in a CO-operative
manner (in a general sense), i-e.,, communal hunting-drives or gathering, horticultural activity
was organized by household units. Co-operative production in foraging societies may likely
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have required forrnaked toolkits which resulted in standardized production. However, with
the establishment of individualized production in food-producing societies, the memben of the
household productive units were likely responsible for their own production needs.
Although few researchers have demonstrated the development of lithic production in
households in an archaeological context, Parry's (1987) study of Formative household lithic
production may provide some evidence. He States:
It appears that occupants of every household manufactured flake tools for
their own use. Every excavatecl Early or Middle Formative household unit, even those
with smail sarnple sizes, had evidence of flake production, including decortication
flakes, unuseà flakes, exhausted Aake cores, angular fiagménts, hammerstones, or
other debris. In every case, the quantities of debitage in each houseboId units exceed
the number of tools, and seem to be sufficient to account for al1 of the flake tools
present in that unit. Thus, it would seem that flake production was not a specialized
craft; on the contrary, individuals in every household rnanufitctured flake tools (Parry
l987:57).

Other archaeological evidence for household lithic production in northeastern Nonh
Arnerican cornes fiorn the Labras Lake site in the American Bottorn (Yerkes 1987, 1989;
Phillips et al. 1980). Yerkes has demonstrateci, through studies of lithic technology and tool
use, that Mississippian household production constitutes the basic economic foundation in
these communities. Further, he implies that such strong household production would prompt
social differentiation through accumulation or redistribution of "trade" goods and ceremonial
items. The archaeological facts are that, arnong the six house structures examined, "al1 of the
houses seem to have about the same number of deep 'storagdre&se' pits" (Yerkes
1989:202).Microwear anaiysis, performed by Yerkes, indicates "al1 six of the Mississippian
houses contained domestic tools that were used to cut meat, scrape hide, and work wood,
bone, and antler" (Yerkes 1989:205). These facts suggest that households becarne essential
units for the manufacture and use of stone tools.
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Tools produced in household economic units were probably needed for the
performance of a wide range of use-tasks in dEerent working systems such as horticulture,
hunting, fishing, gathering, food preparation, etc.. In societies whose economy was dominated
by hunting-gathering, stone tool production aimed at a few specialized and portable produas,
e-g., projectile points, bifaces, shaped scrapers and drills, in correspondence with mobility

adaptation (reliability and/or rnaintainability) (Bleed 1986; Kelly 1988). In relatively sedentary
villages, in contrast, stone tools were formed in a generd way. Wooden tools, bone tools,
shell, stone,and the like, became important parts of the toolkits of scch societies. These types

of tools are more widely discovered fiom archaeological sites with a food production context
than fkom those with a foraging context. For instance, the Natufian bone tool industry is

-

unique in its nchness, variability, and decoration, whereas the wooden and bamboo tool
remains fiom the Lake-Taihu region sites are spectacular. Stone tools are utilized both for

food procurement and for the manufacturing and maintenance of wooden tools, bone tools, or
shell tools. Thus simplified flake tools were an adjustment in response to the needs of multiple
activities.
Thus, it should be expected that there are many more tool use-tasks in the farming
context than in the foraging context. A comparison of stone tools use-tasks fiom the three
lithic assemblages suggest that the more recent the site is, the more tool use-tasks may likely
be present (Fig. 9.4)' . In the HH Middle Woodland site, only 21 use-tasks are indicated by
use-wear. A drarnatic increase of stone tool use-tasks occumed in the Grand Banks and Lone
Pine assemblages; 32 and 36 kinds, respectively. The new use-tasks at both later period sites

Given unrepresentative simples of Young 1 . 1 excluded the Young 1 assemblage Born the cornparison.

Total use-task: HH 21 UT, Grand Bank (GB)32 UT; Lone Pine (LP)36 UT

Fig. 9.1: Cornparison of Use-Tasks at the Three Sites.
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are plant-working, bone-worhng, or soil-digging use-related activities. However, the
difference in the number of use-tasks between the early and later assemblages could have been
afEected by sample sizes. The samples selected fiom the HH assemblage for rnicroscopic
analysis are much smaller than those from both the Grand Banks and Lone Pine assemblages.
Nevertheless, the patterns presented here should not be ignored and need to be confirmed by
other data.

A similar pattern of tool use has also been evidenced through the study of the Labras

Lake lithic assemblages. Philips (1980) and Yerkes (1987, 1989) observed a different tool use
pattern fiom Late Archaic, through Late Woodland, to the Mississippian components:
Microwear analysis revealed the s&e sort of parallel pattern in the fiinctional
classification of the 308 utilized artifacts in the Labras Lake microwear sample.
However, there were some differences. Plant knives were found in the Late W d a n d
and Mississippian samples, but they were absent in the Late Archaic microwear
assemblage, and shell drills were only found in Mississippian contexts (Yerkes
1987:185).

They also noted that at Labras Lake, bifacial tools produced by standardized

technology were used for a variety of tasks that were not oflen related to their form. "Bifacial
tools in the microwear assemblages were used as bone, antler, or wocd saws as ofien as they
were used to cut meat, so the designation 'bifacial knife' is something of a misnomer" (Yerkes

1987:186). This obsexvation is, not surpnsingly, consistent with the findings of bifacial tool
use at Grand Banks (Chapter 5).

Concluding Comments
In the above discussion, 1 have considered both externa1 and intemal factors that
possibly influenced the shifi to generalization of Stone tool production. Increased sedentism,
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the use of local resources, increase of localized population, time-stress, and the establishment

of land-ownership and individual production, are al1 associated with the origins of food
production. Since there is no single factor that results in the emergence of food production, it
cm be said that the shift to the generalization of aone tool production can only be caused by

an integrated relationship of extemal conditions (sedentism, raw material variability, increase
of population) and intemal elements (e-g., time-stress, individual production, land-use).

In sumrnary, the mode1 proposed here contends that there is a plausible relationship
between the establishment of generalized Iithic production and the emergence of food
production during the Princess Point period in the study region. 1 do not suggest, however,
that specialized lithic production occurs only in association with mobile hunter-gatherers.
Shott (1986) has demonstrated that small hunting-gathering groups would likely use
generalized toolkits in response to the various tasks needed in more highiy mobile settlements.
The lithic technology of small and highly mobile hunter-gatherer groups, however, is
comrnonly characterized by highly standardized reduction sequences and a greater degree of
diversity and complexity of formalized tool types. It is indeed mobility and other relevant
variables (e.g., raw material availability) that could cause or, more accurately, influence the
pattern of generalized Iithic production among hunter-gathenng groups. Mechanisrns for this
may differ a great deal fiom those that exist in early farming societies. A detailed study of

technological variability among small, mobile hunting-gathering groups fiom a lithic
production system perspective wouid yield many more insightful results, but such a task is
beyond the scope of this work.
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It should be noted that cornplex hunter-gatherers (colledors) are also characterized by
large populations, intensification of subsistence and technology, sedentism, and some level of
social circumscription (Price and Brown 1985). It would not be surprising to see the trends
towards the shifl from speciaiiied to generalized lithic production in logistic foraging
societies. In recent studies of agricultural ongins, it is suggested that agriculture emerges
initially among more complex groups of hunter-gatherers in areas with substantial resources
(Price and Gebauer 1995; Gebauer and Price 1992). Therefore, if the generalization of stone
tool production appeared in the complex hunter-gatherer groups, it would also be ultimately
associated with the emergence of food production.
It is unfortunate that at present this study is not able to independently support the
model using the Grand Banks case since our understanding of the Pnncess Point complex is
preliminary. However, the model is generalized on the basis of our understanding of the
Princess Point lithic production system. The study of the Grand Banks lithic assemblage
demonstrates for the first time that the Princess Point lithic industry indeed represents a
generalized production. It is also suggested that corn-based agriculture occurred in Pnncess

Point as early as A.D. 550 (Crawford and Smith 1997; Smith and Crawford in press), which
coincidentally corresponds with a trend fiom standardized to amorphous core technology
throughout the Northeast. Use-wear analysis indicates that a great variety of use-tasks were
performed by simplified flake tools in Princess Point, rather than through bifacial tools.
Nevefiheless, to test this model significantly more evidence is needed. Therefore, this
alternative explmation of the change in lithic technology dunng the Middle to Late Woodland
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in Southem Ontario should serve as an exploratory hypothesis for funher study, rather than as
a conclusive generalization.
As expected, there are two main problems with testing this model in future studies.

First, aithough social relations are taken ùito account in this model, an understanding of social
relations in lithic production systems needs to be further enhanced through an extended
ethnographie analogy. Future lithic study should not only investigate the characteristics of

lithic technology, but also should explore the social dynamics that Lithic production may
reflect. Archaeologically, the study of lithic artifacts fiom household and mortuary contexts
should be appropriate to test the model. An in-depth study of Princess Point settlement
pattems is needed. It is unfortunate that the lack of household settlement data from the
Princess Point site does not enable us to support the assumption that the shifi fiom COoperative production to individualized production took place in the study region. However,
the relationships between social relations and pattems of lithic production are based on
comparative data and logical interpretations, and could be tested when more lithic data
becomes available.
Second, to test the proposed mode1 requires a more comprehensive data set for
intersite cornparisons on a regional scale. Although three of the four lithic assemblages
selected for this study have been interpreted as inhabitant occupations (except Young l), the
interpretation of tool use pattern cm still be biased by possible difEerence in site functions and
by sample sizes. A comparative study of a few lithic assemblages of the Middle Woodland
sites in the study region would be quite helpful to clanfy the relationship between lithic
production and food production. Considerably more data fiom the Princess Point sites in the
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Lower Grand River Valley or other areas wiil also be necessary in future studies. 1 suggest
that the study of lithic production systems should be carried out on a regional s a l e to achieve
an comprehensive understanding of the transformation of lithic production.

In summary, this study has carried out the fist detaiied analysis of lithic matends from
a Middle to Late Woodland transitional culture in southwestern Ontario. The two general

goals that address the lithic production system of the Princess Point Complex were achieved
in this study. At the descriptive level, 1 have characterized the pattern of Pnncess Point iithic

production. At the interpretive level, 1have offered a hypothetical mode1 for explaining the
transformation of lithic production during the transition to food production in the study
region. Both of these goals are directed towards a comprehensive understanding of the
Princess Point lithic production system.
According to the research design outlined for an archaeological study of Iithic
production systems (Fig 1.2), the highest level of interpretations could be attained through a
reconstmction of the organization of lithic production. Given the data available and our
prelirninary understanding of this cultural cornplex, 1am unable to provide comprehensive
interpretations on this issue. However, as 1have argued in Chapter 1, lithic production
systems will be better understood when a series of social variables are taken into account.
Based upon lithic data drawn fkom this study, it is plausible to assume that the organization of
lithic production within the Princess Point Complex represents a communal mode of
production (Lee 1981, 1988, 1990; Wolf 1982; Patterson 1993). According to this mode of
production, no individual at the site was able to control the lithic resources and labor; such
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evidence does not exist at the Grand Banks site. The resources necessary for production were
widely accessible to anyone. In a communal society like Princess Point, the stone tool
production would have been directed towards making tools for a variety of daily-life usetasks, rather than for the purposes of exchange or of surplus accumulation. The reconstruction
of lithic production organization should provide significantly more information for the
retrieval and reconstruction of the political-economic structure of Pnncess Point, but at
present the archaeological data is far from achieving this goal. Any further investigations of
the Pnncess Point Cornplex, especially addressing its settlement pattern, catchment analysis,
subsistence pattern, and site function, will provide insightfil data for testing the hypotheses
proposed in this study.
Regardless of our limited data, the analysis of lithic artifacts in this study has yielded
h i t f u l data for understanding the Pnncess Point lithic industry. It is hoped that the

methodology developed for this study (Chapter 3) will also be useful to others conducting
lithic analyses of comparative assemblages in this region. At the very least, this study has
dernonstrated that the results fi-oman integrated study of typo-technological and use-wear
analysis are informative. The study of flaked stone artifacts within the Framework of the lithic
production system is significant in order for us to understand both the basic characteristics of
lithic industries and the changes in lithic technology over time.

PLATE

Plate 3: Flaked stone artifacts recovered
fiom Grand Banks (AfiGx-3).

Plate 4: Flaked stone artifacts recovered
fiom Grand Banks (AfGx-3).

PLATE

Plate 5 : ES# 18 used for cutting dried antler, very hard material. Uneven,
dentidated distrubtion, snap and cnished scarrings. Note use-polish near
the edge of the centre. 20x.

Plate 6: EW18, same use location as the abwe, zoomed in to see the use-polish.
Note the h e a l appearance of polish on the left part of L e edge. 5Ox.

PLATE

Plate 7: ES#02 used for sawing dried bone. Medium to large feathered scarrhgs,
heavy rounding, and bnght polish. 20x.

Plate 8: ES#02, smae used location as the abwe. Zoomed m to see the uwpolisb
on the nght side corner. 45x.

PLATE

Plate 9: ES#16 used for scraping soft vegetal (potato). Small sized, feathered
scars appear on the dosral side only. 35x.

Plate 10: ES#16, siune use location as the above, ventral side. Note
polish that is formed perpaidicular to the working edge, 100x.

PLATE

Plate 11 : ES#38 used for cutting grass. Very d - s i z e d feather scars
unwenly distributed dong the working edge. Rounding and polish are
observed. 63x.

Plate 12: TU#All used for sawing dned bone. Heavy rounding, man polish
and large hinge and feather scarring on the edge. 20x.

PLATE

Plate 13: TU#B 137 shows meat-cutting Wear: roughten roundhg edge,
bifacially incipient polish, and small sized and feather-termined scarrings.
3Ox.

Plate 14: ES#12, a drilling tip shows heavy rounding and crushed scarring
on all ndges, a little polish can be seen on the worked ridge. 20x.

PLATE

Plate 15: ES#33, large siap scars are the result of penetrating a medium
animal substance (mat with bone contact). 20x.

Plate 16: ES#40, heavy rounding and bright poli& on the contact surface of
the graving tip. 120x.

PLATE

Plate 17: ES#4 1 used for chopping tree in the experhentation.
Polish appears on the working edge. 48x.

Plate 18: EW19 used for scraping cooked pig limb bone. m e feather and
step-termined scar perpendicular to the edge, rounded and mshed edge.
20x.
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Plate 19: ES#36 used for cutthg hard wood, noting large step and feather
scars in directional distribution, and rounded edge. 20x.

Plate 20: T M 145 used for sawing soft animal substance (leather), noting
d-t~medium
sized siap and feather scars in directional distribution.
20x.

PLATE

Plate 2 1: Lone Pine projectile point (AfGx-113:909), crushed edge and
medium sized, step and feather scaning, interpreted as sawing hard wood.
15x.

Plate 22: Lone Pine projectile point (AfGx-113:3239), rolled-over scarring
pattern with medium-sized feather scars, interpreted as cuting/sawing soft
wood material. 10x.
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PLATE

1l3:962): smdl s c h g on the
Plate 23: Lone Pine projectile point (ffiwom edge, interpreted as hafi Wear. 13x.

Plate 24: Lone Pine projectile point (AfGx-113:372), wom edge showing
hand-hold Wear paneni: blunt edge with a row of mailregular scars.
13x.
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Plate 25: Utilized core (AfGx-35963): small to medium sized featherterminated scars and rounded working edge, interpreted as meating
cutting Wear cm location A. 20x.

Plate 26: U&d
core, same as above on edge B: Blunting and
small crushed scars. interpreted as hmd-holding Wear. 16x.

PLATE

Plate 27: Utilized core (AfGx-3:6321): unifacial disaibuted feather and step
scars and light polish, interpreted as a wood planing tool. 16x.

Plate 28: Utilized unrnodified-flake (Af;Gx-353 53.1;A): rolied-over s c e g ,
feather-terminated, and incipient polish on ventral side, interpreted as a wood
scraping working edge. 28x.
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PLATE

Plate 29: Utilized unmodified-flake (A=-3 :53 5 3.1 ;B): denticated scaning,
medium shed feather-terminated scars, rounding edge, interpreted as an edge
employed for cutting medium-soft wood. 15x.

Plate 30: Utilized unmodified-flake, same as the above on C : heavy rounding
on the working edge and bright poli& almg the edge that was probably caused
by scarping of animal skins or hides. 1Sx.
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PLATE

Plate 3 1: Utilized unretouched-flake (AfGx-3:6886.1;A): shallowed stepped and
feathered scvs on the ventral Sde and bright poli&. Used for planning wood.
18x

Plate 32: Utilized unretouched-flake, same as the above on B: bright polish on
the ventral sideonly and mail feathered and stepped scars, interpreted as
wood planning working edge. 18x.
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PLATE

Plate 33 : U t h d unretouched-flake (AflGx-113: 1252. l), location A dorsal side
showing denticaled and snd feather scars, probably caused by slicing meat
with bone contact. 30x.

Plate 34: Utilized wetouched-flake, same working edge as the above on ventral
side where the surface has mostly contacted with the material, bright poli&
and smaU scars appear. 30x.
33 1

PLATE

Plate 3 5: Utilized unretouched-flake (AfGx-113: 1252.l), location B where there
are intentional micro-retouch scars to d d the edge for hand-holding. Rehende
Wear is also indicated by m
i
d cru& utilized scars dong the edge. 1lx.

Plate 36: Utilized umetouched-flake, same working edge as the above on ventral
side where the surface has mostly contacted with Le material, bright polish
and smaU scars appear. 30x.
332
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